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OBJECTIVE I
 

To improve national and regional health planning and management.
 

Sub-objective 1: 	 To strengthen health planning, programming and management train
ing programs given by the Dakar and other collaborating Centers.
 

This subobjective concerns the 6 week planning and management course given annually
at the Dakar Health Planning, Programming and Management Center. No direct action 
was taken regarding curriculum revision because of the crowded schedule of the 
center staff and the preparation needed for the top level multisectorial management

workshop scheduled 	for April. However, as a result of the top level course, it is 
expected that the staff will increase the management content and employ training
techniques used in the workshop (see subobjective 2). During the preparatory period
for the workshop, SHDS consultants, Professor Bruce MacKenzie and Aliou Samba Diallo,
reviewea management content and training techniques with the Dakar staff. This
 
activity was undertr en during the week before the workshop and during the interval
"atween the two sessions of the ;orkshop. Thus,- a total of 7 days was spent in
 
staff training on management relaLed activities.
 

In preparation for the workshop, SEDS provided the Dakar project with a small library
of educational materials on management (see Annex 1 for list of materials). These
 
will be used for the other training programs carried out by the Center.
 

Sub-objective 2: 	 To improve intersectorial management capabilities of planners
 
from the West and Central African countries in development

of health programs.
 

The 	principal activity in this subobjective was the top level intersectorial manage
ment workshop and in-country follow-up. Originally, two (one Francophone and oneAnelonhone) workshops were planned, the former for March and the 	latter for November.
However, final budgetary discussions resulted in funding for only one workshop for 
the 	Francophone countries during 1980.
 

The 	workshop was hosted by the ?inist.-v of Health of Senegal, organized by SHDS 
and AFRO and held as a residential workshop in Aldiana, Senegal from 13-17 and

20-23 April. It was originally scheduled for tIgend of March; however, dates
 
were changed because accommodations were not available in March. 
As a result,

ministers from Togo and Niger were unable to attend.
 

Invitations were originally sent out in December 1979 to nine countries (Senegal,

Guinea, Mali, Ivory Coast. Benin, Togo, Mauritania, Niger and Upper Volta).

During the preparatory session for senior officials, eight countries (excepting

Upper Volta) sent representatives for a total of 16 participants (see Annex 2
 
for list of participants and their positions). In the second session, six
 
ministers from Senegal, Mali, Mauritania and Benin attended (See Annex 3 for list
 
of ministerial participants).
 

The two workshop sessions were conducted by SHDS consultants, M. Aliou Samba Diallo
 
of the Dakar Office of Organizational Management (Bureau d'Organization et Methodes),

Prof. Bruce MacKenzie, and Dakar Project Management Specialist, M.Af. Mena. Other
 
staff members participated as resource persons. In addition, Prof. MacKenzie in
vited two information systems specialists, to complete the roster of resource persons.
 

...
e objectives of the workshop were as follows:
 

a. 	To promote interministerial and intersector'al cooperation among those
 
ministers principally concerned with social and economic development;
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Sub-objective 2 of Objective I Continued.
 

b. Familiarize the senior officials with the broad spectrum of management

themes related to multisectorial development and to identify the
interests and priorities of the participating ministers; 

c. 	 Develop and edit a number of composite case studies which would represent
priority problems relating to public health, social well being and
productivity. These would ideally present problems of management, coordina
tion and the coherent use of human and economic resources from several
 
sectors;
 

d. 
Prepare a briefing for the participating ministers, either to be given
to them before their arrival in Senegal or at the opening of the Top 
Level Workshop;
 

e. 	 Sample ane test certain of the materials, documents, questionnaires
and 	cases 
from other workshops to ascertain their suitability and rele
vance. 

Several broad categories of problemi were first identified by the directors,
following the introduction and div.ussion of all 	of the major themes: 
motivation, conmmunication, delegatioa,, styles of management and conflict re
solution. Problem categories included:
 

1. 	 Structural and Organizational Problems 

a. 	Lack of interministerial coordination
 
b. 	Poor intraministerial coordination
 
c. 	 Overly personal nature of interministerial relations. 

2. 	Functional, Operating Problems
 

a. 	 Excessive concentration of decision-making power 

b. 	Insufficient, fuzzy job and position descriptions
 

c. 
Confusion of roles and job duplication
 

d. 	Inadequate definition of objectives
 

e. 	 Lack of importance given to evaluation and apprais&ls 

f. 	Poor utilization of resources
 

g. 	Poor program planning and execution
 

h. 	Decision-making based on erroneous information
 

i. 	Decision-making without 
previous study or information
 

J. 	Ignoring reporting or organizational lines
 

k. 	Weakness in resisting outside pressures a-d influences
 

1. 	Lack of follow-through
 

m. 
Insufficient contacts throughout the organizational structure
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Sub-objective 2 of Obj. I Continued.
 

n. 	Hostility and distrust among managers and between managers and
 
their subordinates.
 

3. 	Personnel Problems
 

a. 
Lack 	of training programs and trained manpower.
 

b. 	Disparity of motivation and rewards between the public and private

sectors, and among different sectors or the public sector.
 

c. 	Under-utilization and misuse of trained manpower, including over
concentration of skilled manpower in the urban areas.
 

After an introduction to the case method, analysis of several cases 
and a dis
cussion period, small teams of directors worked together for the rest of the three

and 	one half days in preparing five management case studies which formed the

working materials of the ministers during their meeting the following week. 
These five cases covered iroblems related to various aspects of the management
 

cycle: 

a. Functions of Management: Case No. I - Self-sufficiency in Food. 

b. Organizational Diagnosis:
Capital!" 

Case No. 2 - "I Have to Stay in the 

c. 
Human Resources Management and Resolution of Conflicts: Case No. 3
 
- "Why Doesn't He Mind his own Business?"
 

d. 	Planning and Coordination: Case No. 4 -- Doing Everything Means
 

Losing Everything (Qui trop embrasse, mal etreintl).
 

(See 	Annex 4 for case studies and other documents used during the workshops.)
 

Top Level Interministerial Manngement Workshop
 

The preparatory workshop was followed by 
a 3 	1/2 day workshop for ministers. The

six participating ministers represeuted health, social welfare, rural development,

science and research, and communication development sectors. 
 Their program con
sisted of analysis of the case studies and discussion of the major themes of modern
 
management. A synopsis of the program follows.
 

Sunday p.m. - 20/4/80
 

First working meeting. Explanation of the methodology, materials and pro
visional agenda for the week. 
Discussion and suggestians by the participants

and trainers with some revisions and changes in Limes of planned plenary

sessions and individual, non-structured time. First projection of Turning
 
Point.
 

MOndav - l4/80 

Overview of modern management processes, attitudes and latest trends as 
re
lated to multisectoral development. 
Usa of B. Mackenzie's Management in
 
Three Dimensions reprint from the Harvard Business Review as 
oais of
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Sub-obJective 2 of Obj. I Continued
 

discussion of the management cycle: planning, organization, resource mobili
zation, execution and control.
 

Analysis and presentation of the various management functions through study

and analysis of Case No. 1. Diagnostic techniques applied to organizational

environments. Discussion of problem identification and tools available such
 
as Likert's organizational profiling and his various systems 1-4.
 

Human aspects of management in larger organizations: delegation, motivation,
 
communications, styles of management and strcqss minimization. Videodisc
 
presentation of Turning Point with interactive participation by ministers
 
with use of thematic booklets.
 

Study and analysis of Case No. 2. Problems of team building and conflict
 
resolution. Use of schematic on negotiation and conflict resolution.
 

Tuesday - 22/4/80
 

Advanced technologies andmanagement tools available for multisectorial manage
ment in the African context. Presentations and discussions of management

information systems, tele-analysis for rural development and interactive
 
videodisc for training of health agents, rural development workers and manage
ment developrent.
 

Intersectorial collaboration and decision-making. tnalysis and presentation
 
of Case No. 3 and Case No. 4.
 

Styles of management and attitudinal change. Case study and analysis: The
 
Day of Mr. Sarr. Use of Task-People Questionnaire and the Blake-Mouton
 
Managerial Grid.
 

Presentations and discussions with reference to 
cases of motivation and dele
gation problems in management.
 

Individual analysis and demonstration of management styles with viewing and
 
discussion of a recent management film: Adult, Where are You?. 
 This includes
 
a discussion of transactional analysis and its applications to modern manage
ment.
 

Wednesday - 23/4/80
 

Marketing and the public sector: its relevance to the varicuo services needed
 
or desired by different publics in a developing country. Pte,,tation and
 
analysis of marketing problems, the marketing mix and marketing attitudes
 
in the creation and diffusion of goods and services.
 

Review and discussion of key themes for multisectorialmanagemenct ar seen
 
through the composite cases. Distribution and brief discussion o, addi
tional documentation, diagnostic tools for use in back-home or.arizatlon
 
and individual plans for minagement action.
 

Open forum, discussion and evaluntiun of the Top Level Workshop wtih recommenda
tions, for further training.
 

The Ministers proposed a series of recommendations for the :ontli -ntion and
 
expansion of management training in the 
region, which reflectc ai apnprecia
tion of management's role in development and the need for a variorv of short 
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and long term approaches to training managers. Recommendations included
 
the following:
 

I. Institutional Recommendations
 

-
 Creation of national and regional institutions specializing in
 
modern management processes and techniques; and the strengthening of
 
such institutions already in existence;
 

- Introduction of management courses in training institutions and
 
faculities;
 

- Orientation of such courses and programs towards specific, real
 
and timely administrative problems.
 

I. Organizational and In-Service Recommendations
 

- Regular, planned programs of management development and re-cycling
 
for middle management and above through seminars, workshops and courses;
 

- Development and education in management for future managers in the
 
various professional schools of each country;
 

- Development of 
an action plan aimed at overcoming the difficulities
 
due to lack of qualified management trainers.
 

In this last point, sectoral leaders should study:
 

- Possibilities of inter-African cooperation through pooling qualified
 
resource people by way of the organization for technical cooperation among
 
developing countries (TCDC);
 

-
 Increased training of trainers in ma'iagement in specialized graduate
 
schools and institutions both in Africa and in other geographic areas.
 

This subobjective also included the development of an in-country follow-up program
 
to the workshops. The Ministers indicated immediate interest in such a program,
 
as reflected in their recommendations. The possibility of follow-up workshops
 
was explored in Senegal and Mauritania. In Senegal, moreover, the USAID Mission
 
also expressed interest in collaborating with the SUDS Project in a follow-up
 
program. 
Meetings were held with USAID mission personnel and several information 
cables exchanged. Further meetings were planned for August following an official 
request by the GOS for a follow-up program. In this regard, the SUDS staff dis
cussed follow-up activity with Senegalese participants. They indicated that the
 
GOS was highly satisfied with the workshop and wished to hold a similar one 
for 
member ministries of the proposed National Health Council. A meeting in August

in Senegal was pleaned to discuss this further. Participants from Mauritania
 
expressid similar interest. Formal request to AFRO to follow-up are expected
 
during the next reporting period.
 

:n order to systematize the training methodology for further top level work
shops an well an for follow-up programs, the facilitators proposed to develop 
a set of training modules based on the organization, content and teaching techni
ques of this workshop. The modules would be used to train other national facilita
tors to use the concepts and techniques of executive management training, and 
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would serve as a guide or model for management workshops for government and pri
vate management training or development institutions. The proposal was submitted
 
to AFRO, which responded favorably. It is planned to begin developing the modules
 
during the next reporting period.
 

Sub-Objective 3: 	 To strengthen the Dakar and other collaborating centers' cap
abilities to participate in and follow-up ClP exercises.and
 
facilitate the implemontation of national health development
 
programs.
 

No action was taken during this period for the following reasons.
 

a. 	Budgetary uncertainty precluded the development of specific plans, until
 
well into April; and
 

b. 	The CUP exercises scheduled for 1980 will all be in countries outside of
 
the SHDS Project region.
 

This activity will 	be carried over to 1981.
 

Sub-Objective 4: To develop health planning, programming and management capabilities
 
of selected national education institutions.
 

The 	SHDS Project was invited to participate in the secretariat of the first AFRO
 
consultation on health management training in Arusha, Tanzania. It was held
 
21-25 July, 1980. Further planning in this area is contingent upon the recommenda
tions emanating from the Arusha Conference.
 

SHDS will provide 15 fellownhips for non-degree study in health planning and
 
management at the 6 week course in Dakar. This course is being run for English

speaking countries this year. Funds were not provided for fellowships leading
 
to degrees or to other collaborating centers.
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OBJECTIVE II
 

Lome/Lagos
 

To increase the skills and improve the utilization of health
 
personnel providing generalized health services at the super
visory and local levels.
 

Sub-objective 1: 	 To develop, improve and harmonize methods of course design
 
and implementation at the Lome and Lagos Centers.
 

The 	principal activities under this subobjective were 1) continuing education
 
for center staff in systematic course design, 2) vilject matter committee
 
review of course content and 3) raining of V11W trainers and middle level
 
EPI personnel.
 

1) 	Further training in systematic course design was carried out informally during

the on-going process of revision of existing and preparation of new courses.
 
SHDS Project Educational Coordinator worked with staff of both centers on
 
the design of courses during her April-May consultation.
 

2) 	Both centers continued to convene local subject matter committees for re
view of courne content. In general, this is tarried out on an ad hoc
 
basis, and "comittees" may consist of one to several persons. These per
sons not only review course content and prepare new materials, but also
 
serve as course facilitators, further consolidating national involvement in
 
the 	centers' teaching programs.
 

3) 	Lome held its second Training of Trainers course, and Lagos, its first.
 

Lome
 

There were 30 participants at the Lome course, 22 of whom came from SU1DS countries
 
(Cameroon - 2, Central African Republic - 2, Congo - 2, Gabon - 2 Guinea 
- 2
 
Equatorial Guinea - 1, Upper Volta - 2, Mali - 2, Niger - 2, Senegal - 2, and
 
Togo - 3). The rest came from Burundi, Comores, Guinea-Bissau and Rwanda. To
 
date, 47 persons have been trained from 15 French speaking countries. The
 
SIP.1S Project was unable to provide consultant assistance to the course an
 
needed because the public health nurse short term consultant had not yet been
 
replaced. AID/W had refused to provide funding for such consultation. SIDS
 
attempted to engage a former TOT course participant from Cameroon recommended by

the Director of the Lome RTC. However, it 
wan not possible o secure government

permission in time. There were 7instructors, the regular teaching staff of the
 
center and three additional persons who have frequently been members of local
 
subject matter committees or previous course participants.
 

The year's course was revised in consultation with the SUDS Educational Coordinator
 
during her visit to Loma in October-December 1979 to complete the VUW training

modules. The course itself wan divided into 6 modules  two which dealt with
 
study habits and group dynamics and 4 which dealt with course design and the
 
use of the VUW training materials, teacher training, management and evaluation.
 

There were 27 participants at the 13-week Lagos TOT course of whom 14 were 
from
 
the SU1DS Project region (Cameroon - 1, Gambia - 2, Ghana - 2, Nigeria 7, and
 
Sierra Leone - 2). The remaining were from Sthiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi,
 
Namibia, Swaziland and Tanzania. A SU1DS consultant was engaged to assist the
 
RTC staff which included short term (11 month) consultants provided by the
 
Project - a management specialist and a public health nurse,
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There were a total of six facilitators for the course including the Director
 
of the center. The course was divided into five modules including systematic
 
course design, working with the community (community mobiliZatlon and program
 
management), teacher training practice and evaluation. The participants were
 
divided into 5 groups, each having the responsibility of developing part of
 
the VIN training program for environmental health, control of communicable
 
diseases, maternal child health, nutrition, first aid and evaluation (see Annex
 
1 for course objectives of each course).
 

A total of 61 persons from SIDS countries have been trained in the three TOT
 
courses. Both courses stress the participant's role in training, supervision
 
and evaluation of the VIN during training and village work, teach the partici
rants to define educational objectives and teaching activities, and give 15
 
iays of practice teaching to show participants how to teach session plans

which they have developed. Although the objectives of the courses arc- similar, 
differe.'ces in teaching approaches, previous background and training of partici
pancn, and field work resources result in special characteristics for each of
 
the training programs. 

Lome 

1. Tightly organized, specifies each day the objectives, content, activities
 
to be covered.
 

2. Follows teaching pattern established through experience in other courses. 

3. Teach participants how to adapt VIHW training materials, plan primary health
 
care projects and administer and supervise a training program for VIIWa. 

1. Gives more responsibility to teaching staff and plans courses oii a weekly 
basis, IOecifylng how many days are taken ap by certain course units. 

2. Emphasizes developuent of individual session plans rather than vethods of 
adapting exiating VINW training aaaterials. 

3. Permits participants to work in villages doing community development work
 
with villagers and relating this work to V11W training. 

The main difference in the two programs Ii access to PIlC field iitui, Lome 
RTC field practice ia carried out in i mission run program for heal.th "carachiates", 
who are generally maorl educated and knowledge-ible than V1INn woul i likely he. This 
field practice does not afford opportunity to work with the co mity. The Lagos
RTC, on the other hanni, in in the proces.s of developing a primary health carn 
program ind thui lends the participants through an actlve procesrn of dove lo inp
real V1I1 programs. Participants provided the training for 13Lvillage health 
workers from 13 villagen in the izndagary aren. 

The the Ldtcationttl followingreport of C;i)S Coordinator made the oborvntion in 
this regard. 

The graduate of the Lagos cotir.i will ho i lotter tr.ainer of VINts. Ile will 
be able to go into the village, work with the villagers on cori unity projacts,
help iulect the VIIW and train him probahl-/ with mort asanranco than the Loma 
graduate. Sinc he has more practical nxpi.rience of thoe tank, theV will be 
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easier for him. 
He will also have a good understanding for the problems
facing the VHW and probably also be able to provide a good supervision of 
this VHW. 

The graduate of the Lome course, although capable of doing these tanks will
 
probably not do them with the 
same ease that the Lagos graduate has. He has
 
had considerably less practical experience in working with the villagers,

selecting the VUW, and with the conditions in the villages during the
 
training. On the other hand, he may be 
more capable of planning, implemen
ting and evaluating a program in primary health care, including the 
train
ing of VIWs than the Lagos graduate, since that has been one focus of his
 
training.
 

No further training materials were produced during this period. However, work
 
still continued on 
the development of an Instructors' Manual to guide trainers
 
in adapting the VHW training materials. The French version of three modules com
pleted in 1979 were reproduced at the Lame Center, used in the 
course and dis
tributed to past course and workshop participants as well.
 

The center rep:oduced the materials on a mimeograph machine which left much to
 
be desired as far as quality was concerned. This was unavoidable as the SIWS
 
Project still has not 
yet obtained the long promised waivers to purchase the
 
planned offset printing equipment. Several verbal promises were given during

this period by AFR/RA officials, but no action was taken. 
 The sane is true
 
for the remaining equipment originally requested for Lome 18 months ago.
 

Offset printing equipment ordered ror Lagos had not yet arrived owing to problems

with the distributor and as the center's own mimeographing equipment was no longer

futictioning, the 
English version of the remaining modules was not reproduced.

It is hoped that equipment will arrive early on during the next reporting pe-iod

and the modules will be duplicated by September.
 

See Objective III for a discunsion of the introduction of a TOT for middle level
 
EPI personnel.
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Sub-objective 2: 	 To develop training materials at the Lome and Lagos RTCs
 
for community health workers and supporting personnel.
 

This subobjective concerned 1) the field testing of the VhW training materials
 
and 2) the production of materials to train VIW supervisors.
 

1) Field Testing
 

During discussions in December 1979 with RTC Directors regarding the
 
field testing and the response to in-country requests, the following decisions
 
had been made:
 

- The main objective of the field testing should be to test the 
adaptibility of the VHW materials and specify the instructions 
necessary for easy use of the materials. Specific issues such as 
the accuracy of the materials should be of secondary importance
 
during the field testing and generally resolved through consultation
 
with subject matter experts.
 

-
 The field t-tting should take place before the end of 1900.
 

- Since the field testing would consist of; 1) assisting the trainers 
of village health workers with the adaptation of the training materials, 
2) helping the graduates of the TOT course to train others to use the 
materials and train village health workers, it seemed optimal to 
combine the field testing with responses to in-countr; requests.
 

-
 The field testing should be done in the first two countries which
 
requested help with adapting the materials to in-country conditions.
 
If after adapting the materials in these two-countries there is still
 
insufficient information available for the production of a final copy,

field testing would continue in the next country that requested

assistance. The Gambia and Hauritania had indicated that they 
are
 
intereoted in receiving assistance in developing village health worker
 
progra:.s with the use of the VIW materials. These two countries have
 
tentatively been designated an fici., test sites. This would allow
 
for field testing in both an anglophone and a francophone country

under different environmental conditionn. Liberia and Gambia also
 
indicated their interest in adaptation of the V11W training materials.
 
These countries will be included in the 1981 program.
 

During this puriod, it wns recommended that the ffeld tosting and in-country 

assistance cover the following areas:
 

-- asristance with the planning of village health worker programs; 

-- anstitnco with tho adaptation of the VIN materials; and 

-- assistance with giving coures for trainers of village health workern. 

Together with Dr. Adjoui-Moumouni, a plan to Vivo in-country courses for trainers 
of '.I;; ha lth workern won drawn up (Sen Annex 2). Thin course program
tsnuno twa:;i :he 1'7: would hr able to iend two people to an'itit the- gradiaaten
of the courinin Lome/Lagos to give a throe week c:otir i in the country for trainers 
of village health workers. The course would include ,adaptation of the matorialq 
to conditions In the country. It wan nssumed that the SiD Project wotild be 
responsible for providing the two people and ano copies of th V1W matorials,
while the country would .ansu.nersipontibility for all other pornotnl and mterlals. 
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The assistance from the two centers may be given differently.. The structure of
 
the assistance from the Lome center would be focused on giving 
a course tailored
 
to the usu of the materials and with a strict adherence to the methods used
 
to give courses at the center. 
 Since the Lome center has given in-country
 
courses arranged by WHO already, it appears that such experience will be use
ful for the project.
 

The Lagos center on the other hand has not developed such expertise and has not 
really considered which methods to use for the in-country assistance. Since
 
the Lagos staff members have not used the V11W training materials in their course 
they might have difficulty making these central to an in-country course. This 
fact may make field testing of the materials in anglophone countries a bit more 
difficult.
 

A pool of consultants should be set up which can be used by the different 
coun
tries on request for assistance with their primary health care programs. The
 
consultants should mainly be African with experience in primary health care,
 
primarily graduates of the courses at the Lagos/Lome centers and/or the CESSIs.
 

When assistance is requested from the SIDS Project via U11O, consultants from
 
this pool would be used together with RTC staff to assist vith the planning and
 
implementation of 
primary health care programs. Time limits should be established 
for the m-ximum use of a given consultant to avoid conflicts with his own country's 
need for his services. However, the use of consultants from other countries in 
the region would increase the cooperation between such countries and also lead 
to a sharing jf experiences in this regard which can only have beneficial effects 
on the primary health care program. 

See subobjective 3 for further discussion on adaptation aud field testing of
 

VHW training materials.
 

1). Traininn Materials for V11W Supervisors: 

The next step in the development of training materials on primary he.alth care 
concerns the need for trAinng supervisors of Vlnfs. Disci..sionn were held 
in June 1979 regarding the development of such materiala with the directors 
of the two training centers. Since the V1IN materials were developell in LoAn, 
it van felt that it would be better to develop the supervisory mater iln under 
the guidance of the Lagos center since the revision of the VUW nmtrials 
would create demands on the Lome center staff. Dr. El oil also pointed out 
that the Nigeria Unoic 11ealth larvicna Scheme (MISS) for the lant .o ye.arz,
worked on the development of instructional materials for the training of 
couraunity health aiden and atsintantsi. Part of thir; material includen 
management materiala for the supervi:iory functionii at the hns.'th centers in 
Niger ia. Thus, in the earlier dincunsions, it had been docided that thro 
SIDS project should anoint with the davelopment of nuch materi-la .ind provide
technicnl annintance with the .idaptation of this matrl.iI s for in" In 
other countrios. 

The MIS; staff hi.n been tr.tned in systmatic ,ourse h.ts .n in trohrr 0q79. 
The i taff part ,!pat.. regularly as suhlect mattr cortu.ttePO enmsbern ind an 
facilitators in the RTC eoursoes, In this projsect a,:tivtty staff mombern 
would continue in the name capacity.
 

Since the budget negotiations had takan such 4 long tine, it had be,,n imponniblo 
to start th SIIDS involvement in the davolopment of the mtorials hforn thin 

http:matrl.iI
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time. The SIDS Educational Coordinator reviewed the materials which had been
 
developed to this point, reviewed the need for technical assistance, and set up
 
a work schedule for the project (see Annex 3 for the work plan).
 

In summry, the following decisions were made:
 

- BHSS would develop the educational objectives for the supervisory 
materials for three different types of health centers, and with three 

levels of personnel. 

- Dr. Kolawole, who waj plannli~g a trip to the U.S. in June, would bring 

these objectives with him and the objecrtlve would be reviewed by me 
at that ti=e. 

- Further discussions would be held -t that time and decisions regarding 
technical assistance would be m-ade. 

Thus, major actiiity in the development of these materials will begin during
 
the next reporting period.
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Sub-objective 3: 
 To develop RTC consulting capabilities to collaborate with
 
countries of West and Central Africa in the development of
 
effective training programs for village health workers
 
and other personnel and test them in the field.
 

This subobjective concerns 1) the adaptation of the VHW training materials and
 

2) :he evaluation of the RTC TOT participants on return to their home countries.
 

Adantation of VHW Materials
 

1) As indicated in the discussion of subobjective 2, HauriLania and the Gambia
 
requested follow-up from the Lome and Lagos RTCs in the development of
 
their respective VHW training programs. 
 In May, the SHDS Assistant Project

Director and the SHDS Educational Coordivator visited Nouakchutt to identify

the modalities for such collaborative assistance. Owing to illness, the
 
RTC Director could not join this visit.
 

RTC collaborative assistance was requested jointly by the MOH and USAID
 
Mission which are sponsoring a PHC program in the Trarza region of Mauritania.
 
(This is the USAID/Mauritania Rural Medical Assistance Project.) 
 The
 
Director of Preventive Medicine had been a participant in the Jure 1979
 
VHW training workshop conducted in Lome and had decided to adapt the SHDS
 
Project training material3 for the PHC program. Two Mauritanians were sub
sequently sent to the RTC TOT c.'urse in 1979.
 

The SHDS mission identified 5 stages for the development of VHW training for
 
the Mauritania PHC project: 1) preparation of nurses/midwives as VIIW trainers
 
2) assessment of village health conditions in relation to VHW tasks, 
 3)

adaptation of VHW trairi.Lig materials, 4) the development of a village health
 
worker training program, and -5) the development of a retraining program for
 
VHWs and indicated where collaloration with the RTC would be most effectl-e
 
(see Annex 4 for the proposed follow-up strategy.) TI-is plan was reviewed
 
by the MOH and the USAID Mission and with appropriate modifications approved.

During the PRC meeting, the Assistant SHDS Project Director and the Mauritanian
 
representative to 
the PRC discussed the plan with AFRO officials. General
 
agreements were reached. 
The MO1I plans to make an official request to AFRO
 
for collabot itive assistance from the RTC scheduled to start in September-

October 19M'O.
 

A similar planning visit was c .:ied out 
in the Gambia by the Director of the
 
RTC Lagos and the Assitant SUDS Project Director in June. The Gambian
 
program wasj developed in cooperation with an AFRO-WHO general task force.
 
It is a multi-donor project. Two Gambians participated in the RTC Lagos TOT
 
courqe and 
on return co the Gambia were assigned the responsibility of de
veloping a VIIW training program. Four arean for follow- o were identified:
 
1) development of an operatiotial plan for the 111W training program,
2) review of the tank analysis and aession plans, 3) assistance in con
ducting and administering the training program, and 4) development of an
evaluation, iupervi.uion and retraining program. These recommendations were 
approved by the Me011 and an offic4 ' request was made to AFRO for follow-up
the first itage of which is sci. id to begin in July (see Annex-for follow
up plan/mamo regarding the GO' ial request for collaboration from RTC Lagos). 
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Subobjective 3 of Objective II Continued
 

As mentioned in subobjective 2, the centers have different strengths and
 
have placed different emphasis in their TOT courses. 
 This will affect what
 
they can offer in follow-up programs as well as the kinds of assistance which
 
is likely to be expected and requested. In addition, it is clear that both
 
centers will have to maintain a flexible approach to follow-up as the needs

of the countries will vary owing to special characteristics of their PHC
 
programs, the varying stages of development of these programs, the com
petencies of the TOT graduates, and the other training programs and ex
pertise which is locally available. In general, both RTCs believe they
 
can offer assistance within the three areas specified above in subobjcctive

2. While it is too early to develop a model for such collaboration, the
 
basic approach as proposed in the implementation plan appears to be desLrable
 
on site visits to review PHC program and develop a plan of action in consul
tation with the MOH and TOT graduates to match needs and resources within
 
the context of the SHDS program possibilities. At present, informing coun
tries of the availability of collaborative assistance is carried out on a
 
personal basis through meeting with government officials and bilateral missions.
 
As the number of countries with PEC program grows as 
the RTCs gain experience,

it is hoped that a more formal system can be instituted. In pursuing.this

objective, a balance will have to be maintained between the two goals of adapting

the training materials and developing consultative capabilities of the two
 
RICs.
 

2) Eval-ation of RTC TOT course Participants
 

The following plan for evaluation has been developed:
 

- The graduates will be sent a questionnaire which will provide some infor
mation about their own evaluation of the use they have made of what they
learned in the course and how relevant they felt the course to be to 
course-related work on the job. 

- When in-country assistance is provided with the help of graduater from a 
course at the center, an evaluation will be made at the same time of 
how well they are able to use the knowledge and skills they had acquired 
at the center.
 

- Visits to different countries for in-country evaluation of the graduates'

work was also discussed, but no decision was made regarding the feasibility

of such an evaluation. It
was assumed that due to budget constraints
 
such visits, if incorporated in the evaluation program, could not be made.
 
before 1981.
 

A questionnaire has been developed for the Lome course and sent out to past partici
pants (see Annex 6). 
 Lagos RTC has maintained informal communication with course
 
participants 'ut plans to formalize an evaluation system for the course 
in 1981.

The competencies of the TOT graduates will be best evaluated as 
they begin to work
 
on VHW training courses.
 



OBJECTIVE II
 

CESSI Dakar and Yaounde
 

Sub-objective 1: Reformulate the CESSI curriculum in order to strengthen the
 
programs' ability to train nurses and midwives for assuming

effective roles in primary health care programs in light of
 
new emphasis on PHC.
 

CESSI Dakar
 

The f'rst phase of reformulating the curriculum for CESSI Dakar was carried out in

1979 with the evaluation of the CESSI program (see progress report for July -
December 1979). The second phase was undertaken from March to May by SHDS con
sultant Dr. G. Vansincejan in collaboration with the CESSI/Dakar staff. Each
 
step of the curriculum development process was carried out by a small task force

and 	then discussed by the faculty as a whole to arrive at a consensus. The
 
steps in the curriculum development process used were as follows:
 

1. 	Definition of the philosophy of CESSI with respect to primary health care,

and the selection of institutional objectives;
 

2. 	Development of a conceptual model to articulate the philosophy and in
stitutional objectives and to structure intermediate objectives and course
 
intent;
 

3. Definition of intermediate objectives, to describe the knowledge, attitudes
 
and skills to be attained by CESSI graduates. Faculty members then developed
course descriptions corresponding -oeach intermediate objective. 
Primary

health care approach as defined by he Alma Ata Declaration was integrated

throughout. The curriculum is presently in the final stages of development

and will be submitted to the CESSI technical Review Board (Composed of 
re
presentatives of the University of Dakar and the Minister of Health) and

WHO/AFRO. Implementation of the new curriculum is planned for October 1980.
 
The teaching program for the new curriculum is currently being prepared. 
This
 
will be dcue on a trimester basis including:
 

1. 	translation of content to a trimester syllabus.
 

2. 	meetings with outside lecturers, facilitators, and specialists in
 
primary health care 
to fill in details of course content.
 

3. 	development of a program of PHC-related practical field work.
 

4. 	development of evaluation toels.
 

Planning for these steps begins during the next reporting period.
 

CESSI Yaounde
 

The first phase of the reformulation of the curriculum, i.e. evaluation of the

CESSI program, coitinued during this period. The implementation of the evaluation
 
questionnaires for CESSI graduates and their employers was completed in Cameroon

in January. 
The 	SUDS consultant, Jeanne Carriere, began the analysis in collaboration

with faculty members. As in the 
case of Dakar, each step requires involvement and
 
commitment of the institution's faculty. In Yaounde, tabulation and analysis of

results proceed slowly because of the complexity of the evaluation (two different
 
groups are involved) and the acute staff shortage which limits 
the 	amount of time

staff can devote to non-teaching ac 
 vities. By June the tabulation and analysis

were completed and the report was being prepared for typing. 
 This will be the basis
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Subobjective 1 of Obj. II - CESSI/Yaounde
 

for :hase two reformulation of the curriculum.
 

The pace of activity in the CESSIs is determined by the staffing situation.
 
While the staff is committed to program development, it's principal mandate
 
is teaching. The staff situation in CESSI Dakar had improved this year with
 
the continuation of an SHDS sponsored short term consultant, the addition of
 
two Senegalese faculty, and a WHO faculty position. The situation in Yaounde
 
was aggravated by the loss of two faculty positions. Hence, the SHDS consultant
 
had to assume some teaching responsibilities.
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Subobjectives 2 & 3 of Objective II
 

Sub-objective 2: 	 To develop programs of continuing education, follow-up and
 
evaluation for CESSI faculty and graduates in order to
 
better respond to nursing services needs of the participa
ting countries.
 

The first continuing education program will be held in December for 25 CESSI staff
 
members and graduates who are currently teaching in basic schools of nursing.

Two workshops were planned, but due to budgetary limitations only one was held.
 
This workshop will be coordinated by AFRO and held at the RTC in Lome. A
 
workshop program has been developed and approved by AFRO. The program will
 
introduce the concepts of teaching primary health care, using EPI as an example.

Further evaluation of CESSI graduates will be carried out during the next re
porting period.
 

Sub-objective 3: 	 To strengthen instructions in basic research methods which CESSI
 
graduates can systemmatically apply in their work in identifying
 
health service problems and finding solutions in the context of
 
multi-disciplinary health teams especially those related to
 
primary health care.
 

This subobjective is depended on the reformulation of the curriculum. However,

during this period, a research program was developed uy CESSI/Yaounde faculty

members. This is being reviewed by CUSS, AFRO and SHDS, and may provide the
 
context in which to train students to carry out PHC related research, as well
 
as to carry out operational research related to health service and training.

Further development of this approach is planned for the next report period.
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Sub-objective 4: 
 To continue to prepare nationals to assume responsibility of
 
the total CESSI Program.
 

Following are criteria established for the award of a fellowship:
 

1. 	The candidate must be a national graduate of the CESSI.
 

2. 	The candidate must return to CESSI faculty position upon graduation.
 

3. 	The government accepts commitment to assigning the candidate to a
 
faculty position.
 

Three fellows meeting these criteria for the 4 available fellowships, were identified,

two from CESSI Dakar and one from CESSI Yaounde. This award of the fellowships was
to be administered by SHDS, AFRO, AID/W and the respective USAID missions. 
The
Boston University nursing coordinator worked out procedures with the AFR/RA office
in this regard. SHDS and AFRO notified the CESSIs. In December, 1979 on the

basis of a request by AFRO, USAID agreed to allow two of the four fellows to
 go to French speaking Nursing education programs at the University of Montreal.

CESSI Yaounde nominated a current intern, M. Andre Noumssi as a candidate for

the 	fellowship. Noumssi had previously been accepted to the nursing program at the
University of Montreal. 
CESSI Dakar informed SHDS and AFRO that nominations would
be determined through a national exam. 
The exam took place in mid-April. However,
is results of the exam were not available by mid-May (deadline for most admissions
 
to 1980-1981 programs), the GOS proposed two candidates who had been admitted to
the nursing program in Montreal for 1979-80, but who had not been able to go
because of the unavilability of fellowships. The candidates were H. Jean Baptiste

Thiam and H. Moctar Baidy Niang, both former CESSI graduates and teachers in

the 	Basic School of Nursing. Owing to: 1) previous admission to the University
of Montreal; 
 2) the lack of time to apply to U.S. Schools of Nursing and 3)

the 	lack of English language proficiency of the two CESSI Dakar candidates,

AFRO and SHDS agreed to request a third waiver for study at Montreal. In a

preliminary discussion with the AID/Washington representative on this matter

during the SHDS PRC meeting in Brazzaville, AFRO officer was told this was possible

and that an official request should be made.
 

In the next reporting period the remaining procedures will be implemented. SHDS
 
has informed the Regional Affairs Office which will administer the fellowship

award from AID. 
According to the procedures established, Washington will notify

the USAID Missions, prepare the necessary PIO/P and request missions to provide
medical exams as necessary. 
SHDS will furnish tickets and stipend advances. It
is hoped that these procedures, worked out in advance, will function smoothly.
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Post Basic Nursing 	Education in Liberia, Sierra Leone and The Gambia
 

Sub-objective 1: 	 Develop and implement a continuation program in primary
 
health care for graduates of the Basic Schools of Nursing
 
in Liberia, Sierra Leone and The Gambia.
 

This subobjective, 	as originally planned included three activities:
 

1. 	the development of a non-degree post basic course at TNIMA (Tubman
 
National Institute of Medical Arts) in Liberia.
 

2. 	one workshop in The Gambia, on curriculum development and,
 

3. 	a 2 week workshop, also in The Gambia, on the role of nursing in
 
primary health care.
 

The 	first two activities could not be undertaken because a budget was not prcrided.
 
The 	third will be carried out during -he next reporting period. A workshop
 
planning session has been scheduled for mid-July. The SHDS nursing program
 
coordinator and AFRO temporary advisor, Professor E.O. Adebo, who served as a
 
facilitator in the 	1979 curriculum development workshop will collaborate with
 
nursing education and service personnel in The Gambia to develop the workshop
 
objectives, program and materials.
 

Sub-objective 2: 	 To strengthen nursing service ani education programs in
 
Liberia, Sierra Leone and The Gambia through education of
 
nurse trainers and primary health care program supervisors
 
and managers.
 

The 	principal activities envisioned under this objective concerned the development

of the nursing program at Cuttington University College. This was to be under
takenby a SRDS Field Consultant working in collaboration with the nursini facilty

of Cuttington and two short 'erm consultants recruited by AFRO to supplement the
 
teaching staff for 	this program.
 

As originally conceived, the curriculum for the new program at Cuttington was
 
to have been developed in the period between the first curriculum workshop and
 
the start of classes at Cuttington in March 1980. Although consultation for
 
this purpose had been budgeted, SHDS was not authorized by AID/W to proceed

with recruitment until the proposal for this project had been approved. 
Following
 
the approval of the project by the PCC meeting in Monrovia in 1979, .SHS proceeded

to recruit:for a field consultant position. However, the completion of this
 
process was delayed bec-qe: 1) no action was taken on the 1980 budget until
 
after the first quarter of the year, 2) Boston University could not make com
mitments to engage a field consultant for 2 years witnout contractual and budget
ary assurances, 3) AID/W insisted that the candidate have past or present affilia
tion with B.U. School of Nursing. The first candidate recruited for this position
 
was rejected by AID/WJ. The second candidate, Dr. Charlotte Ferguson, head of the
 
Department of Community Health at 
the B.U. School of Nursing, has been approved,

but no action can be taken until this position is explicitly provided for the Boston
 
University contract with AID/W for the project durlng the 1981-82 period.
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Subobjective 2 of Obj. II - Post Basic Nursing
 

Assurances are expected to be forthcoming and it is hoped the consultant
 
will be in place early on in the next reporting period.
 

Four fellowships to Cuttington were provided to participants from The Gambia
 
and Liberia. Although the AFRO/SHDS budget had not yet been approved, AFR/RA

authorized AFRO to provide the fellowships. It is hoped that these 4 partici
pants will be able to take advantage of the new curriculum during the second
 
year of study. At present they are following the existing post-basic curriculum.
 
Because of the political events in Liberia, no candidates could be nominated for
 
masters degree fellowships for the 1980-1981 school year.
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OBJECTIVE III
 

To improve regional ard national disease surveillance and health
 
information systems and to integrate these systems in the national
 
planning delivery systems.
 

Although the statement of tha four subobjectives of Objective III was somewhat
 
different, the goal and purpose of SW1)S Project objective III, as presented to
 
the 1979 PCC Committee Members meeting in Liberia, remained the same. 
What

wai strengthened in the re-statement of the subobjective for 1980 was 
the emphasis 
on development of the training and information gather aspects of Obj. III. 
The accomplishments during the January-July 1980 period with respect to the
 
subobjective and recommendations made by the 1979 PCC members are as follows:
 

Sub-objective 1: 	 To expand immunization activities (multiple antigen) in
 
the region.
 

Continued progress 	is being made in the expansion of im ization activities
 
in the 3 demonstration and training countries. (Cameroov, Ivory Coast, Gambia)
 

Cameroon (Based on 	Heyman and Murphy monthly reports and studies)
 

Cameroon with a population of 7,663,246 selected 3 DTA's. 
 They are Yaounde
 
Eseka and Bdmenda - Bafoussaum. (total popultation 716,480). Although

multiple antigen immunization activities began in 1977, a full time SHDS/

CDC L erations officer was not assigned to the Ministry of Health until
 
March 1979 and a revised 5 year EPI plan was adopted in September of 1Q79.

Therefore, in cvaluating this program the date of September 1979 will
 
be used. 
 Excepting Eseka, the other 2 DTA's are now fully operational and
 
plans to expand, beginning in July of 80 to 1981, to the towns and surrounding
 
areas of Douala, Maroua, Garoua, Ebolowa, Sangnelina M'Balmayo, Bafia and Bentoua
 
have been made. This would mean 1,875,145 of the total population would be

covered. An immunization survey was conducted iL Yaounde in November, December 
1979. 
 209 infants between the ages of 12-23 montha were selected at random
 
according to 
the EPI cluster sampling method. Of the 209 infants surveyed, 31%
 
had received all of the indicated vaccines.
 

Vaccination 	coverage surveys conducted in the other 3 areas were:
 

Area 	 Vaccines Measles DPT(2) Polio (3)
 
BCG
 

Eseka 	 56.810 11.4% 
 9% 	 3%
 
Bamenda 	 65.2% 47.8% 48% 10%
 
Bafoussam 	 66.5% 29.4% 40% 
 28.9%
 

Vaccination 	coverage is expected to be higher at the end of 1980 but will
 
not achieve 	the 70% objective as stated in the SHDS/CDC objective III plan.
 

In 1979, reported cases of measles dropped from 759/100,000 cases in 1978 to
 
588/100,000 in 1979. 
 Case fatality rates for hospitalized children for
 
measles increased from 690 in 1978 to 
19% in 1979. Based on records of first
 
consultation at the Center for Re-education of Handicapped Children of Yaounde
 
polio rates dropped by 32% from 1978.
 

Mortality rates remained approximately the same in 1978 and 1979. A study

was conducted in 1979 by Dr. Judith Brown to assess the sociological variabla
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Sub-objective 1 of Objective III continued.
 

A cost effectiveness study that was planned for the Ivory Coast has not yet
 
begun. The protocol to be used in the Ivory Coast was recommended by the
 
members of the PCC to be used as a basis for carrying out similar studies in
 
the other SHDS 20 countries. Unfortunately funds have yet to be found to do
 
this study.
 

The SHDS/CDC sub-regional epidemiologists assigned to OCCGE has been collabora
ting with WHO and the Government of Upper Volta in the implementation of their
 
EPI program. This collaboration is expected to continue and possible consul
tancy will be carried out in Togo and Mauritania later this year. Measles
 
vaccine in Ivory Coast and the other OCCGE countries has been received. Un
fortunately all vaccines were not received as scheduled due to budgetary problems.
 
This has since been rectified and the countries are now receiving their orders.
 

GAMBIA (based on reports submitted by Dr. Harry Hull and Steven Fitzgerald)
 
The Gambia with a populat:Lon of 600,000 began. its operations in May of 1979, in
 
the north Bank Division; however lack of transport and appropriately trained
 
personnel dictated a shift to the Western Division. By September 1979 an initial
 
start of EPI in Western Division including Banjul and Kombo St. Mary was begun.
 

In April of 1980 a vaccination coverage survey was performed in the Western
 
Division. Since full operations began in October of 1979, the results after
 
6 months of operations were quite good.
 

DPT (3) - 61% coverage
 
Measles - 48.4% 
Polio (3)- 23% (low coveragt due to unavailability of vaccine) 
BCG 88.7% 

In May of 1980 a vaccination coverage assessment was carried out in Kombo
 
St. Mary and Banjul in conjunction with the middle-level course. Coverage
 
rates were as follows:
 

DTP (3) 53%
 
Polio (3) 33%
 
Measles 41.1%
 
BCG 86.8%
 

Problems affecting the coverage rates have been lack of vaccine and an
 
adequate cold chain system. With improvements in both of these areas it
 
is expected that 78% vaccination coverage -hould be obtained 18 months after
 
cour icement of field operations. Baseline data on morbidity and mortality 
of measles, polio and neonatal tetanus is being collected. A revised sur
veillance form has been developed and will be tested in January, 1981. 
A proposed health impact study to be carried out in conjunction with the EPI 
program agreed to by AID and the MOH, however fundo have yet to be found. 
Measles vaLcine was received, but The Gambia's request for an increase in 
their original requirements has not yet been responded to. A prograr audit 
(similar to the one done in Sierra Lzone) is proposed for October-November 
in The Gambia.
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Sub-objective 2: Development of training capabilities (to provide training
 

in the region in EPI management and methodology, disease
 

surveillance, data collection and epidemiology and to
 

strengthen regional training capabilities in these subjects).
 

CAMEROON AND OCEAC COUNTRIES
 

A meeting with the AID Director, the Director General of OCEAC, Dr. Sentilles,
 
SHDS/CDC sub-regional epidemiologist Dr. Heymann and the assistant director
 
of SHDS was held in Yaounde in April 1980. At this meeting Dr. Sentilles
 
fully supported the idea of an African assigned to OCEAC to work with and be
 
trained by the SHDS/CDC sub-regional epidemiologist. He requested that iHDS
 
confirm the amount budgeted and said that the selection of a counterpart would
 
eventually replace the SHDS/CDC epidemiologist, he felt it would be best to
 
train one national annually, and then at the end of 3 years, one from among
 
these three would be selected.
 

In late June a budget for travel and perdiem for intra-African travels and
 
CDC/Atlanta was approved for African counterparts to the OCEAC and OCCGE
 
SHDS/CDC sub-regional epidemiologists. It is hoped that this budget will be
 
carried over to 1981 as timing does not permit the placement of an epidemio
logist in 1980. An African counterpart for the SHDS/CDC operations officer
 
was identified and trained before the operations officer arrived. Since
 
his arrival other persons have been trained to work with him in the imple
mentation of the EPI.
 

Various in-service training programs have been conducted in Yaounde and the
 
other three DTA'a of the Cameroon. A mid-level course for personnel from
 
Cameroon and the other 5 OCEAC countries is planned for August-September 1980.
 
The SHDS/CDC epidemiologist has continued to train medical students a, the
 
CUSS and conducted two 3-day seminars cn cholera in Congo and Gabon.
 

IVORY COAST: OCCGE
 

Five Ivorian public health personnel received extensive trainiag in vaccination
 
techniques, disease surveillance program planning and program evaluation methods
 
in order to launch the Ferkessedougou area program in early 1980. Eight medical
 
officers from Rwanda, Algeria, Senegal, Mali, Togo, Zaire, Guinea and Madagascar,
 
participating in the seventh international WHO sponsored epidemiologic course
 
held in Abidjan, received formal and* field training in disease surveillance
 
and va'cination coverage assessment through EPI Ivory Coast. Health education
 
programs on EPI were implemented this year in all tl'e primary schools within
 
the active EPI zones. Puppet shows on immunization live and on video tapes,
 
radio announcements and numerous newspaper articles are ongoing activities to
 
ptomote and train people and to increase public awareness of preventive health
 
care. A mid-level mangers course for Ivorians and EPI personnel from the other
 
OCCGE countries is planned for January 1981. In August 1980 an Ivorian counter
part, Andre Kouassi, will be assigned to be trained and eventually take over 
the responsibilities of the SHDS/CDC operations officer. A meeting is icheduled 
for August with the secretary Ceieral of OCCGE, Dr. Cheik Sow, -o discussi 
the placement at OCCF of an African counterpart to the SIIDS/CDC medical 
epidemiologist araigne,| t, ,. 

THE CAMBIA ANGLOPhtCo-E RE(;T(,N 

As there is no anglophona epidemiologic entity Qquivalent to OCE\C and OCCGE, 
contact was made in March of 2980 with tha West African Health Community in 
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Sub-objective 1 of 	Objective III continued
 

influencing the immunization status of children. 
The most important 	variable

found to influence 	the vaccination status of children was the ethnicity of the
parties. High rates of coverage were attained by ethnic groups native to

the West and North 	of Cameroon and low participation of those born in Yaounde

and in the south Cameroon. This difference was also rated in surveys of vaccine
 
coverage done in 1979 in the towns of Bafoussam and Bamenda.
 

Visits to Congo and Gabon by the SHDS/CDC medical epidemiologist have been carried
 
out. 
 A review of the disease surveillance system of Congo was completed and

commendations were made. 

re-

Measles vaccine for the OCEAC areas has been received
 

as requested. Based on recommendations from flO and the USAID rtission no vaccine 
was sent to CHAD. 
 The CenLral African Republic has requested an additional
 
40,000 doses of vaccine following the cut in vaccine supply from UNICEF.

Although the American mission and WHO agree that SHDS could supply vaccine, a
decision is pending information from UNICEF as to the reason for their cut-back.
 

IVORY COAST
 

Ivory Coast with a 	population of 7,000,000 has developed DTA's in 3 zones as

planned (Abidjan, Abengourou and Korhugo) and has enlarged the zones 
to increase

the population served from 1.5 million people 1979 to nearly 2 million in 1980.

Plans for expansion in 1981 have been developed. EPI activities were considered
to be in full operation in Abidjan and Abengourou in Jan. 1979. Vaccination
 
coverage rates for these two areas have surpassed 60% and it is expected that

the rates should surpass 70% (The SHDS/CDC stated target goal in 1981). Korhogo,

the third DTA which became fully operational in January of 1980 has achieved an
 average coverage rate of 50% and bhould achieve 70% 
18 months after it becomes
 
fully operational.
 

Morbidity and mortality reports for measles, polio and neonatal tetrnus in the
 
2 DTA's indicated the following:
 

Abidjan 

Measles: Out patient measles cases up
Hospitalized cases up 

24% 
44% 

Hospitalized measles deaths up 37% 

Polio: Hospitalized cases down 46% 

Abengourou 

Measles: Outpatient measles cases up 
 32%
 
Hospitalized measles cased down 
 5%
 
Hospitalized deaths no change
 

Polio: Hospitalized cases unchanged
 

Hospitalized deaths (no change 0 in 78,
 

0 in 79) 

Neonatal tatanub: 	 Hospiralized cases unchanged 
Hospitalized deaths down 9% 
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Sub-objective 2 of Objective III continued
 

Lagos, Nigeria, to discuss the possibility of creating an anglophone epidemiology
 
service. The idea, was favourably received but it was felt that this idea
 
should be developed slowly and carefully because the member countries were not
 
able to make major committments at this time. Counterparts to both the SHDS/CDC

medical epidemiologist and operations officers were selected in 1979 and continue
 
to work closely with the SHDS/CDC personnel.
 

Late in June 1980, a budget was approved that would provide perdiem for intr-

Africa travel for a Liberian, and Sierra Leoneon to work with, and be trained by,
 
the 	SHDS/CDC medical epidemiologist. A letter has been sent to the MOH of
 
Liberia and Sierra Leone informing them of these funds. A request was made
 
by SHDS to the SHDS/CDC epidemiologist to collaborate with these countries in
 
designing an appropriate training program. In May a mid-level managers course
 
was 	held in The Gambia for Gambians and 6 nationals from the other SHDS anglo
phone countries. The purpose of the course was to help participants develop
 
skills needed to manage immunization activities. Each of the modules listed
 
below describes and teaches a major task that must be performed in an immuniza
tion program.
 

- allocate resources
 

- manage the cold chain
 

- conduct vaccination sessions
 

- supervise performance
 

- provide training
 

- evaluate vaccination coverage
 

- ensure public participation
 

The 	course managers consisted of 6 Gambians, 5 SHDS/CDC personnel working in
 
the field, one representative from WHO/Gambia and CDC/Atlanta and the SHDS
 
assistant project director. The teaching methodology used in this course
 
was one of individual assistance, small group discussion, demonstrations, role
 
playing and vaccination coverage assessments. There were 37 course participants
 
among which 6 were from Sierra Leone, Ghana and Nigeria. Training is an
 
essential and on-going activity of the Gambian EPI operations. Training had
 
included such topics as repair of kerosene refrigeration units, jet gun
 
maintennnce and repair, cold chain, cluster survey methods and so on.
 

In April of 1980 the SIDS assistant director and an official from WHO/Geneva
 
met with the personnel of the WHO RTC in Lagos and members of the Nigerian
 
federal epidemiologic unit tr complete a plan of operations for introducing
 
the WHO EPI course materials into their 1981 curriculum. At this meeting the
 
following recommendations were made:
 

1. To hold EPI mid-level management course for personnel involved in train
ing of trainers course offered at the WHO Regional Training Center,
 
Yaba. The course is scheduled for early October.
 

2. 	Dr. A.O.O. Sorungbe, senior consultant epidemiologist will be responsible
 
for the selection of the course participant and for all the registered
 
and administration matters. Dr. El-Neil will make available the
 
facilities of RTC for the course.
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Sub-objective 2 of Objective III continued
 

3. 	WHO/AFRO in collaboration with SHDS will provide the facilitators
 

4. 	Funding for the local subject matter committee participants will come
 
f-om SUDS/AFRO budget.
 

5. 	WHO will provide the initial set of course ma:erials. The residential
 
course is schedtuled fr 6 Oct. - 16 Oct. At the end of the course
 
a mechanism for the integration of the EPI materials into the RTC
 
curriculum will be developed.
 

Sub-object-lve 3: 	 Development of capability to gather information (dat
 
necessary for health planning, including demographic
 
data.) (To strengthen regional and national systems
 
of disease surveillance and health information gathering
 
necessary for effac.!ve health plz.nning.)
 

CAMEROON - OCEAC 

An indepth study of the surveillance systems cf -he Cameroon and Congo was 
completed by the SHDS/CDC medical epidemiologist. Much thought has recently 
been given to the Grandes Endemies system hps been wri~ten. The first draft
 
was 	revised at the June 1980 OCEAC technical conferenc! by the directurs of
 
public health of C.A.R., Gabon, Congo and Cameroon -ni a final draft will be
 
submitted to the ministers of health in November. SHDS has been consulted
 
by the secretary of OCEAC requesting aid in printing the final surveillance
 

i
forms and in recycling health perso'nnel for this systcm. This is n line with
 
our 	objectives. The OCEAC newslette. distribution continues to F 4. In
vestigations of monkey pox and suspect homorrhaRic fever were cai.:..ed out in
 
Cameroon early this year. The annual ep' 'emiol conference that was be 
held in the Cameroon 	was held in The Gambia.
 

IVORY COAST-OCCGE
 

The SHDS/CDC sub-regional epidemiologist assigned to OCCGE officially assumed
 
his responsibilities in April of 1980. He has evaluated the Upper Volta and
 
Ivory Coast surveillance systems. Reports on these arein progress at this time.
 
Ivory Coast began limited distribution of a quarterly EPI bulletin in !ay
 
1980. Discussions between the Director-General and the SHDS/CDC epidemiologist
 
about publishing a sub-regional EPI bulletin were held. The preference of
 
the Secretary Gereral was that this bulletin shiuld riot be separate from the
 
one they publish.
 

THE 	GAMBIA-ANGLOPUONE SUB-REGION
 

The Gambia epidemiologic survei lance system has been analyzed ar:d a report
 
submitted to the government. A new system for collection of out-patient data
 
has been designed "nd will be placed in a small number of health centers for
 
a trial period of several months.
 

Sierra Leone surveillance system wan analyzed in part during the O:ober 1979 
EPI evaluation. A report from this visit has uwen iibmitted to the govnrnnnnt 
and a request for a more complete evaluation has been made. 

Liberian surveillance system will be evaluted in October of 1980. An outbreak 
of probably meningococcal menigitis occurred in March 1980 ;ld nn Invastigatod 
by the Gambian counterpart to the SHDS/CDC epidemiologist. 
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Sub-objective 3 of Objective III contiaued
 

In April of 1980, the first SHDS/CDC regional meeting or. disease surveillance
 
and immunization was held in the Gambia. The intent of this originally

planned Cameroon conference was to present papers fo liscussion by SHDS/CDC

personnel in the field on the results of their work and to provide and op
portunity for Africans who are involved in various disease surveillance
 
and epidemiological activities to present and have discussion on their
 
studies. (See Telex #972) The persons attending the conference were for the
 
most part CDC personnel and personnel from The Gambian Ministry of Health.
 
WHO was represented by the WHO country coordinator Dr. Akim, Dr. Ralph Henderson
 
and Mariane Hamuman-from Geneva. Personnel in Lhe field are not often given
 
a chance to have their work criticized. This conference provided such an
 
occasion. The bi-monthly Gambian EPI newsletter has now'published 4 issues.
 
It serves to provide results of epidemiologic investigations, and health
 
education lessons, and discuss policy decision with field staff. 
A regional

newsletter is pending a more formal association of the anglophone countries.
 

Sub-objective 4: To develop a coordinated laboratory system to provide
 
necessary b&c' -up services to the disease surveillance 
and control systems. 

CAMEROON OCEAC
 

Laboratory continues to develop. Equipment has arrived.
 

IVORY COAST - OCCGE
 

SHDS/CDC and WHO assisted Institute Pasteur with training of personnel and
 
provided laboratory supplies for implementing measles vaccine testing and
 
updating Polio vaccine titration technique. Vaccine titration will continue
 
to be carried to EPI in 1981. Laboratory facilities at the Center Muraz
 
have not yet been explored by the SHDS/CDC epidemiologist. A visit is planned
 
in August 1980. 

GAMB IA-AING.OPTIONE 

Visits have been made to the Pasteur Institute/Dakar and the MRC/FaJara to
 
survey current capabilities. Both insitutions have indicated a willingness
 
to provide laboratory back up.
 

SU I",1Ry 

During this 7 month period, SHDS emphasized the training aspect of this objective
SUDS annitant director, operation officer assigned to the Ivory Coast and per
nonnel who had previously attended the ShDS/Sponsired EPI African top-level 
unager- course were .hoten by WHO to be facilitat at the first worldwide 

top-level FI1I courre hold in Brazzaville in %rirch. It in expected that the 
trained African personnel will conduct training I. their own countrin. 
and replare the majority of international personnel an trainer!; of International 
EPI couri'io. The?,e course-i (the top-lt'vel and mid-level one in The GambLa)
have !)ad ,a !itrong impact in the development of well organized EPI activities 
In tho ;SiD!; 20 countri,.n and also in encouraging active participation in planning
and implementing programi, by mid-lvel ,tuperrisory personnel. 
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MID-YEAR PROGRESS REPORT, JANUARY-JULY 1980
 
OBJ. IV - LOW COST HEALTH DELIVERY
 

The 	4th of the SHDS objectives has been the slowest in getting underway.

However, in this 6 month reporting period much was accomplished in developing

the plans forthe 1st regional applied research course as well as to develop

final plas for the research program as a whole. The following was
 
accomplished:
 

Sub-obj. 1 	To strengthen individual and institutional capability within
 
the region, to do applied research which will improve the
 
functioning of low-cost (affordable) health delivery systems
 
(in collaboration with WHO/AFRO).
 

In March of 1980 a trip was made to Xfrica by SHDS consultant Dr. Mousseau-Gershman
 
and SHDS Boston staff person Dr. Ann Brownlee. The objectives of their trip were:
 

a) 	To meet with consultant trainers and SHDS and AFRO staff
 
to plan the course on preparation of research protocols.

The agenda for these meetings included development of the
 
final version of the course objective, design of course
 
schedules and identification of course materials, cases
 
studies etc. needed.
 

b) To work with SHDS and AFRO staff to plan the WHO/SHDS

Program of Applied Research in Health Service Delivery and
 
Primary Health care. 
This involved developing appropriate
 
program mechanisms for a) encouraging development of proposals;

b) reviewing and selecting proposals for funding; c) supervising

and supporting work in progress; and d) disseminating results
 
and encouraging their utilization.
 

A) WHO selected two temporary advisors to be trainers along with SHDS
 
consultant, Dr. Mousseau-Gershman and Dr. Ann Brownlee. 
They were Dr. Thomas

Nchinda from Cameroon and Dr. Pape Soulaye N'diaye from Senegal. The course
 
site of Ouagadougou, Upper Volta was selected, however the dates as planned

28 July - 7 August were not acceptable to the Government and new dates had
 
to be arranged.
 

The SHDS consultant, and Dr. Brownlee met with AFRO staff involved in applied

health services research as well as with Dr. Nchinda in the Lameroon and

Dr. N'diaye in Senegal. During these meetings, it was agreed that approximately

10-15% of the course would be devoted to theory and 85-90% to practical
exercises and group work. The course objectives were defined as follows:
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- Give examples of malor types of applied research currently used to
 
address problems of hzalth service delivery and primary care.
 

- List major donor agencies with interest in funding various types of
 
applied research within his own country and demonstrate how a
 
proposal may be adjusted to meet specifications of the organization
 
to which it is addressed.
 

- Select an appropriate research project, considering priority health
 
care problems, investigator skills and interests, available resources
 
and the potential applicability of research results.
 

- Prepare a description bf background on the problem selected for
 
study indicating briefly what the problem is, why and how it was
 
chosen for study, its relevantto national and regional priorities,
 
and what relevant findings are available from past research.
 

- Prepare appropriate research objectives tor the project.
 

- Develop an appropriate research design for the project.
 

- Develop a project work plan adapted to local conditions, including a
 
schedule for the research, monitoring adminstrative and evaluative
 
activities involved.
 

- Prepare job descriptions with time requirements for project personnel
 
and identify potential staff and consultants.
 

- Identify and describe the institutional and administrative support
 
needed for the project.
 

- Prepare a realistic and appropriate budget for the project.
 

- Outline a post course strategy for completing the proposal and 
obtaining project funding. 

It was decided that the course sessions would focus on the following topics:
 

- Definition of health services, research, types of research
 

- Identification of potential sources for project funding
 

- Discussion of problem selected for research, relevance of the
 
research to the country's needs,
 

- Selection of research objectives (long,medium and short term)
 

- Development of research methodology (research methods, sampling
 
variables, data collection, analysis and interpretation of results)
 

- Development of a plan of work, schedule for project manitoring
 

- Planning the administration and evaluation of the project
 

- Selection of project staff, use of local and internationl consultants,
 
planning for any necessary staff training,
 

- Development of project budget.
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During the ensuing months the trainers developed their teaching materials
 

and these were reviewed by Dr. Brownlee who put them into instructional
 

outline form 	and compiled the course book.
 

B) Design of the WHO/SHDS program of applied research on Health Service
 

Delivery and 	Primary Health Care.
 

Discussions were held with WHO/AFRO staff concerning final plans and
 

guidelines for implementation of the joint program in applied research. The
 

attachment is the description of the mechanism for project selection that
 

was proposed to WHO. In June of 1980 AFRO responded recommending that alter

native 2 be used ie., that once SHDS reviews the proposals they submit
 

them to the WHO designated person who would then circulate copies to the
 

members of WHO/AFRO's Research Development Committee. This committee would be
 

requested to respond within a designated period of time, and the majority
 

opinion of those responding would be taken as the decision, SHDS Abidjan would
 

then be notified.
 

This process 	was discussed with AID/W and they strongly felt that AID/W.
 

should be able to review the proposals and contact their country missions
 

for clearance, This point will be dicussed in further detail and hopefully
 

it will be resolved before the next P.C.C. meeting in November. Mechanisms
 

for disseminating results and encouraging their utilization have not yet been
 

developed as it is felt once the initial research projects are selected and
 

implemented there would be a clearer idea concerning that type of results
 

that will be forth coming.
 

Sub obJ III 	To develop appropriate training of personnel in the areas related
 
to quality control, purchasing, storage and distribution of drugs
 
and medical supplies.
 

No action was taken on this as no budget had been approved and there seems to
 
be a conflict of opionion as to whether or not SIDS should be involved in this
 
activity.
 

SLUARY:
 

Although there were some problems in coordinating the visits of the SHDS/consultant
 

and WHO/AFRO temporary advisors, the brief working sessions were most fruitful.
 

Further problems entailed dates of the course and the conflict in SUDS consul

tants schedules. Due to the uncertainty about course dates the reproduction of
 

course materials and administrative planning was some what impeded.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1. 1 The Project Review Coemittee (PRC) for the Strengthening of Health Delivery Systems
 

(SHDS) met in Brazzaville, People's Republic 
of Congo from 23 to 27 June 1980. See Annex I 
for the list of participants. The opening ceremony was chaired by nr Comlan A. A. Quen , 

Regional Director, who extended a warm welcome to the participants. He recalled
 

that the World Health Assembly decided that the main 
social target of governments and oe
 

WHO .n the coming decades should be the attainment by all citizens of the world by the
 

year 2000 of a level of health that will permit them 
 to lead a socially and economically
 

productive life. Projects 
 should therefore be considered as a step for achieving this
 

socially relevant target through the Primary 
Haalth Care (PHC) approach.
 

The Regional Director underlined, as a good example of international cooperation,
 

the great victory over smallpox, 
 a disease which spread terror fo. :enturies. This
 

victory was acknowledged by the last Health Assembly. Such results, 
 he said, constitute
 

strong stimuli for pursuing the struggle for the establishment of social justice in the
 

field of health in Africa and the Project for Strengthening of Health Delivery Syntems
 

in Central and West Africa is one 
 of the mechanisms for international cooperation isee 

Annex 2). 

1.2 Election of officers
 

The following office bearers were elected for the meetingi
 

Chairman - Dr E. A. Smith (ligeria) 

Vice-Cheair-n - Dr L. Adande Menest (Gabon)
 

Rapportaur - Dr 
J. Wright (ligar) 

1.3 Adftion ,rann o w-rkwt 


The proposed programme ot work was adopted without amendment. See Annex 3. 
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1.4 Method of work
 

The participants agreed to the following working procedure. All discussions would 

be held in plenary session. A summary of the principal points discussed and decisions 

reached would be prepared daily for the participants. Participants would make their 

written corrections on this sumary for inclusion in the final report. The corrections 

which should be in line with the intent of the discussions should be handed in on the "

following morning. The draft final report of the meeting would be considered on the last 

day by the participants at the plenary session.
 

2. WHO/USAID JOINT MID-Tm EVALUATION
 

2.1 Dr Ashitey, Chairman of the joint WHO/USAID Evaluation Team presented a summary report. 

After recalling the overall goal and the objectives of the project, he stressed that the 

Project Agreement signed by WHO/AFRO and USAID in September 1977 provided for the mid-term 

evaluation of the second phase of the Project. This evaluation took place from 25 February 

to 22 April 1980. He gave the composition of the team and a short description of the 

evaluation methcdology utilized. Dr Ashitey underlined that the evaluation report consists
 

of a review of SHDS activities to date, the inputs, achievements, problems, and recommendations 

for each of the four project objectives, and also some recommendations on the overall project
 

administration and programme support. 

2.2 The following points were raised during tho ensuing discussions, 

(i time allotted for the evaluation was considered too short;
 

(ii) results of the evaluation were not entirely satisfactory; many delegates mentioned
 

that the lack of Indicators and quantifiable objectives am well as budgetary and
 

cost Information did not allow tor 4n in-dopth 4nd objective evaluation. They
 

reco uar.'ad th. utilizatLion of the W11O rvaluation Guidelines (document ICP/DPE/70.L) 

for Lhe nstablisthment of A system for continuous evaluation and to obtain active
 

participation of the nationals;
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(iii) 
 absence of information, n.the costvof tha:aaluati6n-mission;
 

.. the-need.forran,increased utilixation.of national and regional resources
 
(iv) 


.within. the framework of*.the project.

2.3 	 . ertain .clarifications were :given to the ;.articipants: 

.(i) the. reason :for.he-d .ay of persorinel recruitment; the example of the 

STC 	for Cuttington rallege Liberia, whose recruitment could not be
 

finalized because of administrative delays in funding, was cited.
 

(ii) 	 with regard to the improvement and expansion of training facilities in
 

the Regional Training Centres at Lome and.Lagos,. it 
was exnlained that
 

the proper role of WHO is to collaborate with the governments in mobili

zing resources;
 

(iii) USAID indicated that timely delivery of vaccines could be assured if:
 

(a) there is timely notification of needs by countries;
 

<b) 
 countries report the utilization of these-vaccines;
 

(iv) 	 the lack of information concerning SHDS activities; sharing and disse

mination of information.about SHDS activities do not exist except for
 

news letters from RCI, Gambia and OCEAC
 

(v) 	 as far as SUDS coordinating mechanism at country level is concerned, it
 

was agreed that this mechanism should be country specific.
 

2.4 	 The representative of the Fund for African Cooperation (FAC) assured continued
 

support to various cnuntries on a bilateral basis as well 
as to OCEAC and OCCGE
 

if requests were made. 
 lie 
further stated that his attendance at this meeting
 
would enable him to 
present the PRC's recommendations to 
his Govenment. FAC con

siders its activitios comlimentary to 
those 	of the project.
 

2.5 	 Finally, participants took note of the Evaluation Report but requested a better
 

French version.
 

http:utilixation.of
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3. 	 REVIEW OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES FROM SEPTEMBER 1977 TO JUNE 1980
 

The,SIDS:Project Director ieviewed the main-activities of eacn of the SHDS objective
 

3.1. 	Objective I:, To-IaproveiNationailand Regional:Helth Planning and management.
 

3.1.1 The following activities werelstressedi provision bt'fellowships to the Dakar
 

Centre for Health Planning and Management; six weeks 
course for senior health officials;
 

two weeks middle-level-managers-course;,First MinisteriaI1(top-ievel) Intersectoial Manag.
 

ment workshop and expansion-in Craining.and support activities at the country level
 

through Country Health Pograming-workshops and exercises.
 

3.1.-2 	-'he discussion of these activities noted the following:
 

%i) 
efforts are being made to reinforce national institutions of management and
 

aaministration to train health programme managers, the ultimate goal being the
 

ostablishment of a regional network of health management training institutions;
 

(ii) 	 top-level management workshops help national decision makers better utilize
 

national resources 
in particular the skills of their technical and professional
 

staff;
 

(iii) Regional intersectoral management workshops snould be followed up by similar
 

activities at the country level;
 

(iv) 	 a reorientation of the project activities is needed in order to 
attain the goal
 

"Health fnr all by the year 2000".
 

3.2.1 The following activities were highlighted:
 

(i) 
for the Lomi and Lagos Regional Training Centers:- local development of
 

instructional materials for training village health workers; the holding of
 

three courses 
for village health worker trainers; the development of follow-up
 

capabilities to help graduates of trainers courses 
to design in-country courses
 

and adapt training materials;
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(ii)-	 for CESSI Dakar and Yaoundf: evaluation of the programmes of patQh institut

ions; continuing education Programme for CESSI graduates; and revisi on of
 

the- curri.culum to emphasize primary health care;
 

(iii) 	 for the Post-basic Nursing Education Programme for The Gambia, Sierra
 

leone and Liberia: approval given for the development of the programme in 

Cuttington Univetsity.College. The prolramme started in March 1980 with 

(6) students.
 

3.2.2 	The ensuing discussions drew.attention to',the following:
 

(i) 	there was general agreement. that it is in the interest of' all governments ar
 

their responsibility to proaerly'select ano utilize candidates for training;
 

(ii) 	 all requests for follow-up activities related to graduates of the Regional
 

Training Centres should be addressed to the WHO Regional Office;
 

(iii) 
 the function of the Regional Training Centras is to offer opportunities for
 

continuing,education often unavailable in countries, and to provide training
 

which countries are unable to organize for limited number of students and
 

also 	when it is difficult to change existing progrmmes;
 

(iv) 
 efforts should be made to train a critical core of 'JWtrainers for each
 

country
 

(v) 	more detailed information should be provided on the- costs and benefits of
 

these training programmes of each country.
 

3.3 	Objective III 
 To Improve Regional and National Disease Surveillance and Health
 

Demographic Data Systems and to Integrate these Systems into
 

National Health Planning Delivery System.
 

3.3.1 	The review of project activities stressed the development of the three demonstra

tion and training areas (DTAs) in Ivory Coast, evaluations of the impact of EPI
 

on mortality and morbidity, the expansion of regional and national. training activities
 

for senior and middle-level EPI personnel, and the growth in data collection
 

capabilities;
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3.3.2 	The discussion relative to he above brought out the following points:
 

.)a
(i ) 	 the mobilization of resources.to develop the Ivory Coast DTA is 

mo'del 	which other countries might find useful;
 

(ii) 	because of ecological diversity, 2 or 3 new sahelian DTA's should be consid

ered;
 

kiii) 	 SHDS project should consider collaborating with. partcipating count-ries in
 

developing cold chain slatems and obtaining'needed vaccines;
 

(iv) 	 data colllection, and development of information systems should receive more 

emphasis, inc uding special :tr.ining cnurses; and *the exchange of. 

epidemiological data within the region "incllaboration with AFRO. 

3.4 	 Objective iv: Low Cost (Affordable) Health Delivery Systems Development.
 

3.4.1 The achievements mentioned during this review included the three PHC workshops
 

held at the CUSS in Yaound&, the compilation of workshop papers into a training
 

manual, the eleboration of applied research guidelines, a workshop in applied research
 

methods, and a study carried out on pharmaceutical supply, distribution and storage.
 

3.4.2. 	The following comments were made in the ensuing discussion:
 

(i) 	 the delegates of tht. articipating countries requested the Project to take
 

responsibility for the publication in 3 volumes of the PHC manual, a revised
 

version of which has recently been submitted to AFRO for review; taking into
 

account recommendations made by the ad hoc committee.
 

(ii) with regard to development of local pharceutical industries, it was observed
 

that as studies are being undertaken by many organizations such as ECA, ADB
 

UNIDO, WHO, etc., it was connidered an unnecessary duplication of effort for
 

SUIDS to 	 continue with this activity; 

(ii) 	 following the reorientation of the original proposal towards health services 

research, emphasis should be given to the development of national research 

capabilities, the ultimate goal of 'which is the establishment of a regional 

network of national rpmearci centres; 

(iv) 	applied research activities should be carried out within the context cf chi 

http:resources.to
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4, 	 SCOPE OF AID COLLABORATION
 

(4.1 Hr. Ruoff, the AID representative, introduced the subject. He recalled that the project 

paper endorsed by the PRC in July 1977 was accepted by AID. He explained that since AID has 

limited funds, some activities have been selected for its contribution in the project expect

ing that other agencies would come forward to collaborate with the project. The AID is 

reflected in the mid-term joint evaluation rAport.
satisfied with the progress of the SHDS as 


This, along with the Project Coordination Committee (PCC) meetings and WHO consultation,
 

encourages them to continue supporting the project.. Hr. Ruoff also explained that as the 

AID budgeting procedure does not permit him to make any commitment at this time, he would
 

take the recommendation of this PRC back to Washington for consideration.
 

4.2 	The following points were raised during the discussion: 

(i) 	the assistance of AID through SHDS was appreciated by the participating countries
 

with the hope that this collaboration will continue beyond 1982;
 

(ii) 	 in order to achieve the objectives, thc participation of other cooperating agencies 

is to be encouraged; 

(iii) 	 since the Cotonou Health Development Centre falls within the Objective I of the 

SHDS project which is considered a top regional priority, the PRC noted with con

cern that no explanation was given for the refusal of AID to contribute to its 

funding. 

(iv) in view of rapid changes and new developments in the health field, the delegates 

requested that AID maintain a flexible funding policy in respect to the SHDS 

project. 

4.3 The repreentative of ECA stated that as an observer te had no mandate to commit his 

organization; he would, however, submit the recommendations of the PRC to his organization 

for consideration. 
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5. 	 PROPOSED ACTIVITIES FOR THE SECOND HALF OF PHASE II (JULY 1980 - DECEMBER 1982) 

The Project Director presented the proposed activities for each of the oojectives.
 

5.1 	 Objective I: To Improve National and Regional Health Planning and Management. 

j.l.1 
 The proposed activities included holding further intersectoral management workshops 

at regional and national level, introducing planning courses related to EPI and other 

aspects of PHC, continuing support to country health programming exercises, providing 

resident internships in applied research in health planning and management and strengthening
 

training capabilities of national, management and administration institutions.
 

5.1.2 In the course of the discussion, the following points were brought out:
 

(i) the proposed Health Planning and Hangement project in Dakar is one of the
 

collaborating institutions through which activities under Objective I could be
 

implemented;
 

(ii) increased emphasis should be placed on supporting activities at country level 

aimed at developing national training capabilities.
 

5.2 	 Objective II: To Increase Skills and Improve Utilization of Health Personnel 

Providing Generalized Health Services at Supervisory and Local Levels. 

5.2.1 
 The proposed activities included the continuation of VHW trainers courses, in-country
 

follow-up of graduates of the Regional Training Centres, continuing education workshops and
 

development of Pl1C-oriented curriculum for the CESSIs and Cuttington University College
 

nursing programme.
 

5.2.2 The ensuing discussion emphasized the following points: 

() 	S|LDS's activities should be coordinated with bilateral programmes in the develop

ment of national PIIC programmes and national training institutions;
 

(li) although participating countries my require scores of VHW trainers to meet their
 

needs, they should realize that the training of trainers needs 
to be carried out
 

carefully by competent personnel; 

(LU) attuntion snould be given to the possibility of developing a regional centre for 
training post-basic nursing tutors; 
 much an institution would allow for the tralning 

of CE$SZ teachers vtthin the African Regf)n. 
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5.3 	Objective III To Improve Regional and NatioLial Disease Surveillance
 

and Health Demographic Data Systems and to Integrate
 

these Systems into National Health Planning
 

Delivery Systems.
 

5.3.1 The proposed activities included those related to the expansion of immunization
 

activities and the development of regional training capabilities, national data collec

tion and laboratory back-up services to the disease surveillance and ccntrol systems.
 

5.3.2 	Subsequent discussion made the following.points:
 

(i) It was proposed 	that (regional epidemiologists adhere to scheduled visits.)
 

(ii) as the present DTAs attain desired levels of EPI development, consideration shou'
 

be given to channelling SIDS support to other countries where EPI programmes
 

are just beginning;
 

(iii) 	 SHDS support to EPI programmes should be sufficiently flexible to resnond to
 

various national priorities in the control of transmissible diseases;
 

(iv) 	participating countries and support agencies should continue to give highest
 

priority to ensuring that natiinal counterparts are assigned to SlUS EPT
 

personnel including epidemiologists and that the former are properly trained;
 

(v) 	 SHDS project should support the development of the health education component
 

of EPI programmes;
 

(vi) 	 data collection systems for EPI being part of national health inforition
 

systems should be developed within the context of inprc.'ing national health
 

planning and management capabilitis;
 

(vii) 	 nationals involved in El11 should bo invited to futJra SIIID)/ UIO/CDC Cl,
 

Sical conf,!re-cos;
 

(viii) 	 SIDS activities in regard to laboratory dtvualpmant 4ro 4ized At uppurting thf 

EPI 
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programmes through the strengthening of selected laboratory facilities
 
while Regional Training Centres concentrate on 
the preparation of laboratory
 
technician trainers for the participating Countries.
 

5.4. Objective iv: 
 Low Cost (Affordable) Health Delivery Systems Development.
 

5.4.1 
 The proposed acti ities were related to the development of envabilities to do
 
applied health services researchii. 
 to the support of regional systems for pharmaceu
tical production and distributi6n.
 

5.4.2 
 The highlights of the ensuing discussions were as 
follows:
 

() 
 the delegates unanimously decided that the finalization anu publication of
 
the PHC manuat produced during the SHDS-sponsored PHC workshops at the CUSS,
 
Yaounde, should be the responsibility of the project;
 

(j ) whereas there is currently no dpparent nee.d for further studies, SHDS collabo
ration was welcomed in implementation activities;
 

(iii) qIDS funding for applied research Drojects is applicable to. proposals submitted
 
by partlcipant. of the 
research workshopc and by nationals who wish to
 
carry out operational research related to specific SUDS project activities in
 
their countries, as 
long as 
they follow the applied research guidelines.
 

5.5 All efforts to 
expand the institutional base of the project as 
well as diversify

health related activities should be developed within the exinting administrative 
structure of SiDe; and should be considered at future PCC xeetings for review qnd approval 
5.6 SIwe; should -iubmit detailed budget report to future PCC and PRC meetings, along 
-ith the annual implementation plans. 
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6. 
DESIGNATION OF THE NEW MEMBERS TO SERVE ON THE PROJECT COORDINATION
 

COMMITTEE
 

6.1 The Brazzaville meeting of July k977 approved the formula for the
 
composition of the Project Coordination Committee. 
Several new formulae
 
were proposed but the members decided to continue with the one established
 
in 1977.
 

6.2 
As Equatorial Guinea was neither English nor French-speaking, the
 
representative opted to join the English-speaking group.
 

6.3 The representative of Equatorial Guinea withdrew his country's representatic7

in favour of Nigeria, the next on the list, with the understanding that
 
Equatorial Guinea would be a member of the next PCC.
 

6.4 
Based on the 1977 formula, the terms of office of country representatives

of Benin, Chad, Gambia and Ghana came to an 
end. For 1980-1982, the country

representatives would be Central African Republic, Congo, Liberia and Nigeria.
 

7.. DATE AND PLACE OF THE NEXT MEETING OF THE PROJECT COORDINATION COMMITTEE
 

The next meeting of this committee will be helf 10-14 November 1980, in
 
Cotonou, People's Republic of Benin. 
The Government of Benin has graciously
 
accepted and has confirmed its willingness to host this meeting.
 

8. 
 DATE AND PLACE OF THE NEXT MEETING OF THE PROJECT REVIEW COMMITTEE
 

Regret was expressed at the Ivory Coast's inability to host this meeting

this year. 
It was decided to hold the next meeting in Abidjan in June 1982.
 
The exact date would be decided through correspondence.
 

9. 
DATE OF NEXT EVALUATION
 

the PRC opted for the utilization of the WHO guidelines for the next

evaluation. 
The participants stressed the need for the timely preparation of
 
the evaluation which should start as early as January 1981. 
 Furthermore, they

proposed that the composition of the joint evaluation team should be composed

Of p ...a 
 from WHO, AID, participating countries and external evaluators. 

10. CONCLUSIONS
 

The SHDS project, in the three major 'bjectives 
Ahich have been operational

for a significant period of time, is judged to be of value to the member
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promise for fostering health service development.
 

The development, within the framework of TCDC, of regional networks
 
of National Management, Training and Research Centres is 
a realistic approach
 
for attaining regional self-reliance.
 

Delegates of participating countries to PCC and PRC meetings have an
 
important rule 
to play in fostering communication between government authorities, 
health personnel, USAID and WHO staff in respect to SHDS project.
 

SHDS activities and national projects receiving USAID bilateral cooperation
 
should be mutually supportive. 

The last of quantifiable objectives, the inadequacy of the evaluation
 
methodology and the short period given to the joint USAID/WHO joint evaluation
 
team allow neither an indepth mid-term project review nor a review of the
 
project's progress.
 

In spite of certain shortcomings of the evaluation report, the PRC has
 
noticed that this document contains the essential elements allowing the
 
participants 
 to present recommendations for future action and reorientation 
of project activities.
 

Health development being a dynamic process, certain reorientations
 
of project activities, and subsequent budgetary adjustments, are necessary.
 

11. RECOMMENDATIONS
 

The following are the recommendations:
 

11.1 AID collaboration should continue beyond December 1982 so that project
 
objectives are completely attained.
 

11.2 
WHO/AID and participating countries should do their utmo.t to urge
 
other cooperating agencies to join SHDS.
 

11.3 For future evaluation of SHDS projects:
 

(i) WHO Provisional Guidelines (HCP/DPE/70) should be followed;
 

(ii) a questionnaire based on the above guidelines should Ye sent in
 
advance to enable participating countries prepare for the evaluation;
 

(ii) Evaluation Team should include M10, AID, SHDS and countric'
 

representatives;
 

(UVI sufficient time should be allotted;
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(v) preparation should start as soon as possible, preferably January 1981;
 

(vi) 	SHDS project should quantify objectives whenever possible for
 

presentation to the next PCC meeting;
 

(vii) 	management information system for the project should be developed
 

to allow for continuous evaluation of activities and monitoring of
 

expenditure for each country.
 

11.4 Within the framework of the project every effort should be made to
 

utilize optimally national and regional ersources.
 

11.5 The mechanism for mobilizing and coordinating resources for the Ivory
 

Coast EPI programme is a possible model for other countries.
 

11.6 Every country should set up a suitable mechanism to coordinate SHDS
 

activities.
 

11.7 Because of ecological diversities, SHDS should consider setting up 2 or
 

3 DTAs in the Sahelian region.
 

11.8 SHDS should take appropriate steps to extend the collaboration in the
 

development of a cold chain system in participating countries.
 

11.9 Since the development of activities of the Regional Health Development
 
Centre, Cotonou, are aimed at attaining Objective I which is top regional
 

priority, AID/WHO should financially support the development of the Centre
 
which is a milestone in the process of health development in Africa.
 

11.10 As new strategies are being developed to meet the challenge accepted
 
by all paritizpating countries, "Health for all by the year 2000", must have
 

a more 	flexible budgetary policy in financing SHDS activities.
 

11.11 	 SJIDS activities in the countries should be coordinated with bilateral
 

and multilateral and national programmes of primary health care and health
 

manpower development.
 

11.12 In the process of formulating training programmes for village health
 

workers, provision should be made for appropriate trained personnel to be
 

utilized for the training of trainers. The TOT should be carried out as
 

much as possible within the countires of the countries concerned.
 

11.13 SUDS should develop a regional centre for the training of postbasic
 

nursing tutors.
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11.14 The appointment and training of national counterparts to regional
 
epidemiologists and technical officers in each country should be 
a top priority.
 

11.15 The visit schedule of the regional epidemiologists should be established 
in advance every year and countries should be accordingly informed.
 

11.16 Development of information systems including epidemiological data 

in each country should continue. SHDS needs an independent information
 
gathering system to aid periodic reviews by participating countries.
 

11.17 The delegates unanimously decided that the finalization and publication 
of the PHC manual produced during the SHDS-sponsored PIIC workshops at the 
CUSS, Yaounde, should be the responsibility of the joint WHO-SUDS project. 
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ADDRESS BY THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

Ladies and gentletien,
 

Dear colleagues,
 

It is a great pleasure for me to address you today among the flowers of Djoue and. to
 
wish you a most cordial welcome.
 

These meetings always give us an opportunity to exchange ideas and experiences so that 
we can take up the great ;nallenges which face us. This time you will be examinig the 
achievements and the inadequacies of the rroject for Strengthening of Public Health
 
Delivery Systems in Central and West Afica. 
On the basis of this critical analysis, it
 
is your task to define future approac ,,esand plan new activities.
 

1L was here in Brazzavillo in 1973 that the representatives of 20 States of Central
 
and West Africa, of the United States International Development Agency (USAID) and other
 
organizations met with WHO to 
seek ways and means of redir -cting their collaboration in the
 
control of the major endemic diseases and epidemiological 
surveillance. 
One of the
 
concerns at that time was 
to integrate activities for measles control and 
smallpox
 
eradication into the activities of the health services. 
You know since the last World
 
Health Assembly of the great victory won by the international community in eradicating
 
disease which had 
spread terror for centuries. Achievements such as this are 
powerful

incentives for continuing the stzuggle to establish justice in health. in Africa and
 
throughout the world. 
The Project for the Strengthening of Public Health Delivery Systems
 
In Africa is a mechanism for bringing 
this about.
 

The first phase of this Project began in April 
In 1975. The four objectives were
 
the improvement of health planning and manaqement, health manpower development, epidemioloqical

surveillance and disease control, and finally the development of a public health delivery
 
system that Is financially and culturally accessible to all. 
 When the objectives of this
 
phase were achi-ved, an agreement for the 
second phase lasting five years uas 
siqned In 
September 1977. 
 You know what are our 
major concerns since the hirtoric Conference of
 
Alma-Ata which recc 
nended primary health are an an approach for achieving th" target of
 
health for all 
by the year 2000. or us 
this target I% neither -idram nor 
an advertising
 
slogan. 
 It in the manifestation of 
a political will 
to make basic huian rights, Including
 
the right to health, 
into a reality. I am convinced that yoo all 5hare those concern% 
focused on the establishment of a new world order. We are thurefore confident that the 
joint WIIO/USAID evaluation In April 1900 will result in a reoronatlion of the Project
 
activities which 
akes into acco.nt 
thin noential obL ective of health for 
all by the
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year 2000. 1 hope that when discussing the report of this joint evaluation, you will bear
 

in mind the new programme approaches decided on collectively by the Member States.
 

You are all aware that WHO and its Member States make every possible effort to
 

formulate national, regional and worldwide strategies. within this context, the
 

implementation of all programmes must be seen as a contribution to the strategy for
 

jachieving health for all. No action can protect and promote the quality of life in both
 

rural and urban areas unless there is an improvement in social and health services through
 

The importance of technical cooperation among
the intermediary of primary health care. 


developing countries and the need to adopt an appropriate technology can never be sufficiently
 

stressed. The urgent need to develop autonomy, both national and regional, must also be
 

As you can see, my own convictions have become strengthened over
borne constantly in mind. 


the years as the political struggle for health has proceeded. I remain convinced that the
 

work of this meeting will help to consolidate the efforts we are makinq together to establish
 

The peace to which I refer is not just the absence of conflict,
social justice for peace. 


but peace in the hearts of a world community united in brotherhood. I am sure you have
 

grasped my messago which is that of a man ce goodwill. I do not believe that physical,
 

mental, and social wellbeing can or should remain the privileqe of some minority. If it is
 

genuinely to mean anything, it must be for everyone. Let us therefore continue to work for
 

social justice and we shall have made a contribution to world peace.
 

1 -4 -h ^ inuoru 1min fl3 in v ur work. 



PROGRAMME OF WORK
 

1. Opening of the meeting
 

2. Election of officers
 

3. Adoption of provisional programme of work (WP/00) 

4. Method of work
 

5. USAID/WHO joint mid-term evaluation (WPI02) 

6. Project mid-term review (WP/O1) 

7. Scope of U.'AID collaboration (WP/03 

8. Proposed plan of action for July 1980 to December 1982 

9. Nomination of members of the project Coordination Committee (?CC) (WP/O5) 

10. Date and place of next PCC meeting 

IL Date and place of next PRC meeting 

12. Adoption of the final report
 

13. Closure of the meeting
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TRAINNG COURSE
 

FOR
 

Course Objectives 

eSanitation
 
0Nutrition
 

•Care of Children
 
. Maternal Health 
- First Aid 
*Care of Adults 
*Working in -the Village 

- 14 ;A 

;A IL
 



MATERNAL HEALTH
 

a : 1:rI-e sure that al regnant women attend the health center, 
and follow the schedule set by the health center. 

L.1 :taen given a woman in the village who thiuks she is 
pregnant, 
the ",7 will: 

" talk to the woman to persuade her to visit the 
health center: 
- describe the benefits of visiting the health 

center for he. and the baby 
- tell her what will take place at the health 

center 
" answer as 

have and 
the ones 

" give the 

best he can any questions the woman may 
refer the woman to the health center for 
he cannot answer 
woman nutritional advice. 

1.2 -hen given a wo-mn in the village who the VE7. thin:s 
is pregnant,
 
the V'diI will:
 

* 	visit the woman to ask if she thinks she 
pregnant or has any symptcms of pregnancy 

no monthly bleeding 
- nausea and/or voiting in the morning 
- -change breastin size 

. if the wo=an appears to be pregnant: 
- persuade her to go to the health center 
- answer any question,; she may have 
- give the woman nutritional advice. 

1.3 	 7ihen given information fro= a villager that a 
in the village is pregnant, 
the VH7.wl: 

* 	visit. the wman to: 
- persuade her to go to the health center 
- answer any questions she may have 
- give the woman nutritional advi.ce. 

1.4 	 When given a home visit, 
the VT7 will: 

is 
such as: 

woman 

* discuss rith the voman the reasons why she should 
visit the health center as soon as she thinks she 
is pregnant. The health center can: 
- ccnf- - her pregnancy 

- I'e marn tl=at the tregnanncy is normal 
give -1a1 prophyl_-.s to prevent an 
abortion due to -mar.ia 

- help her preven: anem.ia 
- answer her questions and give advice 



- help her when problems develop 
- detect co=plications of pretgnancy as early 

as possiblc 
- acquaint her with the people that w.rill assist 

her d-,ing deliver-. 

1.5 	 Mhen given a pregant woman in the village who refuses 
to -isit the health center during her pregnancy, 
the VT.- will: 

visit her to find out why she is refusing to visit 
the health center; if the reasons are that: 
- she says she feels fine and there is no need to go: 

" 	e-plain the reasons why she should visit the 
health center regularly even when she feels well 

" give her some examples of what the health center 
may find at regular visits that may help her and 
the baby
 

" persuade her to visit the health center 
- she co-Pinsr that she does not have the time to go; 

" convince her that her welfare and the welfare 
of the baby are more important than the lost time 

" give her some e;:mples of what the health center 
can do that can be useful for her and the baby 

" persuade her to visit the health center 
- she ccJapins about the health center: 

. explain to her the problems the health center 
may have and ash her to try and overlook them 

. convince her that her welfare and the welfare
of the baby are more important tA the 

inconveniences at the health center 
. persuade her to visit the health center 
. talk to his supervisor about the woman's 

complaints 
- she complains that the health center is *zoo far away: 

" co-vince her that her welfare and that or the 
baby are more important
 

" try to find some kind of transport to t.ke her to 
the center 

" work with the health center on finding a solution 
to this problem 

- she is afraid of what happens at the health center: 
0 reassure her by telling her what happens during 

a visit to the health center 
" describe the advantages of a visit to the health 
center for her and the baby
 

" 	reassure her that what happens --t the health center 
is good for her and the baby 

" persuade her to visit the health center 
" ask another pregnant w.man to talk to her and 

co..-vnce her to visit the health cenzer. 



7!.6 _en given a pregnant woan in the vila who refuses 
to visit the hea_!th cernter durng her preGnncy, after 
the ,. has trieca to persuade her to go, 
the IHX7. will: 

" visit her weekly to: 
- contie his efforts to persuade her to visit 

the health center 
- ch-c: that she is followring the nutritional 

advice he has given her 
- check that she is not developing serious 

ccmplications 
- answer questions, if he can, tat she nay have 

about her pregnancy 
* 	 talk to her husband to enlist his support in the 

atteipts to persuade the woman to go to the health 
center 

" 	 talk to other women in her family to ask them to 
help the .- persuade the wo -manto go to the 
health center 

• 	 ask a preg-ant woman who is going to the health 
center to try to persuade the wc-an to acco=any 
her to the health center. 

Task 2: 	 Lake sure pregnant women follow the advice given by the 
health center. 

2.1 	 7hen given a pregnant woman in the village who has 
returned from the health center after a routine visit, 
the VHO will: 

• 	 make a home visit to: 
- find out what happened at the health center 
- answer any questions she may have about what 

happened at the health center 
- find out what advice she was given at the 
health center
 

-make sure she understands the advice and intends 
to follow it 

- answer any questions she may have about the adv.ce 
- tell her to come to the VH7, if she has any 

questions or problems 
* 	visit her periodically to make sure she is following 

the advice 
* 	make sure she retuarns to the health cenzer at the 

t.me set by the health center. 



2.3 

2.2 Z°ben given a 	0re -mu o vo is not follo,_n the advicegiven by the health center,
the "HW;wil: 

visit her to find out why. sheadvice; 	 is not follo., theif the reasons are that:- she cannot affor-id the medicatos:
ar-Mar-e tvrth the .l 2 age coittee or oherhealth or social service agents in the villageto obtain the medica t for herents 
-	 she did not Udersian sadvice:fhe 

* 	ezplain the health center's inztructlomas her 	 to herto reurz to the healthfurther advice center forf the V,7 ca-not clarify theinstructionsshe 	 for herdid not see the inportance of the advice ordoes not believe ±t is necessa--y:
• explajm the reasons r-Iy the advwce* convince her 	 was giventhat such reasons* persuade 	 are £mporather to follow the advice-	 someone has persuaded her that the adviceincorrect 	 isor even dangerous:
• 	e-:Plai to her the reasonspersuade her 	 for the advice andthat these reasonspersuade 	 are 1=.ortA.her that- folloring the healthadvice will ma:e 	 centersE
" 	 the baby healthy andasue her that 	 s-tongthe advice" obta-in the 	 is not dangeroussupport of the husband in Persuadingher to follow the advice" 	talk to the other person and persuade herchange the advice she has given 

to 
* as= another pregnant woman who is foll0i.ng theadvice to talk to her and Persuade her to followthe advice.
 

rWen given a pregnant wman into retu--n 	 the villageto the 	 who refuseshealth center during her pregn~cy,the VEH7 will: 
.find out why she does not want to returnhealth center; 	 to the 
-	 she did 

if the reasons are that:not or understar1e 	
the procedures

the heaIth center:	 at 
* 	explain the reasons for the procedures zhe didnot understandSepaln the impcrtance of these procedures.
 reassure her that none of te procedures
dangerous 
or will hurt
* persuade her toIslt the 

he baby 
.s 

* 	 health ccn:er
tall the hearlth Ceatr abou* he- co-nla--in order to inprove relation.s 	 3
between health
center personnel end the Patients
 

http:foll0i.ng


- she co--la.ns of the waiting time and personnel at 
the he--lth center: 
" e=!.ain to her the problems the health center may 

have and as:: her to try and overloo th-em 
" convince her tt her welfare and tize vwelfz_-e of 

the baby !Lre more important than the inconveniences 
at the health center 

" persuade her to go to the heal-th center 
. tal- to his supervisor about the wcran's 

coplaints 
- she co~lais of the distance to the health center: 

* convince her that her vielfare and the welfare 
of the baby are more important 

* try to arange transportation for her to the 
health center 

* wozk with the health center on finding a solution 
to this problem 

- she says she feels fine and there is no need to go: 
" e.%-lain the reasons why she should visit the 

health center regularly even if she feel wel 
• give some examples of what the health center 

may !ind du-ring regular visits that may help 
her and the baby 

" persuade her to visit the health center. 

Task 33 Iediately send to the health center all pregnant women 
who co-plain of symptoms indicating complications with 
p regnancy. 

3.1 When given a pregnant roman.who says she is ill, 
the Vi, will: 

, for mLnor coc.laints: 
- refer the woman to the health center and cahe sure 

that she goes 
. for serious coplaints: 

- reassure her and her family that everything .will 
be done to help her 

- arrange for transportation to the health center 
and accompany her there 

- give necessary care during tzansportation. 

3.2 When given a pregnant wo--man i the village who ccplains 
of soreness in the breast or too frequent urination, 
the z--, w:lll: 

* send her to the health center if she har not 
visited it within the last month 

. if she has already visited the health ceznter for 
the same conlalnts during the last =cnth, reassure 
her a.d remind her of the advice that she was given 
at the health enter. 



3.3 	 ".hen given a pregnant woan w.ho complains of rausea or

vomitin; i" the =o.- g, or constion, cr heatburn,
 
the I7 1:
 

" f"nd out if she has already b,'en to the health center 
vrith the sane complant, and send her there if it is 
more tha-n a month since her last vis-it

" assure her that These sy---ptons are comen during 
pregnancy

* advise her that she can allevlate these sym-t ms if 
she: 
- !ats several small meals rather than large meals 
- eats plenty of fruits and vegetables 
- does not eat too much spicy and fatty foods. 

3.4 	 7hen given a pregnant woman who vomits most of her meals,
and not only the mor-ing =eal,
 
the VF7..
will: 

* if she is not rr1-'nu-ished or dehydrated:
 
- send her to the health center
 

. if she is dehydrated and ra!!nourished:
 
- mahe a-rrangemen-s to send her to the health center 
- give her frequent sips of slightly salty water 

before and during t---r-sportation (if she is dehydrated). 

3.5 	 "hen given a pregnant woman who complains of fatigue and
 
backache,
 
-,he "F71 .ill:
 

* find out when she was last at the health ce.:ter and
send her there if it is more than a month since her 
last 'vsit
 
advise her to:
 
- lie down and rest vhen her back aches or she feels 

tir_"ed 
- try and find someone to help her with the heavy wMrk 
she has to do 

- not to lift heavy things 
- eat well from all the food groups.
 

3.6 	 Then given a preg--nt woman who complains that she is
 
bleeding with or without pain,
 
the T'17 will:
 
* if the bleeding is like a small monthly period without

pain, ask the woman to go to the health center 
imediately, and m-e sure that she goes
if the bleeding is heavy, with or without pain: 
- a-r-ange imediately for evacuation 
- gpo with her t. the health center 
- gr-ve frait juice or other liquids on the way 
- Watch for 3igns Of shock. 



3.7 	 Then given a pre-ant woman vith severe abdomnal pain 
and a belly that hurts ihen it is touched, with or .ithout 
bleeding from the vagina, 
the j=7; will: 

. ar-rmage i-ed=lately for evacuat:.on
 
" go with her to the health center.
 

3.8 	 Tnen given a pregnant woman who complains of frequent 
headaches, dizziness or svllen ankles, legs or bhands, 
the VF, .; ll: 

* 	 tell the woman to go to the health center im=ediately 

and make sure she gets there. 

3.9 	 When given a pregnant woman whao complains that the baby
 
has stopped moving or kicking,
 
the M7W will:
 

4if the baby was moving a great deal before the 
movements stopped, refer the woman to the health 
center 

.	 if it is the first time that the woman has not felt 
her baby move for a day, refer the woman to the 
health center
 

.	 i there were other times she did not feel the oaby 
moving for a day: 
- reassure the wom-n 
- visit her the ne.x.t day, and, if the baby has not 

started moving again, refer the woman to the 
health center. 

A.1O 	 When given a pregnant woman tho has had a convulsion, 
the VF, will: 

.~ imeiately evacuate the woman to the health center 

" go with her to the health center 
" 	put a clean cloth between her teeth so she does not 

bite her tongue in case another convulsion occurs 
while she is being trsported. 

3.13 	 Mhen given a home visit to a pregnant woman who has 
reu=ned from the health center after a visit for 
complications during pregnancy, 
the VEW will: 

" if she is st.ll pregnant: 
- find out what rappened at the health center and 

answer any questions she may have 
- find out wat advice she was g:ven and e:.ain 

the .notractions she does not undero=and 
- --e s-e she follov.s the ad-rice 

" if she rave birth: 
- car-, out his instractions for postn'atal care 

of the womnn and the newborn 
" if she lost -he baby2 

- support and reassure her 
- encou a'ge her to follow any adv-ce gi.ven by 
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Task 4: Encourage all women 
get help from a TPA 

to give birth at the health center 
who delivers babies and takes csre 

or 
of 

to 
a 

newborn in a hygienic manner, and make sure they do. 

4.1 ,When given a pregnant woman in the village, 
the TC will: 

during a home visit find out where she intends to 
deliver and which birth attendant she intends to 
use during delivery; if she intends to deliver: 
- at the health center: 

" reinforce her decision 
" ask her to go to the health center before 

labour starts if the center is far away, or 
as soon as labour starts, if the health center 
is 

- with 
nearby 
a TBA who practices hygiene during delivery 

and in the care of the newborn: 
* encourage and reinforce the decision 
• tell her what arr-anements to make before 

labour starts and when to send for the 
birth attendant 

- with her husband or other untrained birth attendant: 
" try to persuade her to deliver at the healthcenter or with a trained TBA or w 

" explain the need for cleanliness during delivery 
and in care for the newborn. 

4.2 When given a pregnant 
deliver her baby with 

woman in the village who 
a birth attendant who is 

wants to 
not trained 

in hygiene, after having tried to persuade her to deliver 
at the health center or with the help of a qualified birth 
attendant, 
the VH7 will: 
" visit the woman to: 

- continue his efforts to persuade her to deliver at 
the health center or with the help of a qualified
birth attendant 

- make her understand 
the delivery and in 

the need for cleanliness 
the care of the newborn 

during 

" talk to her husband to enlist his support in the 

" 
efforts to persuade the wo-_an 
visit the birth attendant she intends to use to: 
- find out how the T-A intends to deliver the child 

and persuade her to take 
- tell her about what sign 

steps to ensure cleanliness 
may necessitate transfer to 

the health center and persuade her to send the woman 
to the health center if these signs appear 

- find out how she cuts and takes care of the umbilical 

" 

cord and persuade her do these things
hyg-enic way 

visit the woman after delivery to check 

in a 

the condition 
of the wo.man and child. 



4.3 	 ',7hen given a TBk in the village who has not received any
 
modern tra ng,
 
the VHI,will:
 

du =-g a visit to the MA find out: 
- for prenatal care: 

Sif she earines the woman before delivery or gives 
her advice
 

" what advice she gives, if any 
" what she does, if anytn.ng, when corplications of 

pre&.ncy occur 
- during delivery: 

* when and how she intervenes during labour 
* what she uses to cut the cord and how she 

treats the wound
 
* 	what care she gives the baby 
* what advice she gives the mother 
. what she does with the afterbirth 
* what she does when complications occur 

- after delivery: 
* 	if she checks the baby for birth defects and 
other problems 

* if she visits to find out the mother's condition 
Sif she refers the wonan and infant to the health 
center if coplications occur.
 

4.4 	 When given a visit to a MA who does not practice hygiene 
during deliveries,
 
the V-:7 will:
 

persuade the TBA to send the woman to the health 
center if comlications occur during preg-.ancy or
 
delivery, or after the baby is born; and to discuss 
as best he can ',rithher: 
- when she should send the woman to the health center 
- why she should send the woman to the health center 
persuade the TBA to ensure cleanliness during delivery
 
and to practice hygiene in:
 
- c-ring for the woman
 
-	cutting the cord
 
-	 caring for the newborn 

" 	persuade the I.A that it would be -.n her own in-erest 
to get training in modern methods of deliverf and tell 
her where she can get such training 

" 	persuade the T3A that she and the TniT, should work 
together to ensure proper care for pregnant vwomen 
in the -iJlage. 
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,sk 	 5: La.ce sure that women go to the health center in time to givebirth there, if labour complications are ex-pected. 

5.1 	 When given a visit to the health center,
 
the VIM will:
 

find out from his supervisor or the nurse:
 
- vdich women in his vi4lage have been told
 

that they should deliver at the health center 
- the reasons for the health center's request 
- when they should go to the health center. 

5.2 -hen given infoxmation about which women in the villagehave been asked to deliver at the health center, and vihen 
they should go,
 
the VS7 will:
 

talk to the women to make sure 
 that they indeed intend 
to deliver at the health center.
 

5.3 	 -Inengiven a won. who har. be,= asked to deliver at the 
health center and who indicates that she intends to follow 
the health center's advice,
 
the VH7 will:
 

" make sure she visits the health center regularly
during her pregnancy

" make sure she understands when she is supposed to 
leave for the health center 

" find out how she intends to get 'o the health center
" assist her in making arrangements for transportation, 
if necessary.
 

5.4 	 When given a woman who has been asked to deliver at thehealth center and who indicates that she does not intend 
to follow the lealth center's advice, 
the VH7%will: 

find whyf out she does not intend to follow this advice 
. repeat and explain the health center's reasons for the
 

the recouendation 
. reassure her if she 

the health center
 
" ask 	other women rbo 

to talk to her about 
" convince her that in 

better for her and 

* talk to her husband 

them that it would 
health canter
 

has any fears about delivering at 

have delivered at the health center 
what happens there, if necessary 
case of complications it would be 
ie baby to be at the health center 
and other family members to convince 

be better for her to deliver at the 

s talk to the birth attendant that the woman has selected 
and cplain the reasons for the health center's requestto her and, if possible, enlist her support in persuading
the woman to deliver at the health center. 



5.5 	 T%en e.ven a woman who should deliver at the health center, 
the 	V , w.ill: 

ma!e sure that she indeed intends to leave for the 
health center as soon as labour sta.'rts. 

5.6 ,nen given a wo-ms. who has been asked to deliver at the 
health center because a preature baby is expected, and 
the transportation to the health center vwill take one 
hour or more, 
the 	TFIT will: 

* 	assist the woman to make arrangements to stay near 
the health center daring the last two months of 
pregzancy 

• 	 assist the family to make arr---gementz to have the 
household work done during the wo=an's absence 

* 	arrange for the woman to go to the health center 
at the end of her seventh month of pregnancy. 

5.7 	 When given a womn who has been asked to deliver at the 
health center for reasons other than that of a possible 
premat=ure delivery, and it takes more than a= hour to 
get to the health center, 
the Vh7, vdIi 

" assist the woman to make arrz-ngemen-s to stay near 
.he health center during the last two weeks of her 
preg.ancy 

. assist the farily to mal:e arrang-eents to have the 
household work done during the woman's absence 

" arr-.nge for the woman to leave for the health center 
two weeks before she is due to deliver. 

Task 6: 	 Orgmnize a system of evacuating women in .abour to the 
clinic. 

6.1 	 Whon given a plan for t-nspo.ting sick and injured 
villagers to the health center, 
the Vr willI 

" review the plan to make sure that it includest 
- transport.t±on during all hours of the day, 

especially dur-ing the night 
- tr=--portation for women in labour 

" revise the plan, if necessar,, to cover these 
condI tions 

" make arr-angements to notify as quickly as pocsible 
the person responsible for tr-.=sport on when it is 
necessary to evacuate acieone
 



" check 'that the plan can work byt 
- ma .g sure the vehicles are appropriate for 

tTan-port.ng a wcman in labour 
-ming sure that the per3on responsible for 

transportation -tends to be available at all
 
t--es and that he can be trusted 

" revise the pla. if the current means of trnsport are 
no longer dependable. 

6.2 When given a plan for trasportation of sick and injured
v ers to the hea,th center,
 
the VTH.7 Yill:
 

• visit all 	=As in the area to make sure that they knor. 
about 	 the plan and how to use it. 

6.3 	 When Given a pregnant woman in the village, 
the VM7 will:
 

• during a home visit explain what transportation is 
available if she has complications of pregnanc7 or 
labour, and ask her to send for the VS,7 izmediately .f 
she thinks she needs to go to the health center.
 

6.4 	 Mnen given a woman in the village whom he is helping to 
deliver, 

" make cure that the "village t.-ansportation" is 
available and can be used if complications occur 

" maLme sure someone L. available to go quickly for 
such transportation, if neceu:;a_-y. 

Task 7: 	 Zvacuate ieditely all -,tmen when complications with 
labour develop. 

7.1 	 When given a wom-n in abour who has been told that she 
should dt iver at the health center, 
tte VMl7 willi 
. accompa-yr the wonnn to the health center. 

7.2 	 ,7hen given a woman in labour who is less t.han e.Cht 
months pregrnant, 
the VE"7 W-il: 
* accompa-ny the woman to the health center.
 

7. 	 ;?hen given a woman whose vniter bremks before labour pains 
s tart,_ 

that -.	 -elymake ure the vcon goes Immedit to d,liver 
at the health center. 
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~-7.4 Whem Calle4-to -attenag A b~ hy~~ thfollowing complicationst 
pesuntaiLon of any par.t other U_= the head 

-labou that has lanted more than 24 hours 
- bour'pains become weaker and les .equen% 

Sthe, aby's hed can be seen, but anot coe 
thwmou although the woman pushes 

- the mother has a convulsion ur& labour 
the VHI wins 

- tr port the woman to the health center or sea 
for help 

- go with the woman to the health center. 

7.5 	 When given a ML in the village,
 
the VI Villt
 
. discus with her the complicatio that may occur 

during labour 
* conince her that it might be beat to send -the 

wma to the health center when such cmplicaons 
occur 
soaeur herthat the woman will be well taken can 
of at the health center 
makeWN am tshe ko I irements have been 
made for eerenoy t nsportation of sick and 

.ij... . . ured people in the Tillage 
. tail r that the will asiuetbar u mch u

he am wen it is necessau to evacuate a wowan 
in labour. 

'., 7.6 	 When given a pregnt wom In the village who intends 
to deliverashome withth he ofa relatve o a 
teaditional birth attendant 
the =T IIil 

6 =i a home visit 
- see what ragmnts have been made and stress 

te need for clo liness during dLtver7 = In 
th a fth atilsrsb.. vCW 

- uar her that i M ur.happens too early, befoee 
the eat of the ei a mont the baby will be weak 
and she should try to get to the health center 
before the baby is born 

-tell her and the birth attendant she ham chosen 
to send for the TRWif thuem an omaplications 
during dolivezre 

rI
 



7.7 When given the need to transport 
co=mlications of labour, 

a woman who has developed 

the VH', will: 

" send a messenger to get the village transport ready
" prepare to traport the woman: 

-tI 
1-e his med..caJl kit 

- take a clean cloth and put it under the woman in 
the vehicle 

- bring liquids to give to the woman 
- take something to wrap the baby in 

during the trip 
if born on. the 

. 
way 

go with the woman to the health center. 

7.8 Ven given a woman in labour who is being transported 
to the health center, 
the VH7%will: 

" reassure the 
that she may 

wcr an that things may go all right and 
be able to help at the health center 

" give necessary care 
• deliver the baby if 

during transportation 
necessary: 

- stop the car during delivery 
- try to 
- do not 

make sure that the baby is breathing 
cut the umbilical cord unless absolutely 

necessary 
proceed to-the health center. 

Task 8: Provide postnatal care for the first week for all women 
and 
the 

their babies who 
health center. 

deliver at home and refuse to go to 

8.1 When given the TBAs in the village, 
the VE7 .. 11i 

* ask them to let him know when a woman has given birth 
so that he can visit her and the baby after delivery. 

8.2 When given a pregnant 
deliver at home, 

woman in the village, who intends to 

the VEI,7 will: 

ask her 
that he 

to let him know when she has given 
can visit her after the delivery. 

birth so 

8.3 ,hen told that 
the VI will: 

a woman has delivered a baby in the village, 

visit her to: 
-check that she is feeling well 
- check that ...e baby is doing fine 
- Dee if 0heumi ical cord wound is 
- encourage the mother to breastfeed 

healing 

- give nutrtl:.onal advice 
-pernuade 

center 
vI-ist her 

the mother to 
itilin '-'I next 
aaiin to ch.,c" 

take the baby to the health 
four weeks for a checL-up 
on her rnd thu, bab*."s condition. 



8.4 .hen Given a woman in the village who has delivered her 
first b' by:
 

the VE; wll:
 

Smc.ke sure t aA she 1ao'is how to care for the baby 
or that there is someone who can show her how. 

Task 9: 	 z-vacua.e immediately the wc-man and newbcrn child if 
postnatal coplications develop. 

9.1 -1encalled to, or attending to, a womrn who hab just 
delivered,
 

the VR7-will:
 

• evacuate the woman and child immediately: 
-	 if the woman develops any of the following 

comlications: 
• 	 retained placenta (after one hour) 
* 	heavy bleeding (more than 1/2 liter) 
* 	 convulsions 
* large tear in the perineum 

- if the baby: 
• 	 has trouble breathing 
• has weak a and leg movements or does 

not move any of its limbs 
• is premature and smaller than no.mal babies 
i- the mother has delivered tWins who are qnaler 
than normal babies. 

9.2 	 When ca1 led to or attending a woman who has just delivered 
a baby with a birth deformity, 
the VHU will: 

. reassure the mother that she is not at fault
 
if the birth defect can be corrected, assure her
 
that the hospital can help the child develop no=lly 

* transport 	the woman and child to the hen-!th center. 

9.3 	 When vsiting a woman who has delivered a child within 
the last week, 
the V -7 wi l 

• 	 transport the wo-man and baby to the health center if 
the woman has 
- heavy bleeding after the first two days 
- a fever 
- a heavy vaginal discharge that smells badly 
- stomach pains 
- red, swollen breasts or a swollen area in one breast 
- insufficient breast -i!k flow by the fourth day. 



9.4 	 Tthen given a nevborn baby,
 
the VIM will:
 

* 	during a home visit:
 
- check the baby for:
 
" fever 
" eye infection 
" yellow eyes and skin 
* cord infection 

- make sure that the baby has: 
* passed a first stool
* urinated 

- ask the mother if the baby: 
" is eating and sucking well 
- is vomiting (projectile versus spitting up) 

- give the mother nutritional advice for the baby. 

9.5 	 When given a newborn baby,
 
the VS7 will:
 

* evacuate the mother and baby immediately if the baby:
 
- has not passed urine on the second day 
- has not passed a stool by the third day 
- has deep yellow eye whites and yellow skin 
- has 	infected eyes 
- has 	an infection in the umbilical cord 

cries. consta;tly.and refuses. to nurse. 
- groans constantly 
- has a convulsion 
- has 	a fever
 
- is vomiting forcefully after each meal 
- looks like it is dehydrated or losing

weight rapidly. 

9.6 	 When given a mother and baby who have to be evacuated 
because of postnatal complications, 
the MRW will: 

* reassure the woman's relatives that the health center 
will do what they can for the woman and child 

. explain to the mother why evacuation is necessar 
and assure her that the healtL center can help 

* accompany the woman and child to the health center. 

Task 	10: Encourage child spacing.
 

10.1 	When given a visit to a mother with a newborn,
 
the VN will:
 
* 	talk to the mother about her children and encourage


her to Y.nlt 'mtl the baby is two years or older 
before having another child. 



10.2 17nen asked by a woman or husband in the villae about 
child spacing, 
the VFI- will: 

. talk. to the woma-n or husband about: 
- the risks to the baby if the woman h:,- another 

child too soon 
- the risks to her from pregnancies that are too 

close together
 
- the economic benefits of child spacing 

" explain what. the woman or her husband can do to 
make sure that she does not get pregnant too early 

" advise the couple to go to the health center for 
more information. 

10.3 Tyhen asked by a woman if there is some way she can 
avoid having any more children, 
the VEW will: 

. tell the woman that there are some ways she can 
make sure that she has no more children
 

. advise her to visit the health center wrth her 
husband to find out what to do. 

10.4 'hen given a village meeting and the occasion warrants it, 
the VhU will: 

* give infozation about how to practice child spacing
and where to go to get help and advice about cld 
spacing. 



ANNEX 2 

EDUCATInNAL O.I3ECTIVES OF TME
 
TRAINING CnUR FOq TRAINrP.! OF VILLAGE REALTI! CP.?J1S 

This course is desiqned for middle-level personnel in the health sector 
(nurses, midwives, technical officers/sanitation, etc.) and 	other personnel
 
at 
a sinilar level working in development sectors which contribute to health
 
(social affairs, agriculture, environment, etc.) who havo been officials in
 
their country's administration for at least throe 
years and have or will have
 
responsibility for planning, imnplementation, inspection and evaluation of
 
training prorrammos for villaKo health workers.
 

The 	objective 
of tho course is to prepare the participant for training 
and making use of villatjo health workers or personnel rosponsible for primary 
health care in rural areas. 

Broad Objectives:
 

At 	the end of the course participants will be able to:
 
1. 
Develop a course for the training of village health workers using
 

the 	method of oystcnatic course design;
 

2. 	Use such developed course to train village health workers:
 
3. 	collaborate with and work in rural conruunities for the improvencnt
 

of co=nunity and individual health in their villnges;
 
4. 
collaborate with other workers in community develonmont to improve
 

community and individual health in villnes;
 
5. 
evaluate the porformanco of village health workers during their
 

training and periodically aftorwards;
 
n. 	supervise the wor!: of 	trained villnen health workers;
 
7. 
plan and give all the necessary supoort to the village health workers
 

to facilitate the delivery of health care to villoacs;
 
8. 
org 	nise retrnining prorrannoa for practising villare holth worero
 

as and whcn nooded;
 
9. 	ovaluato poriodicnlly the inn ct of the trninod villaoe hcalth workers
 

on villngo honlth;
 

10. 
 comunicato the results of such evaluation to other levels of the
 
hualth care delivery system In manner which will help in the dovolop
ment 
of a coherent nntional henlth plan.
 



ANNEX 3 

'.: S:'T:buLZ FOR DV:FID r' Op 3UI':w:ISOrty :'Ax:fiAL 

1. Job Dercriptions for conIuity health asaisitants, etc.
 
At -. meeting 
on April 14, it vs agreed tnnt the -ollorrinC categories need 
to bc. developed: 

a Coua.unity Aasi3ta-nts working at healtha clinic 
b Comunity Health Assistants working at a pri health (eiry center cPHc)b CLmmnity Health Assistants .working at a comprehensive health center (1C)Community Health Officers wozing at a PHCCommunity Health OCfficers working at a CHOf) Docto-s,/ edical Officers woring at a dC 
It v=a recognised that many functions overlapped, and that job descriptionswould be similnr, but since the supervisory structure will be different at thedifferent centers, the job descriptions would also have to be different. 
Por the primary health center and the comprehensive health centcr, one of themajor tasks would be to differentiate the different tasks of the doctor, officerand assistant, assuming delegation of responsibilities.
 
It was agreed that the team 
should develop this material as much as possiblebefore June and that Dr. Kolawole would bring the materials with him to the U.S.to discuss vwith Dr. Ericsson. 

2. Task Analysis of the tasks in the job description
 
This should be done 
 by the end of August,. 

3. Educational Objectives 

These should be done theby end of November. 

4. Visits to other countries
 
T1hese should take in
place Nove.. "December. The aim tois chcck the jobdescription, done at the 31S wi. the woriking conditions in Nigeria and othercountries. Possible countries to visit would be the Benin, Nipria, Cameroun,
Sierra Leone, Gambia and the Congo. 

5. Development of Training 
aterials
 
3 tart-inr in September and continuing into the next year. Plans for next year
(fCieldtesting and revision) will be developed later. 



ANNEX 3 
L'M~diY WO*.il. 3CIMJL" 

ACTIV ITY 	 MLEP CO1. H6I,3PIPOUS IBILITY 

1. Job Descriptions June I 	 Development Team 

2. Review of Job Descriptions July 1 	 Dr. Kolawole/Dr. Ericsson 

3. Revision, final copy of September 1 Development Team 
Job Descriptions 

4. Task Analysis September 1 Development Team 

5. Review of Task Analysis October 1 	 Dr. Ericsson or otherConsultant 
6. Revision, final copy of 
 December 1 Development Team
 

Task Analysis
 

7. Educational Objectives December 1 Development Team 

8. Review of Objectives Januazy 1 	 Dr. Ericsson or other 
Consultant 

9. Revision, final copy of March 1 Development Team 
Educational Obj ectives 

10. 	 Visits to other countries October to Dr. Kolawole/Dr. Ericsson 
December other Consultant 

11. Development of training 	 Start in Development Team 
materials September 

Plans for next year will be made later (field-testing and revi3ion) 

For each type of material developed, 	 the following stratogy should be followed to 
assure maximum efficiency:
 

a3 Development of the materials - typed copy - 10+ 
b Technical roview (Dr. Ericsson or other 

teaching technique specialist) 
c) Subject matter review (management specialist, 

teacher, Clf-officer/azsistant, BSSH 
adminis trator) 

d) Revisions based on tho reviewv of (b) and (c) - typcd copy - ctcncil
e) -rnnzlation to French - typcd copy - stencil
f) Duplication of French and Ln-lich copies

and distribution to other cotntries/tutcs 
for review 

cI leviciv and reviuion based on ccm-cnt3 in (f)
Uao of tho matorials in the field
 
hevistons of material based on field une vnd
 
p.m.6uction of f;-=-- copy
 
Dissemination.
 



i7.,O[W.C;S IMIiD'D PO ',' DEVELVrM1.mT OPi'THR 

ACTIVITY IN SL ,21ARY SCHEDULE 

1. 	 Job Description development 

3. 	 Job Description revision 

4. 	Task Analysis development 

T.. revisionask 	Analysis 

7. 	 Educational Objectives 
development 

9. 	 Educational Objectives revision 

It 	 4s assumed that the development 

loAT1-,1?lA.;": 

TYPE OF RESOURCE 

Typist/paper/xeroxing 

Typist/stencils/paper 

Typist/papcr/xeroxing 

Typist/stencils/paper 

Typist/paper/xeroxing 

Typist/stencils/paper 

team 	will be working on this in 

YHEN 

April/May 

July/August 

June/July/August 

November/December 

September/October/ 
November 

January/February 

as much time they have 

and can spare from their other duties. 

ASSUMTIOS, RM.!APJR 

L. 	 Pl-nning for visits to other countries should start in July/August and arremento 

be made through WHO/SHDS. 

2. 	 The development of materiali .or the next step should start without waiting for the 

review results. Otherrwise it -wll take too long. Adjustmeit3 in the materials can 

alvirys be mrde later. 

3. 	 Based on the materials vAhch 4s already available, the development team has to 

extract the specific tasks, objectives, etc. which apply to management and 

supervision, and write new oncq when none are available. They also have to 

delineate the responsibilities between assistants, officers and doctnrs when these 

are working together. 

4. 	 If Dr. El;eil agrees, Dr. Imado and Lirs. Adegoroye will be available for consultation 

and assiotance. 

5. 	 Tramnlation to French ill be arrsnned via Lom4 or Abidjan and details worked out 

with Mme. Sngbo who trnsla ted the VWIl materials. 

6. 	SIMDG-bidjan trill investignte if it is possible to duplicate the Frnch copy in 
Lomd, or in Abidjan if Lom cannot do it. 

sz/a.
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II3TRUCTIONS GIMEI TO TE TEAM DYEIOPING THE VHVJ LLITERIAL3 

I. 	 Job Description
 
Job descriptions 
 should be developed for the following categories of workers. 

a) assistants at the health center
b assistants at the primary health center 
 (Pic)
c assistants at the comprehensive health (CnC)center 
d officers at the PHC
 
e) officers at the CHC
 
f medical officers/doctors at the CHC
 

Concentrate on the tasks which involve management and supervision.
 
Write it texms
in of what they are supposed to do - their tasks; that is, donot write: responsible for maintaining drug supply, but 	 (for the assistant):- keeps on-going record what drugson are available at the center- notifies the community health officer weekly which drugs need to be 

ordered
 
- receives drugs and adds them 	 to the stock, etc...... 

(for the officer): 
- orders drugs when necessary- che 4cs the record kept by the ossistant on a regular basis (once a month)- reminLds assistant about need for report on drug status if not received

when plannedq etc........
 
Do not wnrr- too much about duplication or how specific the 
behaviours you putdown 	are. Try to be clear about what 	 the person has to dop given your 	experienceand 	 the tasks assigned to the different job categories.
 
Look at the categories and the training program 
 to be sure that you haveincluded most of the necessary tasks. toTry order them in groups - naybe thecategories given in the educational objectives. Also, if you are unsure thatall has been included, check with a community health assistant and/or officer 
to find out what they actually are doing,
The job description should, if possible, be finished before Dr. Kolawole goesto the U.S. so that he can talce it there and we can discuss it. 	 I.L any case,he should bring whatever is finithed so that it can be discusscd. 

2. 	 Task Analysis 
dhcn the job description is finished  and it is not necessary to watt until
it has been approved and reviewed by other people you- shoutld do tskcanaly:si. Taice each tack which you 	

a
have 	 in the job deccription andbreak it down into behaviour-i, knowledge and attitudc. 	

try to 
(Develop learnina units).One 	 way of doing th:j. is to cnvision a situation in which the taskc is accomplished and sot down the situation and which Imowledge and attitudes are 

nccescary. 



[".lmp1e" rcminl conmmwLi.y h&ltl, n-inl-tnort thvL L the dnir. nuLjL:, rcporL i:: ,he. 

BEILIVIOU OWL0DGE ATTITUDE 
* Note down when drug report - knows when it should be - wants to keep ashould be on my desk - knows how to keep a reminder system

reminder system - wants to monitor 
-knows advantage of the drug supply 

planning with check
points 

* Check on a set date to 
see if the report is there 

* Wait a day to see if it 
- accepts thatis received 

delays may occur
 

- is willing to 
excuse one day's
 
delay


* 
Ask CRA what happened to 
 - knows reasons the CHA - wants to listen tthe report may have had for not 
 CHA's point of viC 
turning in report - wants to resolve 

- knows ways of preventing issue with minimum 
a re-occurrence 
 conflict
 

- talks to CHA about 
non-performance i!. 
a non-threatening 
manner. 

3. Educational Objectives 
When you have the task analysis, ask yourself: which of these behaviours,knowledge and attitudes do we have to teach because they do not know them?Vrite objectives for these specifying (if possible): 

(a) in which situation the trainee will demonstrate that hc has acquired
these behaviours
which behaviours he should present in these situations 
what is the "content" of the behaviour(d) what criteria - standards - you would use to know that he has 
achieved the objective.
 

Por ex=mple: 
 when given a case histoz in which a community health assistanthas failed to turn in a report on dn:g oupplies (and another student) (a), the
student will: 

- dizcucs N) with the other ztudlcnt why the report was not turned- ehcido () with the in (c)o thcr studeit how to make sure it is turned in as
I)L'ruizd (c) using tho communication methods iio hrs boon taucht in the 
course (d).


You can also write an objective which tests 
only the knowledge without testingthe student's actual skills in communicacion:
 
When given qun tior 
 (n), the atid-nt will: 
- discribo (b) "hat he :,ill do when a CM% fails to turn in a drug statusreport on time (c), listing at lvast five theof seven required

behaviouro (d).
 



1'ehich way you select will depend on the constraints you have in the course 
and which objectives you want to measure. Note that in general, the closer 
you teach and evaluate the actual behaviour you want the person to perform 
in his job, the more likely you are to be sure that he %ill.perform as you 
wish on the job. Thus, it may be better to simulate the actual behaviour 
at least in some of the objectives, at the same time as for others you are 
testing only knowledge. You have to decide in which situations and for which 
behaviours it is more important to demonstrate the actual performance and 
write your objectives accordingly.
 

You will probably find that different tasks may be combined and result in only 
one objective, for instance: whatever report the CHA has failed to tumn in 
(drug status, available equipment, maintenance performed, work schedule, etc.), 
the CHO w1ll have to do the same thing. 

4. Teaching Modules 

1.7hen the job description is done, I will help you develop models for how the 
teaching units can be done and how job aides can be developed to fit the 
project. 

NOTE: 	 This looks like plenty of work. However, the main task for you is to 
extract from the materials you have available, the supervisory, management 
and administrative tasks and put them together in a job description for the 
categories of v.orkers mentioned above. The other main task is to 
differentiate between the different posts andfor the PHC and CHC, to decide 
vich task is done by which category of w:orker. 

Onu.y whaen the task, learning unit and educational objective is not available 
in the materials you have, do you need to construct new ones. You may also 
in some cases have to rewrite objectives, but that should not be difficult 
either. Use already working CHAs and CHOs, other health personnel, IHSS 
people and others to help you when needed in your work. 



LANAGEMT AM-AS AO D'ITN IN THE -." BJECTIVES FOR COiM1MuTY HALTHI PEIrOIRIEL 

Areas of L ament for Coimunity Health Aides 
1. Management of time, scheduling of activities 
2. Lrnagement and control of assigned drugs, materials and equipment 
3. Report to supervisor including record-keeping 
4. Comunity work in village, school, and clinic
 

5.. Communication sicills
 

6. Health edrzation 
7. Self-evaluation of achievement of job objectives. 

Areas of Management for Communitr Health Assistants and Officers
 
NOTE: They 
are both responsible for this but on different levels at different typesof health centers. One of the tasks is to differentiate between the responsibilitiesto assign to the assistant and that to be assigned to the officer at the
different types 
of health centers. 
1. Planning activities of the health center personnel: 

a) ret objectives
 
b pian for resources
abut'get. 

2. Time management and scheduling. 
3. Make sure plans are carried out:
 

a) develop resources, find resources 
 (including personnel)b) supervise personnel to make sure tasks are carried outc evaluate achievements against objectives on an on-going basis. 
4. Administrative functions:
 

a monitor use of equipment and personnel
b monitor supply of druga, materials, equipment, etc.
 c maintain equipment, 
 drug supply, hygiene, etc. (ensure maintenance)
d cost control, monitor budget

elworIc flow at 
the clinic. 

5. Ievelop and monitor patient register, family health register and follow-up care(reminder system). 
6. Organise and plan community out-reach activities (mobile services) with otherpersonnel at tho center - village, school, etc. 
7. Plan, organise and deliver health education activities with help of 'CH personnel.
8. Develop and use a recording ayotem for the clinic which can provide

infonmation about health conditions and health activities in the area.9. Evaluate personnel according to their Job description. and provide:

a) feedback

b assistance with resolving prctical problems

additional on-the-job training as necensary.
 
10. Report on clinic activities to his supervisor. 
1i. Problem-solving: how to deal with non-achievement of objective:; cocmunicatlonpriblems; personnel problems; equipment failure; lack of druro; epidemics;

crisis situations. 



1XVVI.NG - 1.'. APKILV 19.10
 

DR. =LM-L7 , DR. S. AM'WE, D11'. ERICSSON
 

.Oi. - dire.,csed durix. the mecting 

1. Personnel availble to work on the materials are in lIaceria: Dr. Kolaole,Dr. Uolankep Mrs. Gbadomosi, Mr. Hopefully Mrs.Doula. AdeGuroye and Dr. Imade
will also be available to assist them.
 
i.3s Tinubu will b3 too busy with the National Health Service Corps training 

to participate. 
ir. Solanke has just graduated from the university and has had no experience

VrLth systematic course design. However, it will probably not be difficult for 
her to learn while romking with the others.
 
Krs. u*adamozi participated in the course given in October 
 vA has developedmaterials for community health aides based her workcon in that course. She seems to underatand the principles and be able to vonk -with the approach. 
The tenm that Dr. Kolawole has assembled scems to me to 
be very capable and
 
able to Cevelop this material.
 

2. jr. Kolawole indicated that he would prefer that I provide the technical input.uppocud to be given by an outside Consultant. Thic should be e.%plored, since1 thli it may be difficult at this time introduce ato new person. 

=.. Dr. %olawole suggested the cooperation with another project his uznitin fundedby the UN Fund for Population Activities. (See separate Memo). 

4. Dr. kolawole indicated that what they needed more than anything at this po-.nt:ias cu::eone who could steer their thinking in the right direction. After much
discunsion, the following tentative assignments were agreed on: 
A. Dr. Sricsson should review the already available materials and draw up a wort

schedule based on the availability, of personnel and time. 
3. "WIonthe schedule is developedp Dr. Kolawole will review it and provideestimated costs for the development of matorials, lbe will send this bu.-iot 

to Saul ielfenbein in Abidjan. 
C. Dr. E2riesnon will develop guidelines and discuss them rith tJe duvelom,.r,,t 

team on Vonday, April 14, before she leaves for Lomd. 

5. A tentative wiork schedule was worked out (see attached matorei11n). 

G. )r. Kolawole will be in the U.S. from June 13 to 20 -nd probably also in July.lie vwll be in lBoston from Juno 28 to July 5 (because he hin ilativos tho:1:and wuuld be willing to discuss the pr,,rc of' the projcct at that Lime with me. 

http:1XVVI.NG


You l ajlU West Afi Ica 

- 4 

LasA.. ' ** N0 H U.. kuw l*1n . 

TO: Dr. M. Bacon, Director of Preventive Medicine 

Ms.1 Lind; Noubsulen, Health Officert USIIIJiurLanIa
 
Dr. AFnSi, OIY,.-'
I..D**S 

.74Dr. B.S.F. AdJou"Moumuni, Coordinator of Studies 

WHO Rlegional TrainoingCenter. Lome•"
 

WH'rO Coordinator, Ma~uritania
 

Medical A is-nce Project (PrjectTrart)d
 

the vioifof Crfce and Helfonbiinvea 

the posibilities for collaborationWHO between the 

1. The objectiveou ~n to reve
 

anraintnr Regional

Center/Leoe and the Morinradapting the RTC VV training mterials tor
 

local Sondilone and eetlAtishi inountry tracning progress I or"
DS 

trainers of Vr ThisI v II vs oreanizedtion collaborationrith the
 
nt ry of H oealand USAID/suritani ho are jointly developn acth 

1rr Hbal ctiCaro prorm inthe rErcs egion on
Hnuritana. Trhei
 
Visithessihi first to oaiponsible folov .up Oetionto the 3
onth trainn o V irinadters course at the RTCtLoin. 1. Diod nd
 

1.. Neatsor ho hinve been aoignod by the MOH to be In charge of thelral.Js citzponsntof tihis project prro Atd In thepirt 3- hor
 

trdlni~qo! Vill' LrainirI course In Lm,'e (ouly-OcL.. 3979). 

ofVs oieollo-up collaboration 

thi Hea.PH C program the Trara eiot , viable trhining
 
2. Tie mo rizes vusits onr with
 

in RRio 

strategy for trifs project and the ap L
th pproach for adept.e2thoaT 

Iff-il ll r4AO LV 10-43,] Ptitivf-. A --, tt le.d rotort will 

3. butia this ivet elenin and rt n ravivod th, proo ed
rthe ein s rryPCpormLteTaa
ta ibetaning%11
 
trern..PrimaT.y' .,th Car6s project. with MOMatd AIDhfficals, had
 

il.sd|osiam d Ar fllro
a . awua!i.I-uNge.sio,4" bl :r4 11|r~jr,'i up1 vllaboher githvwr," 
. S D S I**t'4 *.-' .; 1 

http:adept.e2
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r 
1. The approach to training in the Trarza project still requires some 
defifitioneandclarificatlon. Three levels of training are inolved: 

a) Continued on the job training-of the training program directors 

b) The training of V1W trainers both as trainers and supervisors 

c) The trainng of VMWs. 

2. Program constraints need to be clearly and exhaustively identified 
as these will affect the training component of the Trarza project. 
Several constraints can be identified in the "course outline" which 
accompanies the RTC training materials. Specific issues that-we noted 
which have to be taken into account are: 

a) The skills knowledge, experience (both with respect to training 
and Primary Health Care) of the PIX nurses and midwives who will 
be responsible for training and supervision of the Vis, . 

b) The logistical problems of training 192 VHW and mainLjining effective 
supervi ion. 

a) The need for adequate supervision of the training program for 
VH~s in order to control the quality of the training given by 
largely inexperienceAd trainers. 

d) The diversity of local conditions that have to be taken into 
account in adapting the Vlo.training materials and in preparing 
training courses. 

S. The following table presents a suggested approach to the training 
conponnt. The strategy takes into Account the above uVntoned trainin; 
objectives, current status of the training compnnent, and constraints. 
It identities phases where we believe the RTC can provide effectlvs Input 
in 'or'ing wit), jorusar partiCeJlantX of the Lone Center Trainers' enurr4. 

It uses the oam, training apprnach of rite Los, Center. Since t 1e 
Trara project training dLrectors are familiar with it, it will allow 
them to begin to apply what they have boon taught at Lome to dovoloping 
a training ctauponcnt for the Traras project. In additlon, working with 
"he rllalooratinn of RTC ,taff riov ,rr. cht trAintip,frtrtror. ,il 

* at the t&zQ tI
the Vs, t as t),oy dt)leg trAi,|ng ;r..rns to W(,o- u itr'od r 

' 

1SO 



Hodel of a Training Program
 

For Tutors*.VIIW Trainers and VIII:j
 
k Tutors are training program directors-i.e. Lowe R'C parcicipancs
and others of simil4r background and experience asigned co Llc pro;rii
 

Phase 
 Time Objcctives 


1. Preparation of PtIj nurses/ 5 days 1. To give VIIW Crainers an=iduives for role as VIN underscatding of 1lIC, gidlU OfTrainers 

the Trarza Projecc, Lhc role
 
of traitcrs in cralniol; andThis will serve as 
a supervibion.
 

first phase refresher
 course for the tutors 
 2. To give V1114 craiect' ailas vell underscanding of how craining 

prograws for VIIW ar. developed 
with special emphasis oil the 
villag- diagnosciqu: and
 
idencification of Villi
casks.
 

2. Village Dienoscique IT2 months 1. To expose VIIi tr.,inrs in.i 

This is the key phase in 
 systemnatic way villaddto CoIIi-
the a--ptarion oE the RTC Cions. SO as Co id,Liiy hiea!Llltraining =.atcerials problem.s and decide whac VIIli 

can do about chem.
 

2. To %.ockwith nuimacor's it, 
crainin village couuIheIalth tiLLv.c, 
and selecting VHls z;o is to b.-,ia 
to devlop a working LClaioIa.ip 
with che villages aad VIIlis wlhu.u
they will reach and supervise.
 

kL*p1)ujijI iLi
 

H011 LOBiS 

HUll LuLta,. 
R'Cttj-.r will dc.l 
SpIci iiC.1 I!y Wiit 
iac-hlj of" Villaeu 

Unid," ,ita.-LiunaadI 

g~eid,.:z: If HOII Ltutzi' 

http:LClaioIa.ip
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paeTim Objeccivcx Is~a~,:i i it: b 

S..3ecyclsge for M~tTrainers 

It is #*;S~eszcd that a rtgular 
rczyclage prciran be instituted 
!Qr NYr triters to upgraJe 
capailities ijn traizing an 
suer'visiza san4 to discuss 

5 days TQ reyliw tr~ining andh 
uupervisioi wa.chadb. 

Lxi t 

pro~gran prablems. 
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ANNEX 5
 

04, Ivory Coast
 

June 16, 1980
 

MEMORAN 	 D UM
 

TO: 	 Dr. B.S.F. Adjou-Moumouni,
 
Coordinator of Studies
 
WHO Training Center, Lomd
 

FOM: 	 S. ilfanbein
 
Assistant SUDS Project Director
 

SUBJECT: 	 RZC Lagos Follow-up Visit to the Gambia
 

I. Please find enclosed a copy of the report Dr. El-Neil and I submitted 
to the Ml/Banjul on proposed plan of collaboration between the RTC Lagos 

and Gar-bi'n M1C program. There are sove differences in approach from 

that proposed for Mauritania, but the overall pattern remains the @ama. 

You will be interested to know that the two Gacbian graduates of the Lagos 
RTC who are developing their ovn session plans ure using the Vila training 
materials as a guide for form, content and just generally for ideas when
ever they run 	into a problem.ot forrulating performance objectives or
 

developing a session plan. We have had so far tvo approaches to follow

up and I imagine as this program develops, there will be many more to 

expericant with. I think there is probably not a single model to fit all 
needs and expectations. 

2. 1 am also enclosing a copy of our latest mem to AID/W reCarding the 
outstanding equipuant. I hope we vill obtain the waiver by the end of 

this =xnth. It so. the equipment can be shipped by the end of July. 

3. We had quite a history with the equipment for Laeos. On Dr. El-feLl'# 
request, we shipped them via Lctr as he wanted to ensure a safe arrival. 
I appreciate everything that you and Hr. Lalo have done to expedite 
clearance from cuAtots. 

St:b 


Inclosureet as stated
 

http:problem.ot


........--!_ 	 -- REPORT- OF-FOLLOW -UP--MISS IO NH
-TO -TI Il A 	 1 -(M - HE -WHO -RTC +---TikTiIN~ING OF TRAI"TEIRS (TOT) OF VILLAGE VEALTH VIORKERS (VFVW) 

Submitted. by Dr. H. El Meil, Coordinator of Stu.ies;, 
ImO Regional Training Center (RTC), Yaba, Lagos 

S. Helfenbein, Assistant SHDS FP:;ject .)irector for 
training , Abidjan, The Ivory Coast.' 

1. The objective of this mission was to determine and plan a programmeof follow-up collaboration to Gambian participant~s in the above course 

in developing u.4 in-country training progrnmme for village health work,
 
ers. 	 Collaboration between the RTC and the Government of The Gambia 
was to be rendered in the context of SWTS Project objective 11 activi

ties 	in the ,ogional .raining and Lagos towards theCanters (RTC) Lo. 

facilitation of ths implementation of thi lambian Action Plan for Pri

mary Health Care( P9C). 

2. Consultations w*re held with .r. .. H. Samba, Director of Medical
 

Services, Dr. F. O1cield, Deputy to flrector of fledical Services,
 
Dr. N7. B. Altim, N'PC, flanjul, Dr., P.. (ftwers, Medical Officer of Heal.h,
 
Dr. P. Psrokh, 'Representative of Project Concern Znternational, Mr.
 

* 	 John Spring,q ZCEF, Dakar, Pr. T. D. Semart, Mrs P. Mbooao, r. 4. 
"arenah, grafuates if the Lagos RTC TOT Course, and ?Irs A. Stafforf, 

• Trainer of traditional birth attandenti (Ms). 

3. lhe training proaram for Yirl has hnnn re-schoduled for January 
1961. 16 villagos in Lower River Division have been selected. Visits 

by the PHC training team have been made to several villages In a prog
rame of "sensitization" to inform villales about the PH programe re
qu-st their articipation an nouino.tion of a vil eis health worker 
trainee. The Primary 11ealth Team has t'nv'n to develop a job descrip-o 
tion for vllaqo health worltars. Tas wor* identifi.' in five areas. 

t 	 The RT'C Lagos gqrsduat',s have. tegun to 0a, a teask analysis# and propare
 
session plans for the training 'ieogreuvue
 

4. The-oaeprosseA needs for o0112.rstion from the RTC through the 31111U 
peojurt vote in tVa fo11Q Iino aes. 

*0 	 1)coliahorarion in V.% tm alarmnt of tha curricula of the VHII 
training pro;Iram.,o/ 



• 
 O O 9"a 

(i)provision of critical matoriil,resources in regard to 
9" 

the 
9 above:.. 

(iii) provihion of .scme collaboration in the #developmnentof.' a4 tqaininq programs.for TOAs 
(iv) development of a programo to reoriont the Gambian health
 

workers to Primary Health Care. 

* 	 S. The following recommondations vere made with ragard to the above 
expressod needs. 

(i) 	 Coll bration,, l-the velolimnt og a'Curriulum for bh. 
V' M"rann PCrflcqM*i 

Four possible arens of. collaboration were idontiffied to 
*. jfacilitate the 6evelopmmt of a curriculum and itsarticulation 

* Jfor tho first tra~ining prorranmw of VTIVs in The Gambia: 
Ca) Consultation by the RTC staff in the elaboration of a 

detailed operational plan for the training programme. 
nr. It. 	 0. Imae ST in !anaglment will be available in 

11,.0 	 July 19O for this mission. 
* (b) Review of he task analysis and slsion plans prepared 

by RTC graduates and collaboration in any necessary 
9'. 

revision. Mrs Anu ,Megoroys,STC in curriculum developmont vill, '-. avatlahle in December 1080 for this 

mission. 
():'Collaboration in conducting# and administration of the 

j 

o4'inir7 arogrumm and properration of the final field 
tisted *4ceqo for training VII~s In subsequent phss of 
the Onmhilin PPC progrmmeo Dr. 5. Bricson, SRD6 aduca
£tonal Technolgist will he available In January 1981 

for this mission . 
(A) Colln)'ioration in evaluatint7 the VI training progrant

and (i profring an oparational plan for further train
ing and supervision. RTC And MA?) staff will be avat. 

I lmhla for this mission. 
(ji~~~~ Praimeoi + r4461OO' + mmm /..u m+aa++ 

+~ 	 ~ ++ al W+ _Nveon *theVwTr MIngi 4 4+rriggwtt 
++++++ ++ ++ .++ o 0++m ~ i, ,, + o. ++ i ++9 +=+ +++ 	 i(a) PUndS would be~ nvt 1ebla from the SWA9 projet through 



tho "IPC Ronjul to defrcy e-iroctz costs associated with 
thn dnvelo~nient,. production and adnption of IPMW train 

* 	 ing materials. 
() t was .understood that e.ither P.HO/AFRn, UNICEF ,or otherW 


I ,agoncies. would furnish A vehicl-i to the Primary Health
 
Care training toam for the proposed oxtensive pre-trai,
 
ning, envitization of villagm comunitios, follow-up
 
training and supervision.
 

(c) 	 Consultants' mentioned in point M )would be financed 
complately by tho SH.S project. 

(ii) ProvIsion of .'lithoration iLn.(9vfqo nent of Curriculum 
for Trninin#? ol TqAp. 

Possibility of sending Sister Stafford to the Lagos RTC and 
tho "110 colla&orative progrtune for the training of TBAs in 
Saltoto, 'ig3rie preferably inAugust 19eO , was suggested.

* Alternative funting possibilities including that of AFRO/ 
5TS..0 funds would he explored. 

(iv) AlmInmont ng 8 rwnrnmn to raoriftna Oarnfbian fleait
.Iaricers to 	~!7 

(a) 	Zt was suggeste4 that such n programme could .be linked 
to the alreaay nlqnnad V,?1S continuing education work
shop 	 ir'lursax toIn 'h Qsmbia reorient practising(nurses to P. .M. (This wozrsahop is nart of the Post 
esic Pursing education'programe for The Gambia, SIerr-

Lon* and3 Thiriao oanprovod undfir SMDS P, 2joc iOctive, 
(W) nr. v. O. Zme would ". nvailablo during his proposed 

quly visit to discuss tOn admintatration ane management
i~r;Vliq,one of ".,a 	 1UcaithtrIatry Care progranvnc 

4 for furt%nr worhaon to roach thn estimatod 700 hoalt' 
wor'era InThe fnA-ilin. 

W6.e gratotull! Prknw~lneCo tth* cinO invitAtion of Th Government of 
The 41ambic to flOUfr,-u, th-9 jlrAati~t the 1-11of 	 flgional Trrainin7dentar C~oorso for thn trnininq of trainers of Villcae Unaith vlorkers,


V and we vv" 
much 	 rnpraciatod thn anl~IneAtion of a%) who 	,'mde nvallabl*
their time 	to mant wit*s .... 01 M fCnd A.n tP nl P'1 .ozqraime anA the 



Rej~ Polcy lasitutc s.y Suit Road S3/1. 

Boston, Massachusets O2215 
6171353-4386 

Ccnt for Sengthening Hcalth 
Delivery Systems in Africa 

fay 27, 1980
 

Hr. Earl Yates
 
Office of Regional Affairs 
Africa Bureau
 
Agency for International Development
 

Department of State
 

Washington, D.C. 20523
 

Dear Earl:
 

We are writing to yor concerning our requests for waivers to purchase
 
equipment for use 
in the WHO Regional Training Center in Lome, Togo. We
 
have requested a waiver to purchase a Gesterner table model offset machine
 
and also to purchase video equipment from TeleTape Video Company of
 
London. We have searched thoroughly and found that this equipment cannot
 
be purchased in the U.S. with the proper 220 voltage and wiring requirements
 
needed for use in Lome. The video equipment is not available In Togo, and
 
the cost of the offset machine is considerably higher if purchased in
 
Togo rather than in London. Therefore ue would like to purchase all
 
of this equipment in London for export to Togo.
 

We have written to Hr. Kenyon in November 1979 and again In January 1980
 
to request approval for these waivers. We have recently recrived several
 
urgent inquiries from the Lome RTC as to the status of this equipment. The
 
teaching activities at the Center are being harpered by the lack of this
 
equipment which we had hoped would be 
in place by early thil year. SInce 
there is a time lapme of several weeks between the time an order In placed 
and delivery of the equipment to To.o, it in rost Important that %je receive 
approval for these .'ivers at quick - as pon.ible. 

If you need any further information about this rqtipmnt, please 14t 
me knou. We look forward to hearinr, from you noon rer;l,.rA tit;, till t cr. 

incar ely, 

HAry E. rrandifflld 

SlIDS Proel t 

cc: S. Holfenbefn/
 

Iricsson
 

http:rer;l,.rA


ANNEX 6
 

LVADL;TOU flU 11flh1 rl PIMAGOGIQUE EOUR LA POIiATION D= ASV (zrovisd Avri1, 1900) 

1. 	 Quoin prob22mcs onrt Wt ±dontifids dans lo vi11wce? 

2, .; jo1co tf.chcsoant uito oefloctionneoea pour la fox~tion do 1'AZV? 
Hyino du Uilicus
 
Nutrition:
 
SOZtd d,2 laM ro s
 

Sols ax 	 EeritZI 
Soin~i mux Adultoo
 
Soino d'UrGcno:
 
MdtlodcD do Tr=4-1:
 

2.1. 	 AvezoromVU dpzrur don d.ifcultda d=9n l~a adlection doo t~.chca? 
(Si ou±, ddoriyoz lou ciodificationu, voiw am'z faitoo). 

2.2 	 ALiuz-v=l cu bomoin ds modifior don tdchAu udloctionndon? 
(31.au± ddorirss lee md±?±atione Vuo youa mii faitoo)., 

. uloo t~choo ant dtd ddyolcppdoo parce quo "r=~ nlvuz pano trouvd
 
quolquoa unco qui cor~opondant aux prob1lion l.dlantif Ida? (:] Toun ams
 
pu odlootionnar toutoo lon tftchem oontiazz ayeg quotion 4).
 

3.1 	 Ave.--voun dpruvd don 4Lffcultea daw ab onmAtion do tjoh*O? 
(31 ou±, ddcr±'rox ]*a dirficultdo qua Youn iwo: mocontricoo 

49 	 Quola ob*,ootiron n".---un adlootlornds? (si vowo ayes i'oz?~aor Youa-e!= 
tow n*c ob~caUi.o uu= odlootiomao oonzuioa iwoc qucotion 4). 
)Iyj;VnO du 'illou I 
luutrittoil 

,Oinae ml* A*w1.o
 
3oLnn 4'Ur~nnca
 
LtJodau d1o Tmryni1I
 



4.2. Avoc-v=U zoncontid dos cl±±±±cultdo on odicotionnont lon 
objectifa? (Gi non cont~mwez avec qui~ton 5), 

41.2.l La fagon dont lea objcctifo on 
rmdLu2 difficilon &conprunriro* 
qui la d~mantrnt). 

dto' formz2Aa lea a 
(Dorn:s des oco~ploo 

4.22 lea objoctifu n'dtaiant pasc 
(Dcnno- den eacmploa). 

wxarnment ddtnillda 

4"13 Loa conditions eploydoa lornt p82 Atd dioz'±ton 
miffImozont an ddt"± - (Domiaz dos.* nlo)e 

4;1:4 Zen conditiona ddcrites no corr ponda~ont pas cau miliu 
do=a inqusi jo tmiin±1I.ns. (Doc den =cwp3.on)* 

4.1.5 

43.6 

Lon ccuport~anto inalua n'dtaiont pan coux quo jo
ddoilnmi apprundrv awx A:JY. (Dcrno-- don cxzplao). 

Lo contonu 4 o objoatifa ntdt~lt pan corrote (Donna: 

49U.7 Autive W~fitW3 (domez doo czploa do c.==@n 4'loloo)o 



5. Avcz-vouc ou bosoin do moditior lea rnbjcoifga dicoondc? (Si mu, contizmw: 

ayoo quoution 6). 

5.1 POurquoi avo.-Voua modiid ion objectils? 

5.1.1l. 	 Loan cond±tiom~ ddoritec damn us objectife ul dtaient pa.' 
0o0.00toa,.- (Dozmez o a leai~); 

5.1. 	 2 1os cocporto~cnto tJz~no6 dno lea objootifu n'dta±ot POD 
ndeo~.zodm Cu ±1i fail4.t ajoutoz' do zwmn= comportmot~e
(Do~z doc CxOpica). 

5.143 	 Le C0Ot=Z. &= objeotifu a Af fitr. ohmngi. (Do~mos don .x~Upma). 

5.1.4 	 Loc objcctifn a9 dtaiotit parn aufIzawut ddtnallda. (Dot ws don 
cz= 0 0 ), 

5@1W 	 Autymo raicc=, (Dcioc den m'cloo). 

6. 	Quolc objoctLfa cvcg-ituo f ougo'~ (3L wus~ afavou fozmuor oi~ca 'biactiff 
ootizm&ca avo q%%vtioz 7). 1, 

Gel A'won-,mun Vu utUilor Ic tOmi.t cW~c~d d~ano1. yvr? (Ddrii-n Ica 
Wifkaut~a Vuo nvun awa mroontroal 



6.2 	 Pourqw±i -"MZVOzOu UI fOmUlOz' voa pxopreo Objoctifb? 

6.2.1 	 Lm cond±tiono quo jo vouLain no oe trouru±cnt pac dana 

Ica objoctifue (Dozmc*.: d4cs oxomplco,). 

0ma2.Le.*covort=*mtm quo jo ivula no co tvizvaiot pcn dann 
li objot--.. (Donnoz doa oxmpooa). 

6*2., 	 Autrou rainonu. (Zomis don oxoleao), 

PLAM D1M WTS M COUTO 
I'"I Qua plcn Vun~td oiw--mm 

von pL=n dtzatdg c-ntnioz 
inployde?- (G± vnUm 

aveo question 10).0 
ayes for=,' i ou-m tous 

4g±&na dui Nilisus 
flutzlitiono 
Sonmtd do la Wrio 

So=mw Dznfot: I 
Satin r=i Adultoot 
S3oina dOUrgoncol
?Zdthodoo do T-nvifll 

So 	 Aycz-vou, cu doo ditfcult* an ade1.oiozmat do* plnw 41 1 t? (3L =O,
contix~io avia quootion9) 

0.1 	 QUAU'c4 4t~tcultdo awu-muw m=tra an ohiclwt log piano
4'~mit6 cqproprids pour' lea objoa rtouua? 



8.1.1 	 L"-ib""tif do pcrfo~nco donnd dano Icr, plnnmo dunitd no 
,omvopondait paa am objootifo do couxm (pour~ Ica 
modulcal i1ygilino du I1il±cup Uutrition, Soizrc aux Enfant3 
at Soins d'Urcenao). 
Jo no cavain dozno pas quol objcctif darait Otro attoint A 
tmvoro lea diffd"cntm plnm dlunitd. 

8.1.;2 	 Led plo=n d'uniti n'ot pan dtd dispoads dona I. nft 
ordxo quo lea objoctifue. 

a:1:3 	 Abtma raimons. (Dozo dos ez=zPlon), 

9~Aver -vouo nodifd yvo pJlan d'itd? (zi zn, contizzia: avoc quocelon 1o). 

9.21 	 QwUoo d±.ffcultdo aoo-voun Epzvmdo on oacoayct do modifiar 
Ion piao d'unitd 

9.1.. 	 Jo n poumnlo pcw utiliaor Ion nKtlvit6a p'urc qua 
no oau~ pao c,;ucnt le =nnor (dennor do: oxwploacl 
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OBJECTIVE I
 

To improve national and regional health planning and management.
 

Sub-objective 1: To strengthen health planning, programming and management train
ing programs given 	by the Dakar and other collaborating Centers.
 

This subobjective concerns the 6 week planning and management course given annually

at the Dakar Health Planning, Programming and Management Center. No direct action 
was 	taken regarding curriculum revision because of the crowded schedule of the
 
center staff and the preparation needed for the top level multisectorial management

workshop scheduled 	for April. However, as a result of the top level course, it is
 
expected that the staff will increase the management content and employ training

techniques used in the workshop (see subobjective 2). During the preparatory period
for the workshop, SEDS consultants, Professor Bruce MacKenzie and Aliou Samba Diallo,
revieweu management content and training techniques with the Dakar staff. This

activity was undertr en during the week before the workshop and during the interval 
.etween the two sessions of the workshop. Thus, a total of 7 days was spent in 
staff training on management related activities.
 

In preparation for 	the workshop, SHDS provided the Dakar project with a small library
of educational materials on management (see Annex 1 for list of materials). These
 
will be used for the other training programs carried out by the Center.
 

Sub-objective 2: 	 To improve intersectorial management capabilities of planners
 
from the West and Central African countries in development
 
of health programs.
 

The 	 principal activity in this subobjective was the top level intersectorial manage
ment workshop and in-country follow-up. Originally, two (one Francophone and oneAneloohone) workshops were planned, the former for March and the 	 latter for November.
However, final budgetary discussions resulted in funding' for only one workshop for 
the 	Francophone countries during 1980.
 

The 	workshop was hosted by the Ninist-y of Health of Senegal, organized by SHDS
 
and 	AFRO and held as a residential workshop in Aldiana, Senegal from 13-17 and
 
20-23 April. It was originally scheduled for thaend of March; however, dates
 
were changed because accommodations were not available in March. As a result,

ministers from Togo and Niger were unable to attend.
 

Invitations were originally sent out in December 1979 to nine countries (Senegal,

Guinea, Mali, Ivory Coast, Benin, Togo, Mauritania, Niger and Upper Volta).

During the preparatory session for senior officials, eight countries (excepting

Upper Volta) sent representatives for a total of 16 participants (see Annex 2
 
for 	list of participants and their positions). In the second session, six
 
ministers from Senegal, Mali, Mauritania and Benin attended (See Annex 3 for list
 
of ministerial participants).
 

The two workshop sessions were conducted by SHDS consultants, M. Aliou Samba Diallo
 
of the Dakar Office of Organizational Management (Bureau d'Organization et Methodes),

Prof. Bruce MacKenzie, and Dakar Project Management Specialist, M.11. Mena. Other
 
staff members participated as resource persons. In addition, Prof. MacKenzie in
vited two information systems specialists, to complete the roster of resource persons.
 

7he 	objectives of the workshop were as follows:
 

a. 	To promote interministerial and intersectodial cooperation among those
 
ministers principally concerned with social and economic development;
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Sub-objective 2 of Objective I Continued.
 

b. 	Familiarize the senior officials with the broad spectrum of management

themes related to multisectorial development and to identify the
 
interests and priorities of the participating ministers;
 

c. 
Develop and edit a number of composite case studies which would represent

priority problems relating to public health, social well being and

productivity. 
These would ideally present problems of management, coordination and the coherent use of human and economic resources from several
 
sectors;
 

d. Prepare a briefing for the participating ministers, either to be given

to them before their arrival in Senegal or at the opening of the Top
Level Workshop; 

e. 	 Sample ane test certain of the materials, documents, questionnaires

and 	cases 
from other workshops to ascertain their suitability and rele
vance.
 

Several broad categories of problemi were first identified by the directors,

following the introduction and dieussion of all of the major themes:
 
motivation, communication, delegatioa, styles of management and conflict re
solution. Problem categories included:
 

1. 	Structural and Organizational Problems
 

a. 	Lack of interministerial coordination
 
b. 	Poor intraminListerial coordination
 
c. 	 Overly personal nature of interminListerial relations. 

2. 	Functional, Operating Problems
 

a. 
Excessive concentration of decision-making power
 

b. 	Insufficient, fuzzy job and position descriptions
 

c. 
Confusion of roles and job duplication
 

d. 	Inadequate definition of objectives
 

e. 	Lack of importance given to evaluation and apprais&is
 

f. 	Poor utilization of resources
 

g. 	Poor program planning and execution
 

h. 	Decision-making based on erroneous information
 

i. 	Decision-making without 
 previous study or information
 

J. 	Ignoring reporting or organizational lines
 

k. 	Weakness in resisting outside pressures and influences
 

1. 	Lack of follow-through
 

m. 
Insufficient contacts throughout the organizational structure
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Sub-objective 2 of Obj. I Continued.
 

n. 	Hostility and distrust among managers and between managers and
 
their subordinates.
 

3. 	Personnel Problems
 

a. 	Lack of training programs and trained manpower.
 

b. 	Disparity of motivation and rewards between the public and private

sectors, and among different sectors or the public sector.
 

c. 	Under-utilization and misuse of trained manpower, including over
concentration of skilled manpower in the urban areas.
 

After an introduction to the case method, analysis of several cases and a dis
cussion period, small teams of directors worked together for the rest of the three

and one half days in preparing five management case studies which formed the
 
working materials of the ministers during their meeting the following week. 

These five cases covered problems related to various aspects of the maragement
 
cycle: 

a. Functions of Management: Case No. 1 - Self-sufficiency in Food. 

b. Organizational Diagnosis: Case No. 2 - "I Have to Stay in the 
Capital!"
 

c. 
Human Resources Management and Resolution of Conflicts: Case No. 3
 
- "Why Doesn't He Mind his own Business?"
 

d. 	Planning and Coordination: Case No. 4 
-- Doing Everything Means
 
Losing Everything (Qui trop embrasse, mal etreintl).
 

(See Annex 4 for case studies and other documents used during the workshops.)
 

Top 	Level Interministerial Management Workshop
 

The 	preparatory workshop was 
followed by a 3 1/2 day workshop for ministers. The

six participating ministers represented health, social welfare, rural development,

science and research, and communication development sectors. Their program con
sisted of analysis of the case studies and discussion of the major themes of modern
 
management. A synopsis of the program follows.
 

Sunday p.m. - 20/4/80
 

First working meeting. Explanation of the methodology, materials and pro
visional agenda for the week. 
Discussion and suggestions by the participants

and trainers with some revisions and changes in times of planned plenary

sessions and individual, non-structured time. First projection of Tnrning

Point.,
 

Monday - 1/4/80 

Overview of modern management processes, attitudes and latest trends as re
lated to multisectoral development. Use of B. MacKenzie's Management in

Three Dimensions reprint from the Harvard Business Review as oasis of
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Sub-objective 2 of Obj. I Continued
 

discussion of the management cycle: planning, organization, resource mobili
zation, execution and control.
 

Analysis and presentation of the various management functions through study

and analysis of Case No. 1. Diagnostic techniques applied to organizational

environments. Discussion of problem identification and tools available such
 
as Likert's organizational profiling and his various systems 1-4.
 

Human aspects of management in larger organizations: delegation, motivation,

comunications, styles of management and 
stress minimization. Videodisc
 
presentation of Turning Point with interactive participation by ministers
 
with use of thematic boollets.
 

Study and analysis of Case No. 2. Problems of team building and conflict
 
resolution. Use of schematic on negotiation and conflict resolution.
 

Tuesday - 22/4/80
 

Advanced technologies andmanagement tools available for multisectorial manage
ment in the African context. Presentations and discussions of management

information systems, tele-analysis for rural development and interactive
 
videodisc for training of health agents, rural development workers and manage
ment developrent.
 

Intersectorial collaboration and decision-making. Analysis and presentation
 
of Case No. 3 and Case No. 4.
 

Styles of management and attitudinal change. Case study and analysis: 
 The
 
Day of Mr. Sarr. Use of Task-People Questionnaire and the Blake-Mouton
 
Managerial Grid.
 

Presentations and discussions with reference to cases of motivation and dele
gation problems in management.
 

Individual analysis and demonstration of management styles with viewing and
 
discussion of a recent management film: Adult, Where are You?. 
 This includes
 
a discussion of transactional analysis and its applications to modern manage
ment.
 

Wednesday - 23/4/80
 

Marketing and the public sector: its relevance to the varicus services needed
 
or desired by different publics in a developing country. Pteseatation and
 
analysis of marketing problems, the marketing mix and marketiug attitudes
 
in the creation and diffusion of goods and services.
 

Review and discussion of key themes for multisectorial management ;is seen
 
through the composite cases. Distribution and brief discusslon o* addi
tional documentation, diagnostic tools for use in back-home orgarization

and individual plans for management action.
 

Open forum, discussion and evaluation of the Top Level Workshop with recommenda
tions, for further training.
 

The Ministers proposed a series of recommendations for the contir.iaLion and

expansion of management training in the region, which reflected at apprecia
tion of management's role in development and the need for a varietry of short
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and long term approaches to training managers. Recomendation included
 
the following:
 

I. Institutional Recommendations
 

-
 Creation of national and regional institutions specializing in
 
modern management processes and techniques; and the strengthening of
 
such institutions already in existence;
 

- Introduction of management courses in training institutions and
 
faculities;
 

- Orientation of such courses and programs towards specific, real
 
and timely administrative problems.
 

1I. OrRanizational and In-Service Recommendations 

- Regular, planned programs of management development and re-cycling 
for middle management and above through seminars, workshops and courses; 

- Development and education in management for future managers in the
 
various professional schools of each country;
 

-
 Development of an action plan aimed at overcoming the difficulities
 
due to lack of qualified management trainers.
 

In this last point, sectoral leaders should study:
 

- Possibilities of inter-African cooperation through pooling qualified
 
resource people by way of the organization for technical cooperation among

developing countries (TCDC);
 

-
 Increased training of trainers in management in specialized graduate

schools and institutions both in Africa and in other geographic areas.
 

This subobjective also included the development of an in-country follow-up program

to the workshops. The Ministers indicated immediate interest in such a program,
 
as reflected in their recommendations. The possibility of follow-up workshops
 
was explored in Senegal and Mauritania. In Senegal, moreover, the USAID Mission
 
also expressed interest in collaborating with the SHDS Project in a follow-up
 
program. 
Meetings were held with USAID mission personnel and several information
 
cables exchanged. Further meetings were planned tur August following an official
 
request by the OS for a follow-up program. In this regard, the SHDS staff dis
cussed follow-up activity with Senegalese participants. They indicated that the

COS was highly satisfied with the workshop and wished to hold a similar one for
 
member ministries of the proposed National Health Council. A meeting in August

in Senegal was plaaned to discuss this further. Participants from Mauritania
 
expressed similar interest. Formal request to AFRO to follow-up are expected

during the next reporting period.
 

ihorder to systematize the training methodology for further top level work
shops as well as for follow-up programs, the facilitators proposed to develop
 
a set of training modules based on the organization, content and teaching techni
ques of this workshop. 
 The modules would be used to train other national facilita
tors to use the concepts and techniques of executive management training, and
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would serve as a guide or model for management workshops for government and pri
vate management training or development institutions. The proposal was submitted
 
to AFRO, which responded favorably. It is planned to begin developing the modules
 
during the next reporting period.
 

Sub-Objective 3: 	 To strengthen the Dakar and other collaborating centers' cap
abilities to participate in and follow-up CHP exercises.and
 
facilitate the implementation of national health development
 
programs.
 

No action was Laken during this period for the following reasons.
 

a. 	Budgetary uncertainty precluded the development of specific plans, until
 
well into April; and
 

b. 	The CIW exercises scheduled for 1980 will all be in countries outside of
 

the 	SHDS Project region.
 

This activity will 	be carried over to 1981.
 

Sub-Objective 4: To develop health planning, programming and management capabilitie
 
of selected national education institutions.
 

The SHDS Project was invited to participate in the secretariat of the first AFRO
 
consultation on health management training in Arusha, Tanzania. 
 It was held
 
21-25 July, 1980. Further planning in this area is contingent upon the recommenda
tions emanating from the Arusha Conference.
 

SHDS will provide 15 fellowships for non-degree study in health planning and
 
management at the 6 week course in Dakar. This course is being run for English
 
speaking countries this year. Funds were not provided for fellowships leading
 
to degrees or to other collaborating centers.
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OBJECTIVE II 

Lome/Lagos
 

To increase the skills and improve the utilization of health
 
personnel providing generalized health services at the super
visory and local levels.
 

Sub-objective 1: 	 To Ae,.elop, improve and harmonize methods of course design
 
and implementation at the Lome and Lagos Centers.
 

The principal activities under this subobjective were 1) continuing education
 
for center staff in systematic course design, 2) i 3ject matter committee
 
review of course content and 3) training of VIIW trainers and middle level
 
EPI 	personnel.
 

1) 	Further training in systematic course design was carried out informally during
 
the on-going process of revision of exliting and preparation of new courses.
 
SHDS Project Educational Coordinator worked with staff of both centers on
 
the design of courses during her April-May consultation.
 

2) 	Both centers continued to convLne local subject matter committees for re
view of course content. In general, this is rarried out on an ad hoc
 
basis, and "committees" may consist of one to several persons. These per
sons not only review course content and prepare new materials, but also
 
serve as course facilitators, further consolidat.ng national involvement in
 
the 	centers' teaching programs.
 

3) 	Lome held its second Training of Trainers course, and Lagos, its first.
 

Lome 

There were 30 participants at the Lome course, 22 of whom came from SHDS countries
 
(Cameroon - 2, Central African Republic - 2, Congo 
- 2, Gabon - 2 Guinea - 2
 
Equatorial Guinea - 1, Upper *olta  2, Mali - 2, Niger - 2, Senegal - 2, and 
Togo - 3). The rest came from Burundi, Comores, Guinea-Bissau and Rwanda. To 
date, 47 persons have been trained from 15 trench speaking countries. The 
SIP. S Project was unable to provide consultant assistance to the course as 
needed because the public health nurse short term consultant had not yet been 
replaced. 
AID/W had refused to provide funding for such consultation. SUDS
 
attempted to engage a former TOT course participant from Cameroon recommended by
 
the Director of the Lome RTC. 
 However, it was not possible to secure government

permission in time. There were 71nstructors, the regular t aching staff of the
 
center and three additional persons who have frequently been members of local
 
subject matter committees or previous course participants.
 

The year's course was revised in consultation with the SUDS Educational Coordinator
 
during her visit to Lome in October-December 1979 to complete the 11W training

modules. The course itself was divided into 6 modules 
- two which dealt with
 
study habits and group dynamics and 4 which dealt with course design and the
 
use of the V1W training materials, teacher training, management and evaluation.
 

Lagos
 

There were 27 participants at the 13-week Ligon TOT course of whom 14 were 
from
 
the SHDS Project region (Cameroon - 1, Gambia - 2, Ghana - 2, Nigeria 7, and
 
Sierra Leone - 2). The remaining were from 1-thiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi,
 
Namibia, Swaziland and Tanzania. A SHDS consultant was engaged to annist the
 
RTC staff which included short term (11 month) consultants provided by the
 
Project - a management specialist and a public health nurse.
 

http:consolidat.ng


Sub-objective 1 of Obj. II Continued
 

There were a total of six facilitators for the course including the Director
 
of the center. The course was divided into five modules including systematic
 
course design, working u.ith the community (community mobilization and program
 
management), teacher training practice and evaluation. The participants were
 
divided into 5 groups, each having the responsibility of developing part of
 
the VI1W training program for environmental health, control of communicable
 
diseases, maternal child health, nutrition, first aid and evaluation (see Annex
 
1 for course objectives of each course).
 

A total of 61 persons from SIMS countries have been trained in the three TOT
 
courses. Both courses stress the participant's role in training, supervision

and evaluation of the V(1W during training and village work, teach the partici
ratits to define educational objectives and teaching activities, and give 15
 
iays of practice teaching to show participants how to teach session plans
 
which they have developed. Although the objectives of the courses arL similar,
 
differt!.ces in teaching approaches, previous background and training of partici
panrt, and field work resources result in special characteristics for each of
 
the training programs.
 

Lome 

1. Tightly organized, specifies each day the objectives, content, activities
 
to be covered.
 

2. Follows teaching pattern established through experience in other courses.
 

3. Teach participants how to adapt V(1W training materials, plan primary health
 
care projects and administer and supervisn a training program for VItls.
 

1. Gives more responsibility to teaching staff and plans courses on a weekly
 
basis, nPecifying how many days are taken ap by crrtain course units.
 

2. Emphasizes development of itidividual session plans rather than methods of 
adapting exiating VIN training .terials. 

3. Permits participants to work in villages doing community development work 
with villagers and relating this work to VIN/training. 

The main difference in the two programs is access to PI1C field iites. Lome
 
RTC field practice in carried oat in A.mission run program for health "catechistes",
 
who are generally more educated And knowledge'-ble than Vila would likely be. This
 
field practice does not afford opportunity to work with the comnunity. The Lagos

RTC, on the other hnnd, in in the process of developing a primary health care
 
program ind thus leads the participants through an active procesn of developinp
 
real VlW programs. Participants provided the training for 13 village he,1t.h
 
workers from 13 villages in the dadagary Area.
 

The report of the SUDS Educational Coordinator made the following obiervation in
 
this regard.
 

The graduate of the Lagos courso will he i etter trainer of VIlWa. Ih' "will 
be able to go into the village, work with the villAgers on cormnunity projects,
help ialoct the VI{W and train him probably with more assurance than the Lome 
graduata. Since ha has more practical ixporinceor thes, tank; they will be 



Sub-objective 1 of Obj. II Continued.
 

easier for him. He will also have a good understanding for the problems

facing the VHW and probably also be able to provide a good supervision of
 
this VUW.
 

The graduate of the Loma course, although capable of doing these tasks will
 
probably not do them with the same ease 
that the Lagos graduate has. He has
 
had considerably less practical experience in working with the villagers,

selecting the VlW, and with the conditions in the villages during the
 
training. 
On the other hand, he may be more capable of planning, implemen
ting and evaluating a program in primary health care, including the 
train
ing of VHWs than the Lagos graduate, since that has been one focus of his
 
training.
 

No further training materials were produced during this period. However, work
 
still continued on the development of an Instructors' Manual to guide trainers
 
in adapting the VIW training materials. 
The French version of three modules com
pleted in 1979 were reproduced at the Lome Center, used in the course and dis
tributed to past course and workshop participants as well.
 

The center reproduced the materials on a mimeograph machine which left much to
 
be desired as far as quality was concerned. This was unavoidable as the SHDS
 
Project still has not yet obtained the long promised waivers to purchase the
 
planned offset printing equipment. Several verbal promises were given during

this period by AFR/RA officials, but no action was taken. The same is true
 
for the remaining equipment originally requested for Lome 18 months ago.
 

Offset printing equipment ordered for Lagos had not yet arrived owing to problems

with the distributor and as the center's own mimeographing equipment was no longer

futctioning, the English version of the remaining modules was not reproduced.

It is hoped that equipment will arrive early on during the next reporting period

and the modules will be duplicated by September.
 

See Objective III for a discussion of the introduction of a TOT for middle level
 
EPI personnel.
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Sub-objective 2: 	 To develop training materials at the Lome and Lagos RTCs
 
for community health workers and supporting personnel.
 

This subobjective 	concerned 1) the field testing of the VIW training materials 

and 2) the production of materials to train VIW supervisors.
 

1) Field Testing
 

During discussions in December 1979 with RTC Directors regarding the
 
field testing and the response to in-country requests, the following decisions
 
had been made:
 

- The main objective of the field testing should be to test the 
adaptibility of the VHW materials and specify the instructions 
necessary for easy use of the materials. Specific issues such as 
the accuracy of the materials should be of secondary importance 
during the field testing and generally resolved through consultation
 
with subject matter experts. 

- The field testing should take place before the end of 1990.
 

- Since the field testing would consist of; 1) assisting the trainers 
of village health workers with the adaptation of the training materials, 
2) helping the graduates of the TOT course to train others to use the 
materials and train village health workers, it seemed optimal to 
combine the field testing with responses to in-country requests.
 

- The field testing should be done in the first two countries which
 
requested help with adapting the materials to in-countr7 conditions.
 
If aiter adapting the materials in these two-countries there is still
 
insufficient information available for the production of a final copy,
 
field testing would continue in the next country that requested

assistance. The Gambia and .Mauritania had indicated that they are
 
intereated in receiving assistance in developing village health worker
 
progri s with the use of the V11W materials. These two countries have
 
tentatively been designated an fical test sites. This would allow 
for field testing in both an anglophone and a francophone country 
under different environmental conditions. Liberia and Gambia also 
indicated their interest in adaptation of the V11W training materials. 
These countries will be included in the 1981 program. 

During this period, it was recommended that the field testing and in-country
 

assistance cover the following areas:
 

-- as~istance with the planning of village health worker programs; 

- assistance with the adaptation of the V11W materials; and 

-- assistance with giving courses for trainers of village health workers. 

Together with Dr. Adjou-Moumouni, a plan to give in-country courses for trainers 
of village health workers wan drawn up (See Annex 2). Thin course program 
assumes that the RT(: would be able to ,iend two people to ansgit the graduates
of the course in Lome/Lagos to give a three week course' in the country for trainers 
of village health workers. The course would include adaptation of the materials 
to conditions in the country. It wan asumed that the SIDS Projoct would be 
responsible for providing the two people and alno copies of the VI(N materials, 
while the country would ansunmeresponsibility for all other personnel and materials. 



Sub-objective 2 of Obj. II Continued.
 

The assistance from the two centers may be given differently.. The structure of 
the assistance from the Lome center would be focused on giving 
a course tailored
 
to the usu of the materials and with a strict adherence to the methods used
 
to give courses at the center. 
 Since the Lome center has given in-country
 
courses arranged by WHO already, it appears that such experience will be use
ful for the project.
 

The Lages center on the other hand has not developed such expertise and has not
 
really considered which methods to 
use for the in-country assistance. Since
 
the Lagos staff members have not used the I1W training materials in their course
 
they might have difficulty making these central to an in-country course. This
 
fact may make field testing of the materials in anglophone countries a bit more
 
difficult.
 

A pool of consultants should be set up which can be used by the different 
coun
tries on request for assistance with their primary health care programs. The
 
consultants should mainly be African with experience in primary health care, 
primarily graduates of the courses at the Lagos/Lome centers and/or the CESSIs.
 

When assistance is requested from the SIDS Project vit. W1O, consultants from 
this pool would be used together with RTC staff to aisist with the planning and
 
implementation of primary health care programs. 
 Time limits should be established 
for the muxium use of a given consultant to avoid conflicts with his own country's 
need for his services. However, the use of consultants from other countries in
 
the region would increase the cooperation between such countries and also lead
 
to a sharing if experiences in this regard which can only have beneficial effects
 
on the primary health care program.
 

See subobjective 3 for further discussion on adaptation and field testing of
 

VHW training materials.
 

1). Training Materials for VW Supervisors: 

The next 3tep in the development of training materials on primary he.ilth care 
concerns the need for training supervisors of VIlNe. DiscL.sionn were held 
in June 1979 regarding the development of such materials with the directors 
of the two training centers. Since the VIN1materials were developed in LWme,
it was felt that it would be better to develop the nupervi.nory materials under 
the guidance of the Lagoa center since the revinion of the V11W matorials 
would create demanda on the Lome center irrtff. Dr. El Noll also pointed out 
that the Nigeria Bauic Health Services Scheme (BlISS) for the 1a.t L.i yr.iri.
worked on the development of inntruction.al materials for the training of 
community health aiden and ansistants. Part of thi:. material include 
management materials for the aupervinory functionto at the health centers In 
Nigeria. Thus, in the earlier discustaiona tt had boen docided that the 
SHDS project should assist with the development of euch materials sad provido
technical assistance with the adaptatlon of this matrlialt for tvso In 
other countriea. 

The BLISS ritaff hi:n been trained in sysitematic cournie dnign in Or)trihr 1979. 
The staff p.,rti,:Ipate-i regularly as tib ject nat ter comanittre mernmbers and -in 
facilitators in the RTC coursen. In this proect activity staff momborm 
would continue in the same capacity. 

Sinco the budget negotiationn had taken -iuch a long time, it had b.,ln Imponniblo
to start the SIDS involvqment in the development of the mtorials bfore thin 

http:inntruction.al
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Sub-objective 2 of Obj. II Continued.
 

time. The SIDS Educational Coordinator reviewed the materials which had been 
developed to this point, reviewed the need for technical assistance, and set up 
a work schedule for the project (gee Annex 3 for the work plan). 

In sumMary, the following decisions were made:
 

- BUSS would develop the educational objectives for the supervisory
 
materials for three different types of health centers, and with three 
levels of personne!. 

- Dr. Kolawole, who wai planni.ng a trip to the U.S. in June, would bring 
these objectives with him and the objectivei would be reviewed by me 
at that time. 

- Further discussions would be held at that time and decisions regarding
 
technical assistance would be made.
 

Thus, major activity in the devalopment of these materials will begin during
 
the next reporting period.
 

http:planni.ng
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Sub-objective 3: To develop RTC consulting capabilities to collaborate with
 
countries of West and Central Africa in the development of
 
effective training programs for village health workers
 
and other personnel and test them in the field.
 

This subobjective concerns 1) the adaptation of the VHW training materials and
 
2) the evaluation of the RTC TOT participants on return to their home countries.
 

Adantation of V 4W Materials
 

1) As indicated in the discussion of subobjective 2, ?auriLania and the Gambia
 
requested follow-up from the Lome and Lagos RTCs in the development of
 
their respective VHW training programs. 
 In May, the SHDS Assistant Project

Director and the SHDS Educational Coordinator visited Nouakchott to identify

the modalities for such collaborative assistance. Owing to illness, the
 
RTC Director could not join this visit.
 

RTC collaborative assistance was requested jointly by the MOH and USAID
 
Mission which are sponsoring a PUC program in the Trarza region of Mauritania.
 
(This is the USAID/Mauritania Rural Medical Assistance Project.) The
 
Director of Preventive Medicine had been a participant in the June 1979
 
VHW training workshop conducted in Lome and had decided to adapt the SHDS
 
Project training materiala for the PIIC program. Two Mauri.anians were sub
sequently sent to the RTC TOT c.'urse in 1979.
 

The SIDS mission identified 5 stages for the development of VHW training for
 
the Mauritania PHC project: 1) preparation of nurses/iidwives as VUW trainers
 
2) assessment of village health conditions in relation to VHW tasks, 3)

adaptation of VU1W traiiig materials, 4) the development of a village health
 
worker training program, and- 5) the development of a retraining program for
 
VIIWs and indicated where coll:"oration with the RTC would be most effective
 
(see Annex 4 for the proposed follow-up strategy.) T.Ls plan was reviewed
 
by the MOI! and the USAID Misnion and with apptopriate modifications approved.

During the PRC meeting, the Assistant SIDS Project Director and the Mauritanian
 
representative to 
the PRC discussed the plan with AFRO officials. General
 
agreements were reached. 
The MOR plans to make an official request to AFRO 
for collabot it.Ue a:isintance from the RTC scheduled to start in September-
October l9,1. 

A similar planning visit wan c :ied out in the Gambia by the Director of the 
RTC Lagon and the Assitant SUDS Project Director in Juie. The Gambian 
program wan developed in cooperation with an AFRO-WHO general task force.
It is a multi-donor project. Two Gambians participated in the RTC Lagos TOT 
courSe .and on return to the Gambia were ansigned the responsibility of de
veloping .i VVW training program. Your arr.&n for follow- m were identified: 
1) developmenr of an operatiotal plan for the VIIW training program,
2) review of thit tank analysis and .inl''on plans, 3) anilstance in con
ducting and adminirstering the training program, and 4) development of an
 
ava luat ion, -iuprvi.Iion and rat'aining program. Thene recommendations were

approved bv tho' MOl and an official requi.i't wan made to AFRO for follow-up
the first itag of which i nchodtiled to begin In July (0ee Annex-for follow
up plan/mamo regaruing the COC official request for collaboration from RTC Lagos). 
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Subobjective 3 of Objective II Continued 

As mentioned in subobjective 2, the centers have different strengths and
 
have placed different emphasis in their TOT courses. 
 This will affect what
 
they can offer in follow-up programs as well as the kinds of assistance which
 
is likely to be expected and requisted. In addition, it is clear that both
 
centers will have to maintain a flexible approach to follow-up as the needs 
of the countries will vary owing to special characteristics of their PHC 
programs, the varying stages of development of these programs, the com
petencies of the TOT graduates, and the other training programs and ex
pertise which is locally available. In general, both RTCs believe they 
can offer assistance within the three areas specified above in subobjcctive

2. While it is too early to develop a model for such collaboration, the 
basic approach as proposed in the implementation plan appears to be des~rable 
on site visits to review PHC program and develop a plan of action in consul
tation with the MOH and TOT graduates to match needs and resources within
 
the context of the SHDS program possibilit!es. At present, informing coun
tries of the availability of collaborative assistance is carried out on a

personal basis through meeting with government officials and bilateral missions.
 
As the number of countries with PHC program grows as 
the RTCs gain experience,

it is hoped that a more formal system can be instituted. In pursuing.this

objective, a balance will have to be maintained between the two goals of adapting
the training materials and developing consultative capabilities of the two 
RTCs. 

2) Eval'ation of RTC TOT course Participants
 

The following plan for evaluation has been developed:
 

-
 The graduates will be sent a questionnaire which will provide some infor
mation about their own evaluation of the use they have made of what they

learned in the course and how relevant they felt the course to be to
 
course-related work on the job.
 

- When in-country assistance is provided with the help of graduater from a
 
course at the center, an evaluation will be made at the same time of
 
how well they are able to use the knowledge and skills they had acquired
 
at the center.
 

- Visits to different countries for in-country evaluation of the graduates'

work was also discussed, but no decision was made regarding the feasibility

of such an evaluation. It
was assumed that due to budget constraints
 
such visits, if incorporated in the evaluation program, could not be made.
 
before 1981.
 

A questionnaire has been developed for the Lome course and sent out to past partici
pants (see Annex 6). Laeos RTC has maintained informal communication with course
 
participants but plans to formalize an evaluation system for the course in 1981.
 
The competencies of thit TOT graduates will be best evaluated as 
they begin to work
 
on VHW training courses.
 



OBJECTIVE II
 

CESSI Dakar and Yaounde
 

Sub-objective 1: Reformulate the CESSI curriculum in order to strengthen the
 
programs' ability to train nurses and midwives for assuming

effective roles in primary health care programs in light of
 
new emphasis on PHC.
 

CESSI Dakar
 

The first phase of reformulating the curriculum for CESSI Dakar was carried out in
1979 with the evaluation of the CESSI program (see progress report for July -December 1979). The second phase was undertaken from March to May by SHDS con
sultant Dr. G. Vansincejan in collaboration with the CESSI/Dakar staff. Each 
step of the curriculum development process was carried out by a small task force 
and then discussed by the faculty as a whole to arrive at a consensus. The
 
steps in the curriculum development process used were as follows:
 

1. 	Definition of the philosophy of CESSI with respect to primary health care,
 
and the selection of institutional objectives;
 

2. 	Development of a conceptual model to articulate the philosophy and in
stitutional objectives and to structure intermediate objectives and course
 
intent;
 

3. Definition of intermediate objectives, to describe the knowledge, attitudes
 
and skills to be attained by CESSI graduates. Faculty members then developed
course descriptions corresponding to each intermediate objective. 
Primary

health care approach as defined by the Alma Ata Declaration was integrated

throughout. The curriculum is presently in the final stages of development

and will be submitted to the CESSI technical Review Board (Composed of re
presentatives of the University of Dakar and the Minirter of Health) and
 
WHO/AFRO. Implementation of the new curriculua is planned for October 1980.
 
The teaching program for the new curriculum is currently being prepared. 
This
 
will be icne on a trimester basis including:
 

1. 	translation uZ content to a trimester syllabus.
 

2. meetings with outside lecturers, facilitators, and specialists in
 
primary health care 
to fill in details of course content.
 

3. 	development of a progrnn of PHC-related practical field work.
 

4. 	development of evaluation tools.
 

Planning for these steps begins during the next reporting period.
 

CESSI Yaounde
 

The first phase of the reformulation of the curriculum, i.e. evaluation of the
CESSI program, continued during this period. The implementation of the evaluation
 
questionnaires for CESSI graduates and their employers was completed in Cameroon

in January. 
The 	S]1DS consultant, Jeanne C..riere, began the analynis in collaboration
with faculty members. As in the case of Dakar, each step requires involvement and

commitment of the institution'. faculty. "n Yaounde, tabulation and analy.sis of
results proceed slowly because of the complexity of the evaluation (two different groups are involved) and the acute staff shortage which limits the amount of time 
staff can devote to non-teaching activicies. By June the tabulation and analvyia
were completed and the report was being prepared for typing. This will bo thobfliD 
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Subobjective 1 of Obj. II - CESSI/Yaounde
 

for -hase two reformulation of the curriculum.
 

The pace of activity in the CESSIs is determined by the staffing situation.
 
While the staff is committed to program development, it's principal mandate
 
is teaching. The staff situation in CESSI Dakar had improved this year with
 
the continuation of an SHDS sponsored short term consultant, the addition of
 
two Senegalese faculty, and a WHO faculty position. The situation in Yaounde
 
was aggravated by the loss of two faculty positions. Hence, the SHDS consultant
 
had to assume some teaching responsibilities.
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Subobjectives 2 & 3 of Objective II
 

Sub-objective 2: 	 To develop programs of continuing education, follow-up and
 
evaluation for CESSI faculty and graduates in order to
 
better respond to nursing services needs of the participa
ting countries.
 

The first continuing education program will be held in December for 25 CESSI staff
 
members and graduates who arecurrently teaching in basic schools of nursing.

Two workshops were planned, but due to budgetary limitations only one was held.
 
This workshop will be coordinated by AFRO and held at the RTC in Lome. A
 
workshop program has been developed and approved by AFRO. The program will
 
introduce the concepts of teaching primary health care, using EPI as an example.

Further evaluation of CESSI graduates will be carried out during the next re
porting period.
 

Sub-objective 3: 	 To strengthen instructions in basic research methods which CESSI
 
graduates can systemmatically apply in their work in identifying
 
health service problems and finding solutions in the context of
 
multi-disciplinary 	health teams especially those related to
 
primary health care.
 

This subobjective is depended on the reformulation of the curriculum. However,

during this period, a research program was developed .y CESSI/Yaounde faculty

members. This is being reviewed by CUSS, AFRO and SHDS, and may provide the
 
context in which to train students to carry out PHC related research, as well
 
as to carry out operational research related to health service and training.

Further development of this approach is planned for the next report period.
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Sub-objective 4: 
 To continue to prepare nationals to assume responsibility of
 
the total CESSI Program.
 

Following are criteria established for the award of a fellowship:
 

1. 	The candidate must be a national graduate of the CESSI.
 

2. 	The candidate must return to CESSI faculty position upon graduation.
 

3. 	The government accepts commitment to assigning the candidate to a
 
faculty position.
 

Three fellows meeting these criteria for the 4 available fellowships, were identified,

two from CESSI Dakar and one from CESSI Yaounde. This award of the fellowships was
to be administered by SlDS, AFRO, AID/W and the respective USAID missions. 
The

Boston University nursing coordinator worked out procedures with the AFR/RA office
in this regard. SHDS and AFRO notified the CESSIs. In December, 1979 on the

basis of a request by AFRO, USAID agreed to allow two of the four fe-lows to
 
go to French speaking Nursing education programs at the University of Montreal.

CESSI Yaounde nominated a current intern, M. Andre Noumssi as a candidate for

the 	fellowship. Noumssi had previously been accepted to the nursing program at the
University of Montreal. 
CESSI Dakar informed SHDS and AFRO that nominations would

be determined through a national exam. 
The 	exam took place in mid-April. However,

-isresults of the exam were not available by mid-May (deadline for most admissions
 
to 
1980-1981 programs), the GOS proposed two candidates who had been admitted to

the 	nursing program in Montreal for 1979-80, but who had not been able to go

because of the unavilability of fellowships. The candidates were M. Jean Baptiste

Thiam and M. Moctar Baidy Niang, both former CESSI graduates and teachers in

the 	Basic School of Nursing. Owing to: 1) previous admission to the University
of Montreal; 
 2) the lack of time to apply to U.S. Schools of Nursing and 3)

the 	lack of English language proficiency of the two CESSI Dakar candidates,

AFRO and SHDS agreed to request a third waiver for study at Montreal. In a

preliminary discussion with the AID/Washington representative on this matter
 
during the SHDS PRC meeting in Brazzaville, AFRO officer was told this 
was 	possible

and 	that an official request should be made.
 

In the next reporting period the remaining procedures will be implemented. SHDS
 
has informed the Regional Affairs Office which will administer the fellowship

award from AID. 
According to the procedures established, Washington will notify

the USAID Missions, prepare the necessary PIO/P and request missions to provide
medical exams as necessary. 
SHDS will furnish tickets and stipend advances. It

is hoped that these procedures, worked out in advance, will function smoothly.
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Post Basic Nursing 	Education in Liberia, Sierra Leone and The Gambia
 

Sub-objective 1: 	 Develop and implement a continuation program in primary
 
health care for graduates of the Basic Schools of Nursing
 
in Liberia, Sierra Leone and The Gambia.
 

This subobjective, 	as originally planned included three activities:
 

1. 	the development of a non-degree post basic course at TNIMA (Tubman
 
National Institute of Medical Arts) in Liberia.
 

2. 	one workshop in The Gambia, on curriculum development and,
 

3. 	a 2 week workshop, also in The Gambia, on the role of nursing in
 
primary health care.
 

The first two activities could not be undertaken because a budget was not provided.
 
The third will be carried out during the next reporting period. A workshop

planning session has been scheduled for mid-July. The SHDS nursing program
 
coordinator and AFRO temporary advisor, Professor E.O. Adebo, who served as a
 
facilitator in the 1979 curriculum development workshop will collaborate with
 
nursing education and service personnel in The Gambia to develop the workshop
 
objectives, program and materials.
 

Sub-objective 2: 	 To strengthen nursing service and education programs in
 
Liberia, Sierra Leone and The Gambia through education of
 
nurse trainers and primary health care program supervisors
 
and managers.
 

The principal activities envisioned under this objective concerned the development

of the nursing program at Cuttington University College. This was to be under
takenby a SHDS Field Consultant working in collaboration with the nursiniz facitty

of Cuttington and two short term consultants recruited by AFRO to supplement the
 
teaching staff for this program.
 

As originally conceived, the curriculum for the -new program at Cuttington was
 
to have been developed in the period between the first curriculum workshop and
 
the start of classes at Cuttington in March 1980. Although consultation for
 
this purpose had been budgeted, SHDS was not authorized by AID/W to proceed

with recruitment until the proposal for this project had been approved. 
Following

the approval of the project by the PCC meeting in Monrovia in 1979,.SHDS proceeded

to recruit:for a field consultant position. However, the completion of this
 
process was delayed because: 1) no action was taken on the 1980 budget until
 
after the first quarter of the year, 2) Boston University could not make com
mitments to engage a field consultant for 2 years without contractual and budget
ary assurances, 3) AID/W insisted that the candidate have past or present affilia
tion with B.U. School of Nursing. The first candidate recruited for this position
 
was rejected by AID/W. The second candidate, Dr. Charlotte Ferguson, head of the
 
Department of Community Health at the B.U. School of Nursing, has been approved,

but no action can be taken until this position is explicitly provided for the Boston
 
University contract with AID/W for the project during the 1981-82 period.
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Subobjective 2 of Obj. II - Post Basic Nursing
 

Assurances are expected to be forthcoming and it is hoped the consultant
 
will be in place early on in the next report:Lng period.
 

Four fellowships to Cuttington were provided to participants from The Gambia
 
and Liberia. Although the AFRO/SHDS budget had not yet been approved, AFR/RA

authorized AFRO to provide the fellowships. It is hoped that these 4 partici
pants will be able to take advantage of the new curriculum during the second
 
year of study. At present they are following the existing post-basic curriculum.
 
Because of the political events in Liberia, no candidates could be nominated for
 
masters degree fellowships for the 1980-1981 school year.
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OBJECTIVE III
 

To improve regional and national disease surveillance and health
 
information systems and to integrate these systems in the national
 
planning delivery systems.
 

Although the statement of tha four subobjectives oE Objective III was somewhat
 
different, the goal and purpose of SLDS Project objective III, as presented to
 
the 1979 PCC Committee Members meeting in Liberia, remained the same. 
What
 
wan strengthened in the re-statement of the subobjective for 1980 was 
the emphasis
 
on development of the training and information gather aspects of Obj. III.
 
The accomplishments during the January-July 1980 period with respect to the
 
subobjective and recommendations made by the 1979 PCC members are as follows:
 

Sub-objective 1: 	 To expand immunization activities (multiple antigen) in
 
the region.
 

Continued progress 	is being made in the expansion of imn mization activities
 
in the 3 demonstration and training countries. (Cameroov, Ivory Coast, Gambia)
 

Cameroon (Based on 	Heyman and Murphy monthly reports and studies)
 

Cameroon with a population of 7,663,246 selected 3 DTA's. 
They are Yaounde
 
Eseka and Bamenda - Bafoussaum. (total popultation 716,'.80). Although

multiple antigen immunization activities began in 1977, a full time SHDS/

CDC operations officer was not assigned to the Ministry of Health until
 
March 1979 and a revised 5 year EPI plan was adopted in September of lQ7 9 .
 Therefore, in evaluating this program the date of September 1979 will
 
be used. 
 Excepting Eseka, the other 2 DTA's are. now fully operational and
 
plans to expand, beginning in July of 80 
to 1981, to the towns and surrounding
 
areas of Douala, Maroua, Garoua, Ebolowa, Sangnelina M'Balmayo, Bafia and Bentoua
 
have been made. This would mean 1,875,145 of the total population would be
 
covered. An immunization survey wa3 conducted iL Yaounde in November, December
 
1979. 
 209 infants between the ages of 12-23 months were selected at random
 
according to 
the EPI cluster sampling method. Of the 209 infants surveyed, 31%
 
had received all of the indicated vaccines.
 

Vaccination coverage surveys conducted in the other 3 areas were:
 

Area Vaccines Measles DPT(2) Polio (3) 
BCG 

Eseka 56.810 11.4% 9% 3% 
Bamenda 65.2% 47.8% 48% 10% 
Bafoussam 66.5% 29.4% 40% 28.9% 

Vaccination coverage is expected to be higher at the end of 1980 but will 
not achieve the 70% objective as stated in the SHDS/CDC objective III plan.
 

In 1979, reported cases of measles dropped from 759/100,000 cases in 1978 to
 
Z88/100,000 in 1979. Case fatality rates 
for hospitalized children for
 
measles increased from 690 in 1978 to 
19% in 1979. Based on records of first
 
consultation at the Center for Re-education of Handicapped Children of Yaounde
 
polio rates dropped by 32% from 1978.
 

Mortality rates remained approximately the same in 1978 and 1979. A study

was conducted in 1979 by Dr. Judith Brown to assess the sociological variable
 

http:716,'.80
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Sub-objective 1 of Objective III continued.
 

A cost effectiveness study that was planned for the Ivory Coast has not yet
 
begun. The protocol to be used in the Ivory Coast was recommended by the
 
members of the PCC to be u:ed as a basis for carrying out similar studies in
 
the other SHDS 20 countries. Unfortunately funds have yet to be found to do
 
this study.
 

The SHDS/CDC sub-regional epidemiologists assigned to OCCGE has been collabora
ting with WHO and the Government of Upper Volta in the implementation of their 
EPI program. This collaboration is expected to continue and possible consul
tancy will be carried out in Togo and Mauritania later this year. Measles
 
vaccine in Ivory Coast and the other OCCGE countries has been received. Un
fortumately all vaccines were not received as scheduled due to budgetary problems.
 
This has since been rectified and the countries are now receiving their orders.
 

GAMBIA (based on reports submitted by Dr. Harry Hull and Steven Fitzgerald)
 
The Gambia with a population of 600,000 began. its operations in May of 197S, in
 
the north Bank Division; however lack of transport and appropriately trained
 
personnel dictated a shift to the Western Division. By September 1979 an initial
 
start of EPI in Western Division including Banjul and Kombo St. Mary was begun.
 

In April of 1980 a vaccination coverage survey was performed in the Western
 
Division. Since full operations began in October of 1979, the results after
 
6 months of operations were quite good.
 

DPT (3) - 61% coverage
 
Measles - 48.4%
 
Polio (3)- 23% (low coverage due to unavailability of vaccine)
 
BCG 88.7%
 

In May of 1980 a vaccination coverage assessment was carried out in Kombo
 
St. Mary and Banjul in conjunction with the middle-level course. Coverage
 
rates were as follows:
 

DTP (3) 53%
 
Polio (3) 33%
 
Measles 41.1%
 
BCG 86.8%
 

Problems affecting the coverage rates have been lack of vaccine and an
 
adequate cold chain system. With improvements in both of these areas it
 
is expected that 78% vaccination coverage should be obtained 18 months after
 
cnmmencement of field operations. Baseline data on morbidity and mortality
 
of measles, polio and neonatal tetanus is being collected. A revised sur
veillance form has been developed and will be tested in January, 1981.
 
A proposed health impact study to be carried out in conjunction with the EPI
 
program agreed to by AID and the MOH, however funds hive yet to be found.
 
Measles vaccine was received, but The Gambia's request for an increase in
 
their original requirements has not yet been responded to. A prograir audit
 
(similar to the one done in Sierra Leone) is proposed for October-November
 
in The Gambia.
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Sub-objective 2: Development of training capabilities (to provide training
 

in the region in EPI management and methodology, disease
 

surveillance, data collection and epidemiology and to
 

strengthen regional training capabilities in these subjects).
 

CAMEROON AND OCEAC COUNTRIES
 

A meeting with the AID Director, the Director General of OCEAC, Dr. Sentilles,
 
SHDS/CDC sub-regional epidemiologist Dr. Heymann and the assistant director
 
of SHDS was held in Yaounde in April 1980. At this meeting Dr. Sentilles
 
fully supported the idea of an African assigned to OCEAC to work with and be
 
trained by the SHDS/CDC sub-regional epidemiologist. He requested that SHDS
 
confirm the amount budgeted and said that the selection of a counterpart would
 
eventually replace the SHDS/CDC epidemiologist, he felt it would be best to
 
train one national annually, and then at the end of 3 years, one from among
 
these three would be selected.
 

In late June a budget for travel and perdiem for intra-African travels and
 
CDC/Atlanta was approved for African counterparts to the OCEAC and OCCGE
 
SHDS/CDC sub-regional epidemiologists. It is hoped tha. this budget will be
 
carried over to 1981 as timing does not permit the placement of an epidemio
logist in 1980. An African counterpart for the SHDS/CDC operations officer
 
was identified and trained before the operations officer arrived. Since
 
his arrival other persons have been trained to work with him in the imple
mentation of the FI.
 

Various in-service training programs have been conducted in Yaounde and the
 
other three DTA's of the Comeroon. A mid-level course for personnel from
 
Cameroon and the other 5 OCEAC countries is planned for August-September 1980.
 
The SHDS/CDC epidemiologist has continued to train medical studpnts at the
 
CUSS and conducted two 3-day seminars on cholera in Congo and Gabon.
 

IVORY COAST: OCCCE
 

Five Ivorian public health personnel received extensive training in vaccination
 
techniques, disease surveillance program planning and program evaluation methods
 
in order to launch the Ferkessedougou area program in early 1980. Eight medical
 
officers from Rwanda, Algeria, Senegal, Mali, Togo, Zaire, Guinea and Madagascar,

participating in the seventh international WHO sponsored epidemiologic course
 
held in Abidjan, received formal and field training in disease surveillance
 
and va, zination coverage assessment through EPI Ivory Coast. Health education
 
programs on EPI were implemented this year in all the primary schools within
 
the active EPI zones. Puppet shown on immunization live and on video tapes,
 
radio announcements and numerous newspaper articles are ongoing activities to
 
promote and train people and to increase public awareness of preventive health
 
care. A mid-level mangers course for Ivorians and EPI personnel from the other
 
OCCGE countries is planned for January 1981. In August 1980 an Ivorian counter
part, Andre Kouassi, will be assigned to be trained and eventually take over
 
the responsibilities of the SHDS/CDC operations officer. A meeting is scheduled
 
for August with the secretary General of OCCGE, Dr. Cheik Sow, to discuss
 
the placement at OCCGE of an African counterpart to the SHDS/CDC medical
 
epidemiologist assigned there.
 

THE GAMBIA ANGLOPHONE REGION 

As there is no anglophone epidemiologic entity equivalent to OCEAC and OCCGE,
 
contact was made in March of 1980 with the West African Health Community in
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Sub-objective 1 of 	Objective III continued
 

influencing the immunization status of children. 
The most important 	variable
found to influence 	the vaccination status of children was the ethnicity of the
 
parties. High rates of coverage were attained by ethnic groups native to

the West and North 	of Cameroon and low participation of those born in Yaounde

and in the south Cameroon. This difference was also rated in surveys of vacciue
 
coverage done in 1979 in the 
towns of Bafoussam 	and Bamenda.
 

Visits to Congo and Gabon by the SHDS/CDC medical epidemiologist have been carried
 
out. 
A review of the disease surveillance system of Congo was completed and 
re
commendations were 	made. 
Measles vaccine for the OCEAC areas has been received
 
as requested. Based on recommendations from 'HO and the USAID mission no vaccine 
was sent to CHAD. 
 The Central African Republic has requested an additional
 
40,000 doses of vaccine following the cut in vaccine supply from UNICEF.

Although the American mission and WHO agree that SHDS could supply vaccine, a
decision is pending information from UNICEF as 
to the reason for their cut-back.
 

IVORY COAST
 

Ivory Coast with a population of 7,000,000 has developed DTA's in 3 zones as
 
planned (Abidjan, Abengourou and Korhugo) and has enlarged the zones 
to increase

the population served from 1.5 million people 1979 to nearly 2 million in 1980.
Plans for expansion in 1981 have been developed. EPI activities were considered
 
to be in full operation in Abidjan and Abengourou in Jan. 1979. Vaccination
 
coverage rates for these two areas have surpassed 60% and it is expected that

the rates should surpass 70% (The SHDS/CDC stated target goal in 1981). Kirhogo,

the third DTA which became fully operational in January of 1980 has achieved an
 average coverage rate of 50% and should achieve 70% 18 months after it becomes
 
fully operational.
 

Morbidity and mortality reports for measles, polio and neonatal tetanus in the
 
2 DTA's indicated the following:
 

Abidjan 

Measles: Out patient measles cases up
Hospitalized cases up 

24% 
44% 

Hospitalized measles deaths up 37% 

Polio: Hospitalized cases down 467 

Abengourou
 

Measles: Outpatient measles cases up 
 32%
 
Hospitalized measles cased down 
 5%
 
Hospitalized deaths no change
 

Polio: Hospitalized cases unchanged

Hospitalized deaths (no change 0 in 78,
 

0 in 79)
 

Neonatal tetanus: 	 Hospitalized cases unchanged
 
Hospitalized deaths down 
 9%
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Sub-objective 2 of Objective III continued
 

Lagos, Nigeria, to discuss the possibility of creating an anglophone epidemiology
 
service. The idea, was favourably received but it was felt that this idea
 
should be developed slowly and carefully because the member countries were not
 
able to make major committments ac this time. Counterparts to both the SHDS/CDC

medical epidemiologist and operations officers were selected in 1979 and continue
 
to work closely with the SHDS/CDC personnel.
 

Late in June 1980, a budget was approved that would provide perdiem for intr-

Africa travel for a Liberian, and Sierra Leoneon to work with, and be trained by,
 
the 	SHDS/CDC medical epidemiologist. A letter has been sent to the MOH of
 
Liberia and Sierra Leone informing them of these funds. A request was made
 
by SHDS to the SHDS/CDC epidemiologist to collaborate with these countries in
 
designing an appropriate training program. In May a mid-level managers course 
was 	held in The Gambia for Gambians and 6 nationals from the other SHDS anglo
phone countries. The purpose of the course was to help participants develop
 
skills needed to manage immunization activities. Each of the modules listed
 
below describes and teaches a major task that must be performed in an immuniza
tion program.
 

- allocate resources
 

- manage the cold chain
 

- conduct vaccination sessions
 

- supervise performance
 

- provide training
 

- evaluate vaccination coverage
 

- ensure public participation
 

The course managers consisted of 6 Gambians, 5 SHDS/CDC personnel working in
 
the field, one representative from WHO/Gambia and CDC/Atlanta and the SHDS
 
assistant project director. The teaching methodology used in this course
 
was one of individual assistance, small group discussion, demonstrations, role
 
playing and vaccination coverage assessments. There were 37 course participants
 
among which 6 were from Sierra Leone, Ghana and Nigeria. Training is an
 
essential and on-going activity of the Gambian EPI operations. Training had
 
included such topics as repair of kerosene refrigeration units, jet gun

maintenance and repair, cold chain, cluster survey methods and 
so on.
 

In April of 1980 the SIDS assistant director and an official from WHO/Geneva
 
met with the personnel of the WHO RTC in Lagos and members of the Nigerian
 
federal epidemiologic unit tr complete a plan of operations for introducing
 
the WHO EPI course materials into their 1981 curriculum. At this meeting the
 
following recommendations were made:
 

1. 	To hold EPI mid-level management course for personnel involved in train
ing of trainers course offered at the WHO Regional Training Center,
 
Yaba. The course is scheduled for early October.
 

2. 	Dr. A.O.O. Sorungbe, senior consultant epidemiologist will be responsible
 
for the selection of the course participant and for all the registared
 
and administration maitters. Dr. El-Neil will make available the
 
facilities of RTC for the course.
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Sub-objective 2 of Objective III continued
 

3. 	WHO/AFRO in collaboration with SHDS will provide the facilitators
 

4. 	Funding for the local subject matter committee participants will come
 
f-om SHDS/AFPO budget.
 

5. 	WHO will provide the initial set of course ma:erials. The residential
 
course is scheduled fr 6 Oct. - 16 Oct. At the end of the course
 
a mechanism for the integration of the EPI materials into the RTC
 
curriculum will be developed.
 

S'ib-objoct1'-e 3: 	 Development of capability to gather information (data
 
necessary for health planning, including demographic
 
data.) (To strengthen regional and national systems
 
of disease surveillance and health information gathering
 
necessary for effercive health planning.)
 

CAMEROON - OCEAC
 

An indepth study of the surveillance systems cf thi Cameroon and Congo was
 
completed by the SHDS/CDC medical epidemiologist. !fu,.h thought hat recently
 
been given to the Grandes Endemies system hes been written. The first draft
 
was 	revised at the June 1980 OCEAC technical conference by the directurs of
 
public health of C.A.R., Gabon, Congo and Cameroon and i final draft will be 
submitted to the ministers of health in November. "tIDS ha been consulted 
by the secretary of OCEAC requesting i'd in printing the final sur.eillance 
forms and in recycling health personnei for this uystem. This is In iine with 
our chlectives. The UCEAC newsletter distribution continues to , .. In
vesLi.ations of monkey pox and suspect homorrha4ic fever were ca..ed out in
 
Cameroon early this year. The annual ep' emiol conference that was be
 
held in the Cameroon was held in The Gambia.
 

IVORY COAST-OCCGE
 

The SIIDS/CDC sub-regional epidemiologist assigned to OCCGE officially assumed 
his responsibilities in April of 1980. lie has evaluated the Upper Volti and 
Ivory Coast surveillance systems. at:ports on these Are in progrens at this time. 
Ivory Coast began limited distribution of a quarterly EPI bulltin in !aly 
1980. Discussions between the Director-General and the SlIDS/CDC epidemiologist 
about publishing a iub-regional EPI bulletin were hold. The pr, ference of 
the Secretary Gereral wan that thil bulletin 3hould not be separatc from the 
one they publish. 

TIE 	GAMB TA- \NCLOP11O:7E ;UN-rF;0 

The Cambia epidemiologic iurvei*,lance iyitem has been analy.ed and i report 
submitted to the government. A neie sy-stem for :ol lectIon of out-petient drt4 
has be.n denigned andt will be pla,ed In a small ntmber )f health ornteri for 
a trial period of irveral otirhu1. 

Sierra Ltooni' .urvei ll.inc, -i-vtrm wan .ilriat/ed in part ltiritig rho, ' tobor '9 
EPI ovaluation. A report from tlbis vliit h.ii -ibnrii ttedt , he oovattnttnto'n 

and 	a rtequos t for .i more ,umpltoe ,v.I oatiolt hl ,, , 

Liberian survlil lance iyntcm will b. avaliutrd il October of I)O. All outbr4k 
of probably mtningococcil monigita ecurrad In 4I4reh 19110 4nd Je Invootu,'4tod 
by tho ,Amblan counterpart to the r1:;)3/CD eptiimiologt.t. 

http:analy.ed
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Sub-objective 3 of Objective III contiaued
 

In April of 1980, the first SHDS/CDC regional meeting on disease surveillance
 
anA immunization was held in the Gambia. The intent of this originally

planned Cameroon conference was to present papers for discussion by SHDS/CDC

personnel in the field on the results of their work and to provide and op
portunity for Africans who are involved in various disease surveillance
 
and epidemiological activities to present and have discussion on their
 
studies. (See Telex #972) The persons attending the conference were for the
 
most part CDC personnel and personnel from The Gambian Ministry of Health.
 
WHO was represented by the WHO country coordinator Dr. Akim, Dr. Ralph Henderson
 
and Mariane Hamuman-from Geneva. Personnel in the field are not often given
 
a chance to have their work criticized. This conference provided such an
 
occasion. The bi-monthly Gambian EPI newsletter has now-published 4 issues.
 
It serves to provide results of epidemiologic investigations, and health
 
education lessons, and discuss policy decision with field staff. 
 A regional

newsletter is pending a more formal association of the anglophone countries.
 

Sub-objective 4: To develop a coordl.,ated laboratory system to provide
 
necessary back-up s rvices to the disease surveillance
 
and control systems.
 

CAMEROON OCEAC 

Laboratory continues to develop. Equipment has arrived.
 

IVORY COAST - OCCGE
 

SHDS/CDC and WHO assisted Institute Pasteur with training of personnel and
 
provided laboratory supplies for implementing measles vaccine testing and
 
updating Polio vaccine titration technique. Vaccine titration will continue
 
to be carried to EPI in 1981. Laboratory facilities at the Center Muraz
 
have not yet been explored by the SHDS/CDC epidemiologist. A visit is planned
 
in August 1980.
 

GAMB IA-ANGLOPHONE 

Visit. have been made to the Pasteur Institute/Dakar and the 1RC/Fajara to
 
survey current capabilities. Both insitutions have indicated a willingness
 
to provide laboratory back up.
 

SUMMARY 

During this 7 month period, SHDS emphanized the training anpect of this objective
SIMS aini:itant director, operation officer assigned to the Ivory Coa..t and per
,otlnel who had previously attended th. hDS/.ponllorod r"I %frican top-level 
managern cotrj;te were .honen by WHO to bi facilitat .at the fir:it worlwldw 
top-level FllI courne hold in Brazzaville in Marci' It In expected that the 
trained African persionnel will conduct training I . their own countrien. 
and replace the majority of international personnel an tr:ai ner, of Iit.rnation.il 
E11I coir'),.. The t*e cour.ee' (the top-lvel and mid-l,,vol ,oti in hs, Cambhia)
have !'ad a )itrotug impact in thel developmentt of weii organizud 1'I'1 .actlvitiol 
in the :;iD; 20 countr ic' and al so in .ncotirag in. a: tive' participation in planning
and implomentLng programi by mid-lovel 'itipsr io':r, per:ont.i . 

http:Iit.rnation.il
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MID-YEAR PROGRESS REPORT, JANUARY-JULY 1980 
OBJ. IV - LOW COST HEALTH DELIVERY
 

The 4th of the SHDS objectives has been the slowest in getting underway.

However, in this 6 month reporting period much was accomplished in developing

the plans forthe 1st regional applied research course as well as to develop

final pl 'as for the research program as a whole. The following was
 
accomplished:
 

Sub-obj. I 	To strengthen individual and institutional capability within
 
the region, to do applied research which will improve the
 
functioning of low-cost (affordable) health delivery systems

(in 	collaboration with WHO/AFRO).
 

In March of 1980 a trip was made to Xfrica by SHDS consultant Dr. Mousseau-Gershman
 
and SHDS Boston staff person Dr. Ann Brownlee. The objecrives of their trip were:
 

a) 	To meet with consultant trainers and SHDS and AFRO staff
 
to plan the course on preparation of research protocols.

The agenda for these meetings included development of the
 
final version of the course objective, design of course
 
schedules and identification of course materials, cases
 
studies etc. needed.
 

b) 	To work with S11DS and AFRO staff to plan the WHO/SHDS

Program of Applied Research in Health Service Delivery and
 
Primary Health care. 
 This involved developing appropriate
 
program mechanisms for a) encouraging development of proposals;

b) reviewing and selecting proposals for funding; c) supervising

and supporting work in progress; and d) disseminating results
 
and encouraging their utilization.
 

A) 	 WHO selected two temporary advisors to be trainers along with SUDS 
consultant, 	Dr. Mousseau-Gershman and Dr. Ann Brownlee. 
They were Dr. Thomas
 
Nchinda from Cameroon and Dr. Pape Soulaye N'diaye from Senegal. The course

site of Ouagadougou, Upper Volta wan selected, however the dates as planned
28 July - 7 August were not acceptable to the Government and new dates had 
to be arranged. 

The 	S11DS contiltant, and Dr. Brownlee met with AFRO ataff involved in applied
health iervices ronearch a well a with Dr. chinda in thtl Cameroon and
Dr. :I'diaye in Stnegal. During thean meetings, it wa tgread that approximately
10-15: of thin courso would be devoted to theory and 85-90% to practicalexercises and group work. The courne objectives ware definad as follows: 
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- Give examples of major types of applied research currently used to
 
address problems of health service delivery and primary care.
 

- List major donor agencies with interest in funding various types of
 
applied research within his own coLntry and demonstrate how a
 
proposal may be adjusted to meet specifications of the organization
 
to which it is addressed.
 

- Select an appropriate research project, considering priority health
 
care problems, investigator skills and interests, available resources
 
and the potential applicability of research results.
 

- Prepare a description of background on the problem selected for
 
study indicating briefly what the problem is, why and how it was
 
chosen for study, its relevanccto national and regional priorities,
 
and what relevant findings are available from past research.
 

- Prepare appropriate research objectives t.z the project.
 

- Develop an appropriate research design for the project.
 

- Develop a project work plan adapted to local conditions, including a
 
schedule for the research, monitoring adminstrative and evaluative
 
activities involved.
 

- Prepare job descriptions with time requirements for project personnel
 
and identify potential staff and consultants.
 

- Identify and describe the institutional and administrative support
 
needed for the project.
 

- Prepare a realistic and appropriate budget for the project.
 

- Outline a poit course strategy for completing the proposal and
 
obtaining project ;unding.
 

It was decided that the courre sessions would focus on the following topics: 

- Definition of health nervicei, research, typen of research 

- Identification of) pjtenLial uource- for project funding 

- Discumsion of problem selected for rf.-Warch, relevance of thn 
reiscarch to the cOuint r7ly f:ied:,, 

- Slect io t of rene.arcIh ohj ct iver; (1 aittim .3Wnd !hort tLtm) 

- DuveloptLent retearch ( z,.a-.ieh .isplillKof ntho ls, 4.1hodolo:y 
variahlem, data co l,.ct ion, ratly:A.-i intrrpoetafjou ,, rvsulw ) 

- Dev lopoteit ot a p1 .i of w r , -3chetduil,, for prjcrct Mi. itor t)il 

- PlanninV th t1znit *,n 3 Of ;rojrctrat .uud v1a11.ti, on thue 

- Soltction ptl atai r . or h 4h int rnat iunlof tne ,,ect Vonotiltants, 

planning four anly nVC01144riy Otafl tra .n,n 

- Davolopment of proj ct budget, 
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During the ensuing months the trainers developed their teaching materials
 

and these were reviewed by Dr. Brownlee who put them into instructional
 

outline form 	and compiled the course book.
 

B) Design of the WHO/SHDS program of applied research on Health Service
 

Delivery and 	Primary Health Care.
 

Discussions were held with WHO/AFRO staff concerning final plans and
 

guidelines for implementation of the joint program in applied research. The
 

attachment isthe description of the mechanism for project selection that
 

was proposed to WHO. In June of 1980 AFRO responded recommending that alter

native 2 be used ie.,that once SUDS reviews the proposals .they submit
 

them to the WO designated person who would then circulate copies to the
 

members of WHO/AFRO's Research Development Committee. This coamittee would be
 

requested to respond within a designated period of time, and the majority
 

opinion of those responding would be taken as the decision, SIDS Abidjan would
 

then be notified.
 

This process was discussed with AID/W and they strongly felt that AID/W,
 

should be able to review the proposals and contact tLeir country missions
 

for clearance, This point will be dicussed in further detail and hopefully
 

it will be resolved before the next P.C.C. meeting in November. Mechanisms
 

for disseminating results ant e couraging their utilization have not yet been
 

developed as it is felt once the initial research projects are selected and
 

implemented there would be a clearer idea concerning that type of results 

that will be 	forth ,cming.
 

Sub obJ III 	 To develop appropriate training of personnel in the areas related 
to quality control, purchasing, storage and distribution of drugs 
and mediel supplies. 

No action was taken on this an no budget had been approved and there seems to 
be a coidlit ot opionion as to whather or not SUDS should be involved in this 
activity. 

Although there wora some problems. in coordinating the visits of the SUDS/consultant 

and 110/AFRO temporary 4dvisors, the brief working nessions wera most fruitful. 

Furthe r probllms ontail 'd,|atea of thu cov.rie and the conflict in SlDS :onsul

tantoftlhedulpo. Duo to the' uncortaitity about course dates the reproduction of 

courso MALrirl And idminitrative planning wal soma what impedod. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
 

1.1 The Project Review Co-mittee (PRC) for the Strengthening of Health Delivery Systems
 

(SHDS) met in Brazzaville, People's Republic of Congo 
 from 23 to 27 June 1980. See Annex 1 

for the list of participants. The opening ceremony was chaired by nr Comlan A. A. Quen , 

Regional Director, who extended a warm welcome to the participants. He recalled
 

that the World Hea..th Assembly decided that the main social 
target of governments and o
 

WHO in the coming decades should be the attainment by all citizens of the world by the
 

year 2000 of a level of health that will permit them to lead 
a socially and ecL.nonically
 

productive 
 life. Projects should therefore be considered as a step for achieving this
 

socially relevant target through 
the Primary Haalth Care (PHC) approach.
 

The Regional Director underlined, as 
a good example of international cooperation,
 

the great victory over smallpox, a disease which spread terror foi 
 zenturies. This 

victory was acknowledged by the last Health Assembly. 
Such results, he said, constitute
 

strong stimuli for pursuing the struggle for the establishment of social justice in the 

field of health in Africa and the Project for Strengthening of Health Delivery Systems 

in Central and West Africa is one of the mechanisms for international cooperation (see 

Annex 2).
 

1.2 Election of officers
 

The following office bearers were elected for the meeting: 

Chairman - Dr E. A. Smith (Mligeria)
 

Vice-Chair.an - Dr 
 L. Adande Menest (Gabon) 

Rapporteur - Dr J. Wright (Niger)
 

1.3 Adoption of programme of work
 

The proposed programme of work was adopted without amendment. See Annex 3. 

http:Vice-Chair.an
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1.4 	 method of work
 

The participants agreed to the following working procedure. All discussions would 

be held in plenary session. A summary of the principal points discussed and decisions
 

reached would be prepared daily for the participants. Participants would make their 

written corrections on this sumary for inclusion in the final report. The corrections
 

which 	should be in line with the intent of the discussions should be handed in on the 

following morning. The draft final report of the meeting would be considered on the last
 

day by the participants at the plenary session.
 

2. 	 WHO/USAID JOINT MID-TERM EVALUATION 

2.1 	 Dr Ashitey, Chairman of the joint WHO/USAID Evaluation Team presented a summary report. 

After 	recalling the overall goal and. the objectives of the project, he stressed that the 

Project Agreement signed by WLO/AFRO and USAID in September 1977 provided for the mid-term 

evaluation of the second phase of the Project. This evaluation took place from 25 February 

to 22 	 April 1980. He gave the composition of the team and a short description of the 

evaluation methodology utilized. Dr Ashitey underlined that the evaluation report consists 

of a review of SHDS activities to date, the inputs, achievements, problems, and recommendations 

for each of the four project objectives, and also some recommendations on the overall project
 

administration and programme support. 

2.2 	 The following points were raised during the ensuing discussions:
 

(i) 	time allotted for the evaluation was considered too shortl
 

(ii) 	 results of the evaluation were not entirely satisfactory; many delegates mentioned
 

that the lack of indicators and quantifiable objectives as well as budgetary and
 

cost information did not allow for an in-depth and objective evaluation. They
 

recamo nJed the utilization of the WHO Evaluation Guidelines (document IICP/DPE/78.1) 

for the establishment of a system for continuous evaluation and to obtain active
 

participation of the nationals;
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(iii) 
 absence of information on the cost-.-of theavaluation:mission;
 

(iv) 	the-need-forranincreased utilization.of national and regional resources
 

within- the framework ofr.the project. '!.: i': " ,:i; I.!* 

2.3 	 Certain .clarifications were given :to tae;'articipants

(i) 	 the.,reason:for the.detlay of personnel recruitment; the example of the 

STC for Cuttington College Liberia, whose recruitment could not be
 

finalized because of administrative delays in funding, .was cited.
 
(ii) 	with regard to the improvement and expansion of training facilities in
 

the Regional Training Centres at Lome and Lagos,, it
was explained that
 

the proper role of WHO is to collaborate with the governments in mobili

zing resources;
 

(iii) USAID indicated that timely delivery of vaccines could be assured if:
 

(a) there is timely notification of needs by countries;
 

<b) 
 countries .report the utilization of these-vaccines;
 

(iv) the lack of information concerning SHDS activities; sharing and disse

mination of information about SHDS activities do not exist except for
 

news letters from RCI, Gambia and OCEAC
 

(v) 	 as far as SUDS coordinating mechanism at country level is concerned, it
 

was 
agreed that this mechanism should be country specific.
 

2.4 The representative of the Fund for African Cooperation (FAC) assured continued
 

support to various countries on a bilateral basis as well 
as to OCEAC and OCCGE
 
if requests were made. 
 lie 
further stated that his attendance at this meeting
 
would enable him to present the PRC's recommendations to his Govenment. FAC con

siders its activitips comlimentary to 
those 	of the project.
 

2.5 Finally, participants took note of the Evaluation Report but requested a better
 

French 	version.
 

http:utilization.of
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3. 	 REVIEW OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES FROM SEPTEMBER 1977 TO JUNE 1980
 

The,SILWSProject Director reviewed.the main activities of each of the SHDS objective
 

3.1 	 Objective I: To:.Idrprove',Nationai!and Reiofial'Health Planning and'Management.
 

3.1.1 The following activities werelstresscd: provision of-fellowships to the Dakar
 

Centre for Health Planning and Management; six weeks 
course for senior health officials;
 

two weeks middle-level-managers-:course;,First Minfsteriai(top-level) Intersectoral Manag.
 

ment workshop and expansion-in training,and support activities at the country level
 

through Country Health Programming work.hops and exercises.
 

3.1.2 	-The discussion of these activities noted the following:
 

(i) efforts are being made to reinforce national institutionn nf mnnnopmat nne,
 

adaiinistration to train health programme managers, the ultimate goal being the
 

'stablishment of a regional network of health management training institutions;
 

(ii) 	top-level management workshops help national decision makers httAv ,t-t1,7' 

national resources in particular the skills of their technical and professional
 

staff;
 

(iii) 	 Regional intersectoral management workshops should be followed up by similar
 

activities at the country levl;
 

(iv) a reorientation of the project activities is needed in order to attain the goal
 

"Health fnr all by the year 2000".
 

3.2.1 	 The following activities were highlighted:
 

(i) 
for the Lomf and Lagos Regional Training Centers:- local development of
 

instructional materials for training village health workers; the holding of
 

three courses for village health worker trainers; the development of follow-up
 

capabilities to nelp graduates of trainers 
 courses to design in-country courses
 

and adapt training materials;
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(4[ 	 for CESSI Dakar and Yaoundf: evaluarion.of the, proirammes of bobh institut

ions; continuing education programme for CESSI graduates: and revision of
 

the,-, curriculum to empl-asize rimar, health carp!
 

(iii) for the Post-basic Nursing Education Programme for The Gambia, Sierra
 

leone And Liberia: approval.given .fo-r the developmen.t of the programme in
 

.Cuttinaton Univetsity.College. The programme started in March 1980 with
 

(6) students.
 

3.2.2 The ensuing discussions drew.attention to':the following:
 

(i) there was -general agreement. that ir .isin the interest of' all governments ar.
 

their responsibility to properly'select nd utilize candidates for training;
 

(ii) 	 all requests for follow-up activities related to graduates of the Regional
 

Training Centres. should oe addressed to the WHO Reqionai urrice:
 

(iii) 
 the f-nction of the Regional Training Centras is to offer oppvJLLnities for
 

continuing,education often unavailable in countries, and to provide training
 

which countries are unable to organize for limited number of students and
 

.also when it is difficult to change existing progr-mmes;
 

(iv; efforts should be made to train a -ritical core of'VHW trainers for each
 

country;
 

(v) 	more detailed information should be provided on the- costs and benefits of
 

these training programmes of each country
 

3.3 	Objective III 
 To Improve Regional and National Disease Surveillance and Health
 

Demographic Data Systems and to Integrate these Systems into
 

National Health Planning Delivery System.
 

3.3.1 	The review of project activities stressed the development of the three demonstra

tion and training areas (DTAs) in Ivory Coast, evaluations of the impact of EPI
 

on mortality and morbidity, the expansion of 
regional and national training activities
 

for senior and middle-level EPI personnel, and the growth in data collection
 

capabilities;
 

http:evaluarion.of
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3.3.2 	The discussion relative to the above brought out the following points:
 
(2.) tie mobilization of resources .to develop the -Ivory Coast DTA is a
 

model 	which other countries might find-useful;
 

(ii) 	 because of ecological diversity, 2 or 3 new sahelian DTA's should be consid

ered;
 

(iii) 	 SHDS project should conside.r collaborating with. partcipating count-ries in
 

aeveloping cold chain syacems ana obtaining'needed vaccines;
 

(iv) 	 data colllection, and development of information systems should receive more 

emphasis, including special :training courses; an'd the exchange of

hpidemiological data within 'the region in collaboration with AFRO. 

3'.4 	 Objective iv: Low Cost (Affordable) Health Delivery Systems Development.
 

3.4.1 The achievements mentioned during this review included the three PHC workshops
 

held at the CUSS- in Yaoundi, the compilation of workshop papers into a training
 

manual, the eleboration of applied research guidelines, a workshno in applied research
 

methods, and a study carried out on pharmaceutical supply distribution and storage.
 

'3.4.2. 	The following comments were made in.the.ensuing discussion:
 

(i) 	 the delegates of the participating countries requested the Project to take
 

responsibility for the publication in 3 volumes of the PHC manual, a revised
 

version of which has recently been sul-;tted r- AFRO for review;., taking into
 

account recommendations made by the ad hoc committee,
 

(ii) with regard to development of local pharceutical industries, it was observed
 

that as 	studies are being undertaken by many organizations such as ECA, ADB
 

UNIDO, 	WHO, etc., it was considered an unnecessary duplication of effort for
 

SHDS to 	continue with this activity;
 

(iii) 	 followling the reorientation of the original proposal towards health services 

research, emphasis should be given to the development of national research 

capabilities the ultimate goal of whfch "isthe establishment of a regional
 

network of national researcA centres;
 

(iv) applied renearch activities should be carried out within the context cf the 
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4, 	 SCOPE OF AID COLLABORATION
 

.1 Mr. Ruoff, the AID representative, introduced the subject. He recalled that the project
 

paper endorsed by the PRC in July 1977 was accepted by AID. He explained that since AID has
 

limited funds, soma activities have been selected for its contribution in the project expect

ing that other agencies would come forward 	to collaborate with the project. The AID is
 

reflected in the mid-term joint evaluation r.port.
satisfied with the progress of the SHDS as 


This, along with the Project Coordination Coimittee (PCC) meetings and WHO consultation,
 

encourages them to continue supporting the project.. Hr. Ruoff also explained that as the 

AID budgeting procedure does not permit him to make any conitment at this time, he would 

take the recomnendation of this PRC back to Washington for consideration. 

t/4.2 	 The following points were raised during the discussion: 

(i) 	the assistance of AID through SHDS was appreciated by the participating countries
 

with the hope that this collaboration will continue beyond 1982;
 

(ii) in order to achieve the objectives, 	 the participation of other cooperating agencies 

is to 	be encouraged;
 

(iii) 	 since the Cotonou Health Development Centre falls within the Objective I of the
 

SHDS project which is considered a top regional priority, the PRC noted with con

cern that no explanation was given for the refusal of AID to contribute to its

funding.
 

(iv) 	in view of rapid changes and new developments in the health field, the delegates 

requested that AID maintain a flexible funding policy in respect to the SHDS 

project. 

4.3 The repreentative of ECA sLated that as an observer Ie had no mandate to comnit his
 

organization; he would, however, submit the recomendations of the PRC to his organization
 

for consideration.
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5. PROPOSED ACTIVITIES FOR THE SECONb HALF OF PHASE II (JULY 1980 - DEFMER 1982) 

The Project Director presented the proposed activities for each of the objectives.
 

5.1 Objective I: 
To Improve National and Regional Health Planning and Management.
 

5.1.1 The proposed activities included holding further intersectoral management workshops
 

at regional and national level, introducing planning courses related to EPI and other
 

aspects of PHC, continuing support to country health programing exercises, providing
 

resident internships in applied research in health planning and management and strengthening
 

training capabiities of national management and administration institutions.
 

5.1.2 
In the course of the discussion, the following points were brought out:
 

(i) the proposed Health Planning and Mangement project in Dakar is one of the
 

collaborating institutions through which activities under Objective I could be
 

implemented;
 

(ii) increased emphasis should be placed on supporting activities at country level 

aimed at developing national training capabilities.
 

5.2 Objective II: 
 To Increase Skills and Improve Utilization of Health Personnel
 

Providing Generalized Health Se-v-ices at Supervisory and Local Levels.
 

5.2.1 
 The proposed activities included the continuation of VHW trainers courses, in-country
 

follow-up of graduates of the Regional Training Centres, continuing education workshops and
 

development of PIC-oriented curriculum for the CESSIs and Cuctington University College
 

nursing programme.
 

5.2.2 The ensuing discussion emphasized the 
following points:
 

(I) SIMS's activities should be coordinated with bilateral programmes in the develop

ment of national PIIC prograumes and national training institutions;
 

(ii) although participating countries cmy require scores of VhW trainers to meet their 

needs, they should realize that the training of trainers needs to be carried out 

carefully by competent personnel; 

---) attuntion snould be given to th. possibility of developing a regional 
centre for
 

training post-basic nursing tutors; such an 
institution would allow for the tratnlng
 

of CESSI teachers within the African Reolin.
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To Improve Regioual and Natiotial Disease Surveillance
5.3 	Objective III 


and Health Demographic Data Systems and to Integrate
 

these Systems into National Health Planning
 

Delivery Systems,
 

5.3.1 The proposed activities included those related to the expansion of immunization
 

activities and the development of regional training capabilities, national data collec

tion and laboratory back-up services to tne disease surveillance and ccntrol systems.
 

5.3.2 	 Subsequent discussion made the following.points:
 

(i) It was proposed that (regional epidemiologists adhera to scheduled visits.)
 

(ii) as the present DTAs attain desired levels of EPI development, consideration shou
 

be given to channelling SIDS support to other countries where EPI prograr:es
 

are just beginning;
 

(iii) 	 SIDS support to EPI prograes should be sufficiently flexible to respond to
 

various national priorities in the control of transmissible diseases;
 

(iv) 	 participating countries and support agencies should rontinue to give highest 

priority to ensuring that national counterparts are ansivned to S1UDS EPT 

personnel including epidemiologists and that the former are properly trained; 

(v) 	 SIMS proiect should support the development of the health education componrtnt 

of EPI 	programmes;
 

(vi) 	 data collection systems for EPI being part of national healt. inornation
 

systcms should be deve-loped within the context of imprC.ifg nationA ht'a 1 th 

planning and managerlenL capiahilitics; 

(Vii) nA:ilrna.l invol.d in P1 Nhould be invited to fuLJre !I):;/ 0/:)(C epal,14r1tl,

zical 	conflL tf-cko5 

(viii) 	 SUDS activitiaa in regard to l4boram0' d0vlopwent 4ro Aimed At supporting t f 

EPI 
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programmes through the strengthening of selected laboratory facilities
 
while Regional Training Centres concentrate on the preparation of laboratory
 
technician trainers for the participating countries.
 

5-4. Objective iv: 
 Low Cost (Affordable) Health Delivery Systems Development.
 

5.4.1 	 The proposed acti 
ities were related to the development of capabilities to do
 
applied health services research and to the support of regional systems for pharmaceu

tical production and distribukion.
 

'5.4.2 
 The highlights of the ensuing discussions were as 
follows:
 

(i) the delegates unanimously decided that the finalization and publication of
 
the PHC manuat produced during the STIDS-sponsored PHC workshops at 
the CUSS,
 
Yaounde, should be the responsibility of the project;
 

(ii) whereas there is currently no apparent need for turther studies, SHDS collabo
ration wa3 welcomed in Implementation activities;
 

(iii) 
 qIRDS funding for applied research projects is applicable to.pr.oposals submitted
 
by Participants of the research workstiopr 
and by nationals who wish 	to
 
carry out operational research related specificto SUDS project activities in 
their countries, .s lung as 
they follow the applied research guideline5.
 

5.5 All effort3 to expand the institutional base of the project as well as diversify

health related ictivities 
 should be developed within the exi.-ting, administrative 
structure of ',lD: and should be considered at future IPCC :reetings for review qnd approval 
5.6 SIID.o flihuld "iubmit detailed budget report to future PCC and PUG meetings, along 
with tho annual implementatioll plans. 
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6. 	 DESIGNATION OF THE NEW MEMBERS TO SERVE ON THE PROJECT COORDINATION 

COMMITTEE 

6.1 The Brazzaville meeting of July k977 approved the formula for the
 
composition of the Project Coordination Committee. 
Several new formulae
 
were proposed but the members decided to continue with the one established
 
in 1977. 

6.2 
 As Equatorial Guinea was neither English nor French-speaking, the
 
representative opted to join the English-speaking group.
 

6.3 	 The representative of Equatorial Guinea withdrew his country's representatic:
 
in favour of Nigeria, the next on the list, with the understanding that
 
Equatorial Guinea would be a member of the next PCC.
 

6.4 	 Based on the 1977 formula, the terms of office of country representatives 
of Benin, Chad, Gambla and Ghana came to an end. 
 For 1980-1982, the country

representatives would be Central African Republic, Congo, Liberia and Nigeria.
 

7. 
 DATE 	AND PLACE OF THE NEXT MEETING OF THE PROJECT COORDINATION COMMITTEE
 

The 	next meeting of this ccmmittee will be helf 10-14 November 1980, in 
Cotonou, People's Republic of Benin. 
 The Government of Benin has graciously
 
accepted and has confirmed its willingness to host this meeting.
 

8. 
 DATE AND PLACE OF THE NEXT MEETING OF THE PROJECT REVIEW COMMITTEE
 

Regret was expressed at the Ivory Coast's inability to host this meeting

this year. 
 it was decided to hold the next meeting in Abidjan in June 1982.
 
The exact date would be decided through correspondence.
 

9. 
 DATE 	OF NEXT EVALUATION
 

the 	PRC opted for the utilization of the WHO guidelines for 	the next 
evaluation. The participants ntressed the 
need for the timely preparation of
 
the evaluation which should start an 
early as January1 1981. Furthermore, they

proposed that the canposition of the joint evaluation team should be composed

of r.pr..t £z&. 	 .iiO, AID, participating countries and 	 external evaluators. 

10. 	 CONCLUS IONS
 

The CUD' project, in the three major 
bjectives which have been operational
 
for 	A tignificant period of time, i!; judged 
to be of value to the rembnr 
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promise for fostering health service development.
 

The development, within the framework of TCDC, of regional networks
 
of National Management, Training and Research Centres is a realistic approach
 
for attaining regional self-reliance.
 

Delegates of participating countries to PCC and PRC meetings have an 
important rule to play in fostering communication between government authorities, 
health personnel, USAID and WHO staff in respect to SUDS project. 

SHDS 	activities and national projects receiving USAID bilateral cooperation
 
should be mutually supportive. 

The last of quantifiable objectives, the inadequacy of the evaluation
 
methodology and the short period given to the joint USAID/WHO Jrint evaluation 
team allow neither an indepth mid-term project review nor a review of the 
project's progress.
 

In spite of certain shortcomings of the evaluation report, the PRC has 
noticed that 	this documer- contains the essential elements allowing the 
participants to present recommendations for future action and reorientation
 
of project activi.ties.
 

Health development being a dynamic process, certain reorientations
 
of project activities, and subsequent budgetary adjustments, are necessary. 

11. 	 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following are the recommendations: 

11.1 AID collaboration should continue beyond December 1982 so that project
 
objectives are completely attained.
 

11.2 	 WhIO/AID and participating countries should do their utmost to urge
 
other 	cooperating dgencies to join SIDS. 

11.3 	 For future evaluation of SIDS projects:
 

Mi) WHO Provisional Guidelines (IICP/DPE/70) should be followed;
 

(ii) 	 a questionnaire based on the above guidelines should be sent in 
advance to enable participating countries prepare for the evaluation; 

Ciii) -auation Tem shculd include ;,;iC, AID, SUDS and counLzrios' 
ropiesontatives; 

(AV) sufficient time should be allotted; 
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(v) preparation should start as soon as possible, preferably January 1981;
 

(vi) 	SHDS project should quantify objectives whenever possible for
 

presentation to the next PCC meeting;
 

(vii) management information system for the project should be developed
 

to allow for continuous evaluation of activities and monitoring of
 

expenditure for each country.
 

11.4 Within the framework of the project every effort should be made to
 

utilize optimally national and regional ersources.
 

11.5 The mechanism for mobilizing and coordinating resources for the Tvory
 

Coast EPI programme is a possible model for other countries.
 

11.6 Every country should set up a suitable mechanism to coordinate SHDS
 

activities.
 

11.7 Because of ecological diversities, SHDS should consider setting up 2 or
 
3 DTAs in the Sahelian region.
 

11.8 SHDS should take appropriate steps to extend the collaboration in the
 

development of a cold chain system in participating countries.
 

11.9 Since the development of activities of the Regional Health Development
 

Centre, Cotonou, are aimed at attaining Objective I which is top regional
 

priority, AID/WHO should financially support the development of the Centre
 
which is a milestone in the process of health development in Africa.
 

11.10 As new strategies are being developed to meet the challenge accepted 
by all pariti'pating countries, "Health for all by the year 2000", must have 

a more flexible budgetary policy in financing SHDS activities.
 

11.11 SIDS activities in the countries should be coordinated with bilateral
 

and multilateral and national programmes of primary health care and health
 

manpower developnent. 

11.12 In the process of formulating training programms for village health 

workers, provision should be made for appropriate trained personnel to be
 

utilized for the training of trainers. The TOT should be carried out as
 

much an possible within the countiren of the countries concerned.
 

11.13 SUDS should develop a regional centre for the training of postbasic
 

nursing tutors.
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11.14 The appointment and training of national counterparts to regional
 
epidemiologists and technical officers in each country should be a top priority. 

11.15 The visit schedule of the regional epidemiologists should be established 
in advance every year and countries should be accordingly informed.
 

11.16 Development of informa'ion systems including epidemiological data
 
in each country should continue. SHDS needs an independent information
 

gathering system to aid periodic reviews by participating countries.
 

11.17 The delegates unanimously decided that the finalization and publication
 

of the PHC manual produced during the SHDS-sponsored PHC workshops at the 
CUSS, Yaounde, should be the responsibility of the joint WHO-SHDS project. 
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 
LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS 

1. REPRESENTATIVES OF AFRICAN STATES 
REPRESENTANTS DES ETATS AFRICAINS 

BENIN 

Dr F. Feliho 
Directeur de La Protection sanitaire 
Hinistkre de la Santd publique 
B.P. 883 
Cotonou 

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 
REPUBLIQUE CENTRAFRICAINE 

Dr A. Bangs Bingu 
noepecteur gdndral de La Santd 
at des Affaires sociales 

Ministhre de La Sant& publique at des Affaires sociales 
Bangut 

CHAD 
TCHAD 

CONGO 

Dr C. Ondaye 
Coordonnateur national .des Progrimnes OMS 
B.P. 2465 
Brazzaville 

GABON 

Dr L. Adande Menest 
Directeur gdndral de la Santd publique 
Ministbre de la Santd publique at de la Population 
B.P. 50 
Libreville 

THE GAMBIA
LA GAMBIE 

Dr E. M. Samba 
Director of Medical Services 
Ministry of Health, Labour and Social Welfare 
-Banlu I 
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GHANA 

Dr K. Ward-Brew
 
Deputy Dircctor of Medical Servik=m (International Health)
 
Ministry of Health 
P.O. Box M.142
 
i.cc. 

EO"ATORIAL GUINEA
 

GUXNEE EQUATORIALE
 

Dr D. V. M. Nsue
 
Mddecin-Chirurgien et Directeur
 

H8pital ginfral de Malabo 
Malabo
 

GUINEA 
GUINEE 

M. Alhassane Baldd
 
Statisticien
 
Division Statistiques sanitaires
 
Ministire de la Santd publique
 
Conakry
 

IVORY COAST 
COTE D'IVOIRE
 

Dr C. Emmou
 
Direcceur de l'Institut d'Hygi&n.
 
B.P. V 14
 
Abidlan
 

LIBERIA
 

Mrs R. Marshall
 
Assistant Minister of Health
 
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare
 
Monrovia
 

MALI
 

Dr S. 0. Diallo 
Consailler technique 
Ministict de Ia Santd publique et des Affaires sociales 

Kou lou bA /Samako 
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MAURITANIA
 
MAURITANIE 

Di-M. M. Hacen,
 
Chef du Service de Mddecine prdventive
 
Hinisthre de la Santd publique ec des Affaires sociales
 
Nouakchott
 

NIGER
 

Dr J. dright
 
Conseiller technique/Inspecteur gdndral de la Santd
 
Ministcre de la Santd publique et des Affaires sociales
 
B.P. 10739
 
Niamney 

NIGERIA 

Dr E. A. Smith
 
Director of Public Health Services
 
Federal Ministry of Health
 
Ikoyi/Lagos
 

SENEGAL
 

Dr Papa Soulaye N'Diaye
 
Directeur de la Recherche, do Ia Planification
 

ot de la Formation 
Minist~re de la SantE
 
Dakar
 

SIERRA LEONE 

Dr M. M. Browne
 
Deputy Chief Medical Officer
 
Ministry of Health
 

5, Gloucester Street
 
Freetown
 

TOGO
 

Dr Barandao Bakele
 
Directeur des Services do Santd de Base
 
Direction gindrale do Ia Santd
 
B.P. 336
 
Lomd
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UNITED REPUBLIC OF.CAMEROON 
REPUBLIQUE UNIE DU CAMEROUN 

Dr E. Temgoua Saounde
 
Sous-Directeur de la Mddecine hospitaliare ec rurale
 
Hinistbre de la Sant& publique
 
Yaoundd
 

UPPER VOLTA
 
HAUTE-VOLTA
 

Dr H. Diallo
 
Directeur-Adjoint de la Santd publique
 
Ministbre de la Santd publique
 
B.P. 7013
 
Ouagadougou
 

2. 	 REPRESENTATIVES OF EXTE,'WAL SOURCES OF COOPERATION 
REPRESENTANTS DES SOURCES EXTERIEURES DE COOPERATION 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE 

Mr Edward G. Ruoff 
Deputy Regional Director, Africa Bureau, USAID 
AFR/RA Room 3327 A 
Agency for International Development 
Department of State 
Washington, D.C. 
USA
 

Dr Thomas W. Georges
 
Health Adviser, AID Bureau for Africa
 
Agency for International Development
 
Washington, D.C. 20523
 

USA
 

Ms H. Duffy 
REDSO/WA
 
USAID
 
B.P. 	1712
 
Abidjan 
C8te 	d'Ivoire
 

H. E. Mr W. Swing
 
Ambassador of USA
 
Brazzaville
 
People's Rcpublic of the Congo
 

Dr Andrew N. Agle
 
Chief, Field arvtces Branch
 
BSE, Center for Disease Control
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ADDRESS BY THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

Ladies and gentlwmen,
 

Dear colleagues, 

It is a great pleasure for me to address you today among the flowers of Djoue and. to 
wish you a most cordial welcome. 

These meetings always give us an opportunity to exchange ideas and experiences so that 
we can Like up the great challenges which face us. This time you will be examinig the 
achievements and the inadequacies of the Project for Strengthening of Public Health
 
Delivery Systems in Central and West Africa. On the basis of this critical analysis, it 
is your task to define future approaches and plan new activities.
 

It was here in Brazzaville in 1973 that the representatives of 20 States of Central
 
and West Africa, of the United States International Development Agency (USAID) and other 
organi. .-Ions met with WHO to 
seek ways and means of redizicting their collaboration in the
 
control of the major endemic diseases and epidemiological surveillance. 
One of the
 
concerns at that time was to 
integrate activities for measles control and smallpox
 
eradication into i he activities of the health services. 
You know since the list World
 
Health Assembly of the great victory won by the international community in eradicating a
 
disease which had spread terro: for centuries. Achievements such as this are powerful

l-icentives for continuing the Ltruggle to establish justice in health, in Africa and
 
throughout the world. 
The Project for the Strengthening of Public Hea ch Delivery Systems
 
in Africa is a mechanism for bringing this about.
 

The first phase of this Projc'-t began in April 
in 1975. The four objectives were
 
the improvement of health planning and manaqement, health manpower development, epidemiological

surveillance and disease control, and finally the development of a public health delivery
 
wystem that is financially and culturally accessible to all. 
 When the objectives of this

phase were achi-ved, an agreement for the second phase lasting five year% was siqned in 
September 1977. 
 You know what are our major conceris since the hUritoric Conference of
 
Alma-Ata which rec Lniended primary health 
care as an approach for achieving the target of 
health for all by the year 2000. For us this target ii neither a dream nor an advertining
slogan. 
 It i. the manifestation or 
a j,'tical will 
to make banic hu.ian rights, includinq

the right to health, 
into a reality. I am conyncecJ that you all har. tho.se concerns 
focused on the establishment of a new world order. We are therefore contfIdent that the 
joint WIiO/USAID evaluation In April 1900 will result in a reorientation of 
the Project

activities which oakea into accor.-t 
thl. epsentitl objective of health for 
all by the
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year 2000. I hope that when discussing the report of this joint evaluation, you will bear.
 

in mind the new prograoe approaches decided on collectively by the member States.
 

You are all aware that WHO and its Member States make every possible effort to
 

formulate national, regional and worldwide strategies. Within this context, the
 

implementation of all programmes must be seen as a contribution to the strategy for
 

No action can protect and promote the quality of life in both
achieving health for all. 


rural and urban areas unless there is an improvement in social and health services through
 

The importance of technical cooperation among
the intermediary of primary health care. 


adopt an appropriate technology can never be sufficiently
developing 	countries and the need to 


The urgent need to develop autonomy, both national and regional, must also be
stressed. 


As you can see, my own convictions have become strengthened over
borne constantly in mind. 


the years as the political struggle for health has proceeded. I remain convinced that the
 

work of this meeting will help to consolidate the efforts we are making together to establish
 

The peace to which I refer is not just the absence of conflict,
social justice for peace. 


but peace in the hearts of a world comunity united In brotherhood. I am sure you have
 

grasped my 	metsage, which is that of a man cf goodwill. I do not believe that physical,
 

mental, and social wellbeing can or should remain the privilege of some minority. If it is
 

genuinely to mean anything, it must be for everyone. Let us therefore continue to work for
 

social justice and we shall have made a contribution to world peace.
 

I wish you 	every success in your work.
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PROGRAMME OF WORK
 

1. 	 Opening of the meeting 

2. 	 Election of officers
 

3. 	Adoption of provisfonal programe of work (WP/OO)
 

4. 	 Method of work
 

5. 	USAID/%IJO joint mid-term evaluation (WP/02)
 

6. 	 Project mid-term review (JP/0l)
 

7. 	Scope of U'AID collaboration (WP/03)
 

8. 	Proposed plan of action for July 1980 to December 1982
 

9. Nomin-tion of members of the project Coordination Committee (FC) (UP/05)
 

to. Date and place of next PCC meeting
 

11. 	 Data and place of next PRC meting
 

Adoption of the final report
 

1. 	 Closure of the meeting
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TRAINING COURSE
 

FOR
 
VI11LA6 E EliE...H"'VV P I" 11
1111 

Course Objectives 

"Sanitation 
"Nutrition 
, Care of Children 
*Maternal Health 
• First Aid 
*Care of Adults 
*Working in -the Village 

1~ _ 

____________I 



MATERNAL HEALTH
 

ask: 1: Zc e sare that all prelmant women attend the health center, 
and follow the schedule set by the health center. 

1.1 -hen given a woman in the village who th!.nks she is 
pregnant, 
the VE." will: 

. talk to the woman to persuade her to visit tie 
health center: 
- describe the benefits of isiting the health 

cenzer for her and the baby 
- tell her what will take place at the health 

center 
" answer as 

have and 
the ones 

* give the 

best he can any questions the woman may 
refer the woman to the health center for 
he cannot answer 
woman nutritional advice. 

1.2 Taen given a wonan in the village who the V17. thin:s 
is pregnant,
 
the TF1W will:
 

* 	visit the woman to as]: if she thinlks she 
pregnant or has any symptcms of pregnrncy 

no monthly bleeding 
- nausea and/or vomiting in the morning 
- change in breast size 

* 	 if the weoman appears to be pregnant: 
- persuade her to go to the health center 
- answer any questions she may have 
- give the woman nntritional advice. 

1.3 t;hen given infor-ation from a villager that a 
in the village is pregnant,
 
the VH7, will:
 

.	 visit the woman to: 
- persuade her to go to the health center 
- answer any questions she may have 
- give the woman nutritional advice. 

1.4 When given a home visit, 

the V -, will: 

is 
such as: 

woman 

.	 discuzs ith the woman the reasons why she should 
visit the health center as soon as she thir.s she 
is pregnant. The health center can: 
- ccn --- her pregrarcy 

=-m-Iae suar t:-- the tregnancy is ncr-aJ
- give -'ia prophylxcis to prevent an
 

abortion due to -alaria
 
- help her prevent anemia
 
- answer her questions ar give advice
 



- help her when problems develop 
- detect co-plicatiors of pregn.amncy as early 

as P03ziblC 
- acquaint her with the people that rill assist 
her durl; delive-j. 

1.5 Mhen given a pregant woman in the village who refuses 
to "-visit the health center during her pregn.-ncy, 
the VT, ,i: 

* 	visit her to find out why she is refusing to visit 
the health center; if the reasons are that: 
- she sas she feels fine and there is no need to go: 

" e.-:plain the reasons why she should visit the 
health center regularly even when she feels well 

* 	give her some e:naples of what the health center 
may find at regular visits that nay help her and 
the baby 

" persuade her to visit the health center 
- she com.pn'n that she does not huve the tin-e to go; 

" conyince her that her welfare and the welfare 
of the baby are more important than' the lost tine 

" give her some e:anples of what the health center 
can do that can be useful for her and the baby 

" persuade her tc visit the health center 
- she cc=lains abcut the health center: 

" explain to her the problems the health center 
may have and ask her to try and overlook them 

* 	convince her that her welfare and the welfare 
of the baby are more important than the 
inconveniences at the health center
 

" persuade her to visit the health center
 
" talk to his supervisor about the woman's
 

complaints 
- she complains that the health center is t.oo far away: 
• con-ince her that her welfare and that or the 
baby are more important 

" try to find some kind of transport to t':,e her to 
the center 

" vrk with the health center on finding E solution 
to this problem 

- she is afraid of what happens at the health center: 
" reassure her by telling her what happer.ns during 

a visit to the health center 
" describe the advantages of a visit to the health 

center for her nd the baby 
" reassure her that what happens at the health center 

is good for her and the baby 
" persuade her to visit the health center 
" ask another pregant w-ran to talk to her and 

co..-nce her to visit the health center. 
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..6 "'en given a pregnant woman in the vill who refuses 
to visit the he--ith cener during her pregnny, after 
the 1.. has tried to persuade her to go, 
the '-.141: 

. visit her weekly to: 
- conti_.e his efforts 

the health center 
to persuade her to visit 

- ch-ck: that she is following the nutritional 
advice he has given her 

- check that she is not developing serious 
ccnpJications 

- answer questions, if he can, that she =a" have 
about her pregnancy

" talk to her husband to enlist his support in the 
atteits to persuade the woman to go to the health 
center 

" talk to other women in her family to ask them to 
help the TVH7 persuade 
health center 

the woman to go to the 

" ask a pregnant voman who is going to the health 
center to try to persuade the wc-an to accopany
her to the health center. 

Task 2: Lake sure pregnant women follow the advice given by the 
health center. 

2.1 ,7hen given a pregnant woman in the village who has 
returned from the health center after a routine visit, 
the VYai will: 

* make a home visit to: 
- find out what happened at the health center 
- answer any questions she may have about what 

happened at the health center 
- find out what advice she was given at the 
health center 

-make sure she understands the advice and intends 
to follow it 

- anser any questions she may have about the advce 
- tell her to come to the VEMV if she has any 

questions or problems 
. visit her periodically to make s're she is follo.ing 

the advice 
" make sure she ret".ns to the health center at the 

time set by the health center. 



2.2 

2.3 

Zhen given Z-rea 
is not floInggiven by the advicethe halth center,t


the 'Ir. reill,:
 
vis her to find out why. she is-'4~ce; jf not foli .± thethe reasons are that:she canot affo-id the medications:* ar-.oe wth the w-llage committeehealth or otheror social service agents into obtain the medications for her 

the 
- she d.id no t unde.stnd

" explain the advice:the health center's sas her to retu.f to herto the healthfurther center foradvice if the V-,7 cannot clar;fy theinsA'uctionsshe for herdid not see the importance of the advice or
does not believe it is necessa-y:
* explEin the reasons V.UIyconvince the advice vas givenher that such reasons* persuade are impcranher to follow- someone the advicehas persuaded her that t-he adviceincorrect isor even dangerous:* explain to her the reasonspersuade for the adviceher that these andreasons* persuade her are imnortantthat following the health center'sadvice will maj:e
" assure her 

the baby healthy and strongthe advice" obtain the 
that is not dangeroussupport of the husband in persuadinher to follow the advice
• talk to the other person and persuadechange her tothe advice she has givenSas= another pregnant womadvice to 

n who is folowingtalk theto her and persuade her to followthe advi ce.
 
t hen given 
a pregant womanto retuurn to the health 

in the village who refuses 
the 

center during her pregnmcy,VZ-7 will: 
find out why she does not wanthealth center; to return to the 

she if the reasons are- did not that:or Understand"ie 
the proceduresthe hea-,th center: at 

* explain the 
-easons for the procedures she didnot understand" e-pal the impcr._ance of these procedures" 
roassre her that none 0
dangerous or .ill 
the procedures

hurt the baby "s 
*perzuade her o vs Wt the health c ener
 

* to).the health center abou. hcr cozola:s
in order to i-prove relation. betvween health
center Personnel and the patients
 



- she colains of the waitlng time and personnel at 
the hIezZ.h center: 
" e=!ain to her the problems the health center may

have and ash her to try and overlooz t"hem 
• 	convince her that her welfare and the welfare of 

the baby 1=e more im.portant than the inconveniences 
at the health center 

" persuade her to go to the health center 
" talk to his superv-isor about the woman's 

complaints 
- she colans of the distance to the heaslth center; 

* convince her that her welfare and the welfare 
of the baby are more important 

* 	try to ar-range transportation for her to the 
halth center
 

* woic with the health center on finding a solution 
to this problem 

-	she says she feels fine and there is no need to go:
 
• 	 explain the reasons why she should visit the 

health center regularly even if she feel well 
" give some examples of what the health center 

may find du-ng regular visits that may help 
her and the baby 

" persuade her to visit the health center. 

Task 3: 	 Iadiately send to the health center all pregnant women 
who complain of symptoms indicating complications with 
pregnancy. 

3.1 	 'When given a pregnant woman. who says she is ill,
 
the V I w-ll:
 

" for minor complaints:
 
-	 refer the woman to the health center and maLhe sure 

that she goes 
" for serious coplaints: 

- reassure her and her family that everfhing .will 
be done to help her 

- arrange for transportation to the health center 
and accompany her there 

- give necesca y care during transpo-tticn. 

3.2 	 7hen given a pregnant woman i-n the village who coplains
of soreness in the breast or too frequent urination, 
the =%will: 

* send her to the health center if she ha. not 
visited it within the last month 

* 	if she has already visited the health center for 
the same conp!46ts dur.iLng the last mcn'h, reassure 
her ad remind her of the advice that she was given 
at the health enter. 



3.3 	 :7hen given a. pregnamt wo=an ,ho complains of rausea or
 
voitin; in the mor.ng, or const-p-ton, cr hear*b.un,
 
the 	;7 1:Xi:
 

-
Sfind out if she has already been to the health center 
with the same coplant, and send her there if it is 
more thlan a on-, since her last visit 

* assure her that these sy--p toms are co=mon during 
pregnancy 

. advise her that she can alleviate these syto--ms if 
she: 
-	 eats several small meals rather than large mea'ls 
- eats 	plenty of fruits and vegetables 
- does not eat too much spicy and fatty foods. 

3.4 	 T,-hen given a pregnant woman voits mostwho 	 of her meals, 
and not only the mor-_ing mesl, 

the VFH will: 
* 	if she is not -u-ishedor dehydrated: 

- send her to the health center 
.	 if she is dehydrated and =alnourished:
 

- make ,--ngemen-ts 
 to send her to the health center 
- give her frequent sips of slightly salty water 
before and during t--nsportation (if she is dehydrated), 

3.5 	 Then given a pregnant woman who complains of fatigue and 
backache,
 
the 7-7 .Lll:
 

* 	find out when she was last at the health ce=ter and 
send her there if it is more than a month since her 
last visit 

.	 advise her to:
 
- lie down and rest when 
 her back aches or she feels

tired 
- try and find someone to help her with the heavy work 

she has to do
 
- not 	to lift heavy things 
- eat 	well from al the food groups. 

3.6 	 When given a pregnant woman who complains that she is
bleeding with or without pain,
 
the VH7iwill:
 

" if the bleeding is like a small monthly period without
pain, ask the wo-an to go to the health center 
imediately, and =ahe sure that she goes

•if 	 t-he bleeding is heavy, writh or without paint 
- arrane i-mediately for evacuation 
- go with her tc the health center 
- gve frait juice or other liquids on the way 
- watch for s3gnz of shock. 
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5.7 	 nen given a pre-nant wo-n with severe abdc-inal pain 
and a belly that hurts when it is touched, with or witout 
bleeding from the vagina,

the 'rZ,' will;
 

arrange i-ned=tely for evacuation 
go w-th her to the health center. 

3.8 	 ,Moen given a pregnant woman who ccplains of frequent
 
headaches, dizziness or swollen ankles, legs or hands,
 
the VW Ill:
 

.	 tell the woman to go to the health center iediately 
and make sure she gets there. 

3.9 	 When given a pregnant wom-an viho complains that the baby 
has stopped moving or ki ch-i,
 
the Vhd will:
 

.	 if the baby was moving a great deal before the 
movements stopped, refer the woman to the health 
center 

" if 	 it is the first time that the woman has =ot felt 
her baby move for a day, refer the woman to the 
health center 
i= there were other times she did not feel the 'baby 
moving for a day:
 
- reassure the wo-man
 
- visit her the ne.:t day, and, if the baby has not 

started moving again, refer the woman to the 
health center. 

A.10 	 then given a pregnant woman .ho has had a convulsion, 
the = will: 

" iedlately evacuate the woman to the health center 
. go with her to the health center 
" put a clean cloth between her teeth so she does not 
bite her tongue in case another convulsion occurs
 
while 	 she is being transported. 

3.11 	 Mhen given a home vizit to a pregnant woman who has 
returned from the health center after a visit for
 
complications during pregnancy,
 
the VF7 -ill:
 

• 	 if she is st.ll preg-ant: 
- find out what happened at the health center and 

answer any questions she may have 
- find out w.a advice she was given and e:-p.ain 

the nstr.ctlonz she does not under.and 
- :e re sho .oov.. 'he advice 

. if she rave birth: 
- carr, out his instractions for postnat-l care 

of the wcmnn and the newborn 
. if she lost the baby: 

- support and reassure her 
- encourage her to follow any advI-ce gi.ven by 



Task 4: Encour-age all women to give birth at the health center or to 
get help from a VA who delivers babies and takes cAre of a 
newborn in a hygienic ranner, and make sure they do. 

4.1 .7hen given a pregnant woman in the village, 
the VTwill3 

during a home visit find out where she intends to 
deliver and which birth attendant she intends to 
use during delivery; if she intends to deliver: 
- at the health center: 
" reinforce her decision 
• ask her to go to the health center before 
labour starts if the center is far away, or 
as soon as labour starts, if the health center 
is nearby 

- with a TBA who practices hygiene during delivery 
and in the care of the newborn: 
. encourage and reinforce the decision 
* tell her what ar-anements to make before 
labour starts and when to send for the 
birth attendant 

- with her husband or other untrained birth attendant: 
" try to persuade her to deliver at the health 

center or with a trained TBA or hvn 
" explain the need for cleanliness during delivery
and in care for the newborn. 

4.2 When given a pregnant woman in the village who wants to 
deliver her baby with a birth attendant who iz not trained 
in hygiene, after having tried to persuade her to deliver 
at the health center or with the help of a qualified birth 
attendant, 
the VIM will: 
" visit the wcman to: 

- continue his efforts to persuade her to deliver at 
the health center or with the help of a qualified 
birth attendant 

- make her understand the need for cleanliness during
the delivery and in the care of the newborn 

" talk to her husband to enlist his support in the 
efforts to persuade the woman 

* visit the birth attendant she intends to use to: 
- find out how the TBA intends to deliver the child 
and persuade her to take steps to ensure cleanliness 

- tell her about what signs may necessitate transfer to 
the health center and persuade her to send the woman 
to the health center if these signs appear 

- find out how she cuts and takes care of the ubilical 
cord and persuade her do these thinig in a 
hygienic way

" visit the woman after delivery to check the condition 
of the woman and child. 



4.3 	 17hen given a TBA in the village who has not received any
 
modern traring,
 
the VI , \will:
 

during a visit to the =A find out: 
-	 for prenatzl care: 

.if she e-.aines the woman before delivery or gives 
her advice 

* what advice she gives, if euny
 
* 	what she does, if anyth:Lng, when complications of 

pre &--;ncy occur
 
- during delivery:
 
* when and how she intervenes during labour 
" what she uses to cut the cord and how she 

treats the wound 
" what care she gives the baby 
" what advice she gives the mother 
" what she does with the afterbirth 
* what she does when nomplications occur 

- after delivery: 
* 	if she checks the baby for birth defects and 

other problems 
* if she visits to find out the mother's condition
 
* 	if she refers the woman and infant to the health 

center if complications occur. 

4.4 	 When given a visit to a TA who does not practice hygiene 
during deliveries,
 
the VF-I will:
 

" 	persuade the TM to send the woman to the health 
certer if complications occur during pregnancy or 
delivery, or after the baby is born; and to discuss 
as best he can vrith her: 
-	 when she should send the woman to the health center 
- why 	 she should send the woman to the health center 

" 	persuade the MBA to ensure cleanliness during delivery 
and to practice hygi.ens in: 
- caring for the woman 
- cutting the cord 
- caring for the newborn 

" 	persuade the M-A that it would be in her own in-erest 
to get trai.ing in modern. methods of delivery and tell 
her where she can get such training 

" 	persuade the TIA that she and the Tz&-,7 should work 
together to ensure proper care for pregnant v;omen 
in the villae. 



5: 	 L"ke sure that women go to the health center in time to give
birth there, if labour complications are expected. 

5.1 	 When given a visit to the health center,
 
the VSW w-il:
 

find out from his supervisor or the nurse: 
- which women in his vilJ.age have been told 

that they should deliver at thu health center 
- the reasons for the health center's recuest 
- when they should go to the health center. 

5.2 ihen given infoxtion about which women in the villagehave been asked to deliver at the health center, and when 
they should go, 
the VH,7 wiLt 

ta-tk to the women to suremake that they indeed intend 
to deli.,er at the health center. 

5.3 	 \7nen given a =man who ha-, be,m asked to deliver at the
health center and who indicates that she inzends to follow 
the health center's advice, 
the VE".will: 

" make sure she visits the health center regularly
during her pregnancy

" make sure she understands when she is supposed to 
leave 	for the health center
 

" find out how she intends to get to the health center
" assist her in making arrangements for transportation, 
if necessary.
 

5.4 	 When given a woman who has been asked to deliver at the
health center and who indicates that she does not intend 
to follow the hiealth center's advice, 
the VH7I will: 

* find out why she does not intend to follow this advice
* repeat and ezplain the health center's reasons for the 

the recommendation 
* reassure her if she has any fears about delivering at 

the health center 
* ask 	other romen io have delivered at the health center 

to talk to her about what happens there, if necessary
* convince her that in case of complications it would be

better for her axce ie baby to be 	at the health center 
* talk to her husband and other family members to convince

them that it would be better for her to deliver at the 
health canter
 

* talk to the birth attendant that the woman has selected
and ca.plain the reasons for the health center's request
to her and, if possible, enlist her support in persuading
the woman to deliver at the health center. 



5.5 Vhen g ven a wo=man who should deliver at the health center, 
the VST will: 

m• e sure that she in.deed i.ntends to leave for the 

health center as soon as labour starts. 

5.6 Whan civen a wo -manwho has been asked to deliver at the 
health center because a premature baby is expected, and 
'he tr o--orta-ion to the health center V-Ll! ta:e one 
hour or more, 
the Tr wi.l: 

" assist the woman to make arrangements to stay near 
the health center da.-ing the last wo months of 
pre.-nincy 

" assist the farily to make arra-ngementz to have the 
household work done dur-ng the woman's absence 

Sa----ange for the woman to go to the health cencer 
at the end of her seventh month of pregn.ncy. 

5.7 ;hen given a womrn who has been asked to deliver at the 
health center for reasons other than that of a possible 
premature delivery, and it -a:es more than an hour to 
get to the health center, 
the Vh vill I 

" assist the womac-n to make arrangements to stay nevr 
.he health cent%.r during the last two weeks of her 
preg.ancy 

" assint the ff-41y to mzl:e arr-ngreens to have the 
household work done du.-ing the wo-m's absence 

" arrange for the w-man to leave for the health center 
two weeks before she is due to deliver. 

Task 6: Orgmaize a system of evacuating women in labour to the 
clinic. 

6.1 When given a plan for transporting sick and injured 
villagers to the health center, 
the TIH, will I 

" review the plan to make sure that it includess 
- t ranportat-on during all hours of the day, 

especially dur-ng the night 
- tranport.ation for women in labour 

" revise -he plan, if necessary, to cover these 
condi tions 

" make ar-angements to notify as quickly as poccible 
the pe-son responsible for transpot:tion when it ic 
necess--y to evacuate scmeone 



. check that %.he plan can work by: 
- m=alng sure the vehicles are appropriate for 

trnansportng a wcmun in labour 
- ring sure that the per3on responsible for 

transportation 4--n:ends to be available at all 
times and that he can be truzted 

. revlce the plan if the current means of transport are 
no longer dependable. 

6.2 	 When given a plan for tz- nsportation of sick and injured 
vd.lagers to the he.lth center, 
the VHF.7 will' 

* 	visit all TAs in the area to make sure that they knor, 
about the plan and how to use it. 

6.3 	 hen given a pregmant wonn in the village,
 
the VM.7 will:
 

* 	during a home visit explain what transportation is 
available if she has complications of pregnancy or
 
labour, and ask her to send for the V1,7 immediately if 
she thinks she needs to go to the health center. 

6.4 	 Mhen given a wom--n in the village whom he is helping to 
deliver, 
the- .TSU will: 

• make sure that the 'Lv.lage tranzportationl' is 
available and can be used if complications occur 

" make sure someone L' available to go quickly for 
such transportation, if neces.=;a-y. 

Task 	7: Eracuate iodi-tely all ,men when complcations with 
labour develop.
 

7.1 	 When given a wom-n in .abour who has been told t"at she 
should d,.iver at the health center, 
tao Vflv7 willi 

. accompa--f the woman to the health center. 

7.2 	 When given a woman in labour who in lens tlhan eiGht 
months prege.nat,
 
the ITMI will:
 

* accompzny the won.n to the health center. 

7.3 ;hen given a woman whose vater breks before labour paln 
start,
 

mk, cure that the wcman goes iimedI-toly to d,liver 
at the hoalth center. 



7.4 	 ,When ca.led to attend a wc-an in lnbour ,w.thazy of the 
follor.tng ccplicatioms: 

- presentation of any pa.-. other ,t.-an the head 
- labour has la.-ted =ore than 24 hours 
- labour p become weaier a. leso frecuen: 
- 'he baby's head can be seen, but cannot core 

ithVu~h althoue-h --he wozan punLht43 
- the =other has a convulsion aur--n6 labour 

the 7U7 will: 

" 	 t3.-nort the wuin to t-he health center or se-nd 
for help 

" 	go wlith the wcman to the hemith center. 

7.5 	 When given a T-A in the vi.2'age,
 
the V71 ,ri1:
 

" dscuss with her the cc=pl-ca:-onm that --ay occur 
du-ln& labour 

" convince her that it ma:h-t be best to send the 
wyman to the health ce.:er wen nuch ccr.-'-ca:tor.s 
occu~r 

" 	aasure herth.at t1he wo-a wil- 'e we t-'aen ca.: 
of at the health center 
-.= ke sure she 11-.own wrnat arfln- z 1nthveeen 

e 	 Ofa-npo:tUt'c::=ado for erteUny o: :rz rXI 
- injured peopl. in :In-2e Tht 

tellt her t'It t- ;.!-L: 4 11 ..... t Ch :!. 
he c-a- nc.n It in -3 tCtcL..-' to av .1 l.;
in labour. 

7.6 	 Whne glven a p-,-tn v n t.e' v.lL:e -no:n'enl"In 
to deliver at hem w-l*-h "-he help u .i t r 'Vc or a 
trni-ional b-Irt.h attenm!nrnt, 
he YHiu Tril: 

* 	duriag a home j: 
- aee w.amt aa .eZ..ntn hve bt.n t:UA z tr es 

the need for c 'Lnl-ne dur:. I t 1 em:-.t 
the care of the tnby 

-	 ma~m. her *that If 1lntour hap-tnn t:eo rn7, 4-f)ro 
thei crA of the%ae:g.h tt Le.Wq~g 

anc±~:;~ou2 tryto .et t.0 .1elr:C t :
betor~e h4U.:y In .

- to-, nor a~tebt t~~ 
to zend ".e LA art,tnn VIP; h'w :::,-c., tor. 
du--or dolltntry. 

http:herth.at


7.7 	 When given the need to transport a woman who has developed
co=2lications of labour,
 
the VHT. will:
 

* 	send a messenger to get the village transport ready
* 	prepare to -ansp.o:t the woman: 

1 - ta e his medical kit 
- take a clean cloth and put it under the woman in 

the vehicle 
- bring liquids to give to the woman during the trip 
- take something to wrap the baby in if born on.the 
way
 

go with the woman to the health center. 

7.8 	 VMhen given a woman in labour who is being transported 
to the health center, 
the VH*7 will: 

• 	 reassure the wo-an that things may go all right and 
that she may be able to help at the health center 

" give necessary care d".ring transportation
• 	 deliver the baby if necessary: 

- stop the car during delivery 
- try to make sure that the baby is breathing 
- do not cut the umbilical cord unless absolutely 

necessary
 
proceed to -the health center.
 

Task 	 8: Provide postnatal care for the first week for all women 
and their babies who deliver at home and refuse to go to 
the health center. 

8.1 	 When given the TBAs in the village,
 
the VSW will 


• 	 ask them to let him know when a woman has given birth 
so that he can visit her and the baby after delivery. 

8.2 When givon a pregnant woman in the village, who intends to
deliver at home,
 
the VIT will:
 

.	 ask her to let him know when ce has given birth so 
that he can visit her after the delivery. 

8.3 	 ,hen told that a voman has delivered a baby Ir the village,
the V'I will: 

* 	visit her to: 
- check that she is feeling well 
- check .ha: t:e baby is doing fine 
- see if the =1 'lical cord wound is hea!ing 
- encourage the mother to breastfeed 
- give =u:ritional advice 
- per.-uade the mother to take the baby to the heal . 

center within 'Lit, nein. four woeks for a check-up
* 	visit her a;. i to check on her rnd the bab%' condition. 



8.4 . T."hen given a woa.n in the village who has delivered her 
first biby:
 
the 'flE.7ill:
 

m..ke sure that she Imoa*s how to care for the baby 

or that there is someone who can show her how. 

Tsk 9: 	 Evacua.e immediately the woman and newborn child if 
postnatal ocoplications develop. 

9.1 	 ,Mien called to, or attending to, a womran who has just 
delivered, 
the VH7 will: 

evacuate the woman and child imediately: 
- if the woman develops any of the following 

corn lications I 
• 	 retained placenta (after one hour) 
* 	heavy bleeding (more than 1/2 liter) 
* 	 convulsions 
• large tear in the perineum 

- if the baby: 
• has 	 trouble breathing 
• 	 has weak arn and leg movements or does 

not move any of its limbs 
iis prematu-e and smaller than normal babies 

if the mother has delivered tn, ns who -- e smaller 
than normal babies. 

9.2 called to or -hena woman who hasattending just delivered 
a baby with a birth defozmity, 
the VHY1 will: 

reassure the mother that she is not at fault 
. if the birth defect can be corrected, assure her 

that the hospital can help the child develop normally 
* trunsport 	 the woman and child to the health center. 

9.3 	 When visiting a woman Mho has delivered a child within 
the last week, 
the VEW vill:
 

• 	 transport the woman and baby to the health center if 
the woma n h=s I 
- he.vy bleeding ifter the first t o days 
-	a fever
 
- a heavy vaginal discharge that smells badly 
- at-Ach pains 
- red, swollen breasts or a swollen area in one breast 
-	 insufficien. breast r-ilk. flow by the fourth day. 



9.4 T'nen given a nevborn baby, 
the W!"W will: 

* during a home visit: 
- check the baby for: 

" fever 
" eye infection 
" yellow eyes and skin 
" cord infection 

- make sure that the baby has: 
" passed a first stool 
" u-inated 

- ask the mother if the baby:
" is eating and sucking well 
• is vomitng (projectile versus spitting up) 

- give the mother ntritional advice for the baby. 

9.5 When given a newborn baby, 
the V37 will: 

* evacuate the mother and baby imediately if the 
- has not passed urine on the second day 
- has not passed a stool by the third day 
- has deep yellow eye whites and yellow skin 

baby: 

- has infected eyes 
- has an infection in the umbilical cord 
- cries, constantly.and refuses. to zmrse. 
- groans constantly 
-has a convulsion 
- has a fever 
- is vomiting forcefully after each meal 
- looks like it is 

weight rapidly. 
dehydrated or losing 

9.6 When given a mother and baby who have to be evacuated 
because of postnatal complications, 
the VIU will: 

" reassure the woman's relatives that the health center 
will do what they can for the woman and child 

" explain to the mother why evacuation is necessoay 
and assure her that the health center can help

" accompany the woman and child to the health center. 

Task 10: Encourage child spacing. 

10.1 When given a visit to a mother with a newborn, 
the VHN willI 

* talk to the mother about her children and encourage
her to whlt ,t. the baby is two years or older 
before having another child. 



10.2 	 Tnen asked b a woman or husband in the vila&e about 
child spacing,
 
the VM±i wil:
 

. talk to the wo=m.n or husband about: 
- the risks to the baby if the woman has another 

child too soon 
- the rishi to her from pregnancies that are too 

close 	togeiher
 
- the economic benefits of child spacing

• explain what the woman or her husband can do to 
make sure that she does not get pregnant too o-!y

" advise the couple to go to the health center for 
more info ation. 

10.3 	 When asked by a woman if there is some way she can 
avoid having any more children, 
the VfU will: 

" tell the woman that there are some ways she can 
make sure that she has no more children
 

" advise her to visit the health center w-Ith her
 
husband to find out what to do. 

10.4 	 When given a village meeting and the occasion warrants it, 
the VO will: 

* give information about how to practice child spacing
and where to go to get help and advice about child 
spacing. 



AN'NEX 2 

EDUCATIOMAL 0.JECTIVES OF T]lE
 
TRAINING CmUr.S FOR TRAINEMP! O VILLAGE IREALTII COR.KnE S 

This course is desiqnod for middle-level personnel in the health sector
 
(nurses, midwives, technical officers/sanitation, etc.) 
and 	other personnel
 
at a similar level working in development sectors which contribute to health
 
(social affairs, agriculture, onvironment, etc.) who have boon officials in 
their country's administration for at least three years and have or will have 
responsibility for planning, implementation, inspection and evaluation of 
training progra-mos for village health workers. 

The 	objective of the course is 
to prepare the participant for training

and making use of villarco health workers or personnel responsible for primary
 
health care in rural areas.
 

Broad Objectives:
 

At 	the end of the course participants will be able to:
 
1. 
Develop a courso for the trnining of village health workers using
 

the method of oystcnntic course design;
 

2. 	Use such developed course to train village health workers:
 
3. 
collaborate with and work in rural conmunities for the improvement 

of community and individual health in their villages; 
4. 
collaborate with other worcers in community develormont to improve
 

community and Individual health in villneos;
 
5. 
evaluate the performance of village health workers during their 

training and periodically afterwards; 
n. 	supcrvise the wor!: of trained villngo health workers;
 
7. 
plan and give all the necessary support to the village health workers
 

to facilitate the delivery of health care to villagcs;
 
9. 
organise retraining prorrmros for prnctising village health workers
 

as and whcn nooded;
 
9. 	ovaluato poriodically the inonct of the trained village health workers
 

on village honlth;
 

10. 	 communicnto tho rosults of such ovaluation to other levels of the
 
hualth care delivery system in manner which will help in the develop
ment 
of 	a coherent national health plan.
 

' q-- 0 



ANNEX 3 

-."'; 7: -.rU:jIZ FOY? Di'7I':IOT-PFXI OP 3M.UI'";I y ":'.'InITAL 

1. Job Deccriptions for coruity health asaizitants, etc. 
At U"i.,meeting on April 14, it rs agreed tnat the follorrinC categories need 
to bc. developed:
I Cuumunity Assistants working at a health clinicCommunity Health Assistants working at a 	 primary health centerCv 	 (PHC)uImnity 	 Health Assistants .or&d.ng at a 	 comprehensive health center (CiiC)Community Health Officers woziing at a PHC

Community Health Officers working at a CHC
f) Doctolms/iedical Officers workcing at a CHC
 
It was recoLised 
that 	many functions overlapped, and that job descriptionswould be similar, but since the supervisory structure will differentbe at thedifferent centers, the job descriptions would also have to be different. 
For the primary health center and the comprehensive health center, one of themajor tasks would be to differentiate the different tasks of the doctor, officerand assistant, assuming delettion of responsibilities.
 
It %rasagreed that the 
 team 	should develop this material as much as possiblebefore June and that 	Dr. Kolawole would bring the materials with him to the U.S.to discuss vrith Dr. Ericsson. 

2. 	 Task Analysis of the tasks in the job description 
This 	should be done by the end of August.
 

3. 	 Educational Objectives 
These should be done by the end of November.
 

4. 	 Visits to other countries 
Those chould take 	place in Novem' 'December. The aim is to chcck the jobdescription7 done at the 31SS wi. the woexing conditions in Nigeria and othercountries. Possible countries to visit would be the Benin, Nigerial Cameroun,
Sierra Leone, Gambia and the Congo.
 

5. 	 Development of Training Materials
 
3tart~.nt in September and continu..g into the next year. Plans for next year(fieldtesting and revision) will be developcd later. 

http:3tart~.nt


Ur 'oipL 

ACTIV ITY 

1. 	 Job Descriptions 

2. 	 Review of Job Descriptions 

3. 	 Revision, final copy of 

Job Descriptions
 

4. 	 T ak Analysis 

5. 	 Review of Task Analysis 

6. 	 Revision, final copy of 

Task 	Analysis 

7. 	 Educational Objentives 

8. 	 Review of Objectives 

9. 	 Revision, final copy of 
Educational Obj ectives
 

10. Visits to other countries 

11. Development of training 

materials 


ANNEX 3
:i.. LC1I a)U , 

W10hI 	 CL PLTEf% 

June 1 

July 1 

September 1 

September 1 

October 1 

December 1 


December 1 

Januar 1 

March 1 

October to 


December 

Start in 

September
 

Plans for nxt, year will be made 	 later (field-testing and 

For each type of rmterial developed, the followiLmn stratog 
assure maximum efficiency: 

3P(A S IBILITY 

Development Team 

Dr. Kolawole/Dr. Ericsson 

Development Team 

Development Team 

Dr. Ericsson or other 
Consultant 

Development Team
 

Development Team 

Dr. Ericsson or other
 
Consultant
 

Development Team
 

Dr. Kolawolc/Dr. Ericsson
 
other Consultant
 

Development Team
 

revision) 

should be followed to 

fl Development of the materials typed copy -I0+ 
b Technical review (Dr. Ericsson or other 

teaching technique specialist) 
a) Subject mattor review (managemont specialist, 

teacher, C11-officer/aszistant, BSSH 
adminis trator)

d) Revilionn baaed on the revicw of (b) and (c) - typed copy - ctencil 
0) 	 -rnslation to French - typcd copy - stencil 
f) 	 Duplication of French and [;nlizh copio 

and dL-.tribution to other ccuntrieo/statc 
for review 

G) Review and reviuiion baszed onh 	 ,;s- of the matorialn in the 
N 	 Revistons of mnterial brsed 

p.-6uctin of £.nrJ. copy 
Disoemination. 

n:cment3 in (r)
cield
 

on field uo and 



10"U'1.%S tMfED POll "',.7 DEVWPTMU*J'IT O1., 

ACTIVITY IN SU ARY SCHEDULE 

1. 	 Job Description development 

3. 	 Job Description revicin 

4. Task Analysis development 

6.. Task Analysis revision 

7. 	 Educational Objectives 
development 

9. 	 Educational Objectives revision 

It is assumed that the development 

I,1ATTI'-Il.;:: 

TYPE OF RESOURCE 

Typist/paper/xeroxing 

Typist/stencils/paper 

Typist/papcr/xeroxing 

Typist/stencils/paper 

Typist,/paper/xeroxing 

Typist/stencils/paper 

TOP 

YMH11 

Apri./May 

July/August 

June/July/August 

November/December 

September/October/ 
November 

January/February 

team will be workiLng on this in as much time they have 

and 	can spare from their other duties.
 

ASSUMTIOTS, R21ARKS 

1. 	Planning for visits to other countries should start in July/August and arrangementa 
be made through WHO/SHDS. 

2. 	 The development of materiali :or the next step should start without wraiting for the 

review results. Otherytise it will take too long. Adjustmeits in the materials can 

almays be mrire later. 

3. 	 Based on the materials vich '.s already available, the development team has to 

extract the specific tasks, objectives, etc. which apply to management and 

supervision, and write new oneq when none are available. They also have to 

delineate the responsibilities between assistants, officers and doctors when these 

are .rking together. 

4. 	 If Dr. ElNeil agrees, Dr. Imade and Lira. Adegoroye will be available for consultation 

and assistance. 

5. 	 Translation to French Jwillbe arrnnged via Lomd or Abidjan and details worked out 

with 1.me. Sagbo translated materials.who 	 the Viliz 

6. 	 SfG-kbidjan will investigate if it is possible to duplicate the FPrnch copy in 
Lom6, or in Abidjan if Lomd cannot do it. 

sz/u. 



IINTRUCTIONS GIVEU TO THE TAM DL7EIOP1TG Tl VHVI LLXTERIAL3 

1. 	 Job Description
 
Job descriptions should be 
 developed for the following categories of worers: 

a) assistants at the health center
b assistants at the primary health center (Plic) 
c) assistant at the comprehensive health center (cnc)

(d) officers at the PHC 
(e) officers at the CHC
 
f medical officers/doctors 
at the CHC
 

Concentrate on tasks
the which involve management and supervision,
 
Write it in terms of what they are 
supposed to do - their tasks; that is,not write: responsible for maintaining drug supply, 	

do 
but (for the assistant):- keeps on-going record what areon drugs available at the center- notifies the community health officer weekly which drugs need to be 

ordered
 
- receives drugs and adds them 	 to the stocc, etc ......
 

(for the officer):
 
- orders drugs when necessary
- checks the record kept by the assistant on regular basisa 	 (once a month)- reminds assistant about need for report on drug status if not received 

when plannedy etc........ 
Do not worf-t too much about duplication or how specific the behaviours you putdown 	are. Try to be clear about what 	 the person hs to do, given your experienceand 	 the tasks assigned to the different Job categories.
 
Look at the categories and Lhe training program 
 to be sure ,hat you haveincluded moot 	 of the necessary tasks. Try to order them in gzoups - maybecategories given in 	 thethe educational objectives. Also, if you are unsure thatall has been included, check with a community health assistant and/or officerto find out what they actually are doing* 
The job description hould, if possible, be finished before Dr. Kolawole goesto the U.S. so that he can take it there and we can discuss it. la any case,he should bring whatever is finirihed so that 	it can be discusscd. 

2. 	 Task Analysis 
,Thon the job description is finished - and it in not necescary to wait untilit has been approved and reviewed by other people - you shotld do a tskanalysis. T'eke each tsk 	 which you have in the job de-criptionbreak it down 	 and try tointo 	behaviour., kiiowledge and attitudm. (Develop learninaOne way of doing 	 units).thiz is to envision a situation in wlhch the i-task accomplished and sot down the situation and which knowledge and attitudes arenOcoscax-r. 



i-mtnmplo: rcmind commwcity hoeatlt t LhaL Lhe (Iflufn L'xLaJ rcporl i:: do. 

BEILIVIOUR, RIO;I DGE ATTITUDE 
* Note down when drug report knows when it should be - vants to keep a
should be on my desk 

-

- knows how to keep a reminder system

reminder system 
 - wants to monitor 

- knows advantage of the drug supply
 
planning with check
points
 

* Check on a set date to 
see if tb'- report is there 

* Wait a day to see if it -accepts that
is received 

delays may occur
 

- is willing to 
ercuse one day's 
delay

* As CHA what happened to 
 - knows reasons the CHA - wants to listen tthe report 
 may have had for not 
 CHA's point of vic
 
turning in report 
 - wants to resolve 

- knows ways of preventing issue with minimuz
 
a re-occurrence 
 conflict
 

- talks to Ca about 
non-performance i!. 
a non-threatening 
manner. 

3. Educational Objectives 
When you have the tack analysis, ask yourself: which of these behaviours,
knowledge and attitudes do we have to teach because they do not know them?.
Write objectives for these specifying (if possible):
 

(a) in which situation the trainee will demonstrate that he has acquired
these behaviourm
 
which behaviour3 he should present in these situation
what is the "content" of the behaviour


(d) what criteria - standards - you would use to know that he has
 
achicved the objective.
 

Per e-xmple: when given a case 

has 

istor-y in which a community health assistantfailed to -urn in a report on dz:g supplies (and another student) (a), the 
student will:
 

- discuzs (b) with thc other tudcnt why the report was not turncd- rdecide (b) with the in (c)other student how to ma e sure it is turned in aspLAtnned (c) uzing tho communication methods no h-s been taught in the 
courao (d).
 

You can 
al.o write an objective which tests only the knowledge vithout testingthe student's actual skills in communication: 
When given quItiorm (n), the atud !nt will: 
- d,,scribo b) ','it he ,ill do-. when a CHA fails to turn in a drug statu3xvport on time (c), 
liuting at least five of the seven required

behavlour (d). 



', hich way you select will depend on the constraints you have in the course 
and which objectives you want to measure. Note that in general, the closer 
you teach and evaluate the actual behaviour you want the person to perform 
in his job, the more likely you are to be sure that he wi1J. perform as you 
wish on the job. Thus, it may be better to simulate the actual behaviour 
at least in some of the objectives, at the same time as for others you are 
testing only knowledge. You have to decide in which situations and for which 
behaviours it is more important to demonstrate the actual performance and 
write your objectives accordingly. 

You will probably find that different tasks may be combined and result in only 
oue objectiveg for instance: whatever report the CHA has failed to turn in 
(drug status, available equipment, maintenance performed, work schedule, etc.), 
the CHO will have to do the same thing. 

4. Teaching Modules
 

When the job description is done, I will help you develop models for how the 
teaching units can be done and how job aides can be developed to fit the 
project. 

NOTE: 	 This looks like plenty of work. However, the main task for you is to 
extract from the materials you have available, the supervisor, management 
and administrative tasks and put them together in a job description for the 
categories of r.orkers mentioned above. The other main task is to 

and CHC, to decidedifferentiate bctween the different posts and,for the PHC 
which tank is done by which category of v.orker. 

On.Ly vwhn the task, learning unit and educational objective is not available 
in the materials you have, do you need to construct new ones. You may also 
in some cases have to rewrite objectives, but that should not be difficult 
either. Use already working CHAs and CHOs, other health personnel, BHSS 
people and others to help you when needed in your work. 

SE/il. 



LAGEMET AMAS AS D'IMUM IN THE .:WJECTIVES FOR COLM1raTy HfLAfII PEItOI EL 

Areas of Manasement for Community Health Aides 
1. 	 Maonagmoent of time, scheduling of activities 
2. 	 Urnagement and control of assigned drugs, materials and equipment
3. 	 Report to supervisor including record-keeping 
4. 	 Community wozic in village, school, and clinic
 
5.. Communication skllds
 

6. 	 Health edtcation 
7. 	Self-evaluation of achievement of job objectives.
 

Areas of Mannement for Community Health Assistants and Officers 
NOTE: They are both responsible for this but on different levels at different types
of health centers. 
One of the tasks is to differentiate between the responsibilities
to assign to the assistant and that to be assigned to the officer at the
different types of health centers.
 
1. 	Planning activities of the health center personnel:
 

a) ret objectives
 

b3 pin o resourcesabuC get.
 

2. 	Time management and scheduling.
 
3. Make sure plans are carried out:
 

a) develop resources, find resources (including personnel)
b) supervise personnel to make sure tasks are carried out
c) evaluate achievements against objectives on an on-going basis,
 
4. 	Administrative functions:
 

a monitor use of equipment and personnel
b monitor supply of drugs, materials, equipment, etc.c maintain equipment, drug supply, hygiene, etc. (ensure maintenance)

d cost control, monitor budget

elworic flow at 
the clinic. 

5. 
 evelop and monitor patient register, family hcalth register and follow-up care
(reminder system).

6. 	 Organise and plan community out-reach activities (mobile iervinps) with other 

personnel at tho center  village, school, etc.

7. 	 Plan, organise and deliver health education activities with help of NCH personnel.
8. 	 Develop and use a recording system for the clinic which can provideinformation about health conditions and health activities in the area.
9. 	 Evaluate personnel according to their job description. and provide:

a) feedback
 
b) assistance with recol.'ing practical problems

) additional on-the-job training as necenary.
 

10. 	 Report on clinic activities to his supervisor. 
i1. 	Problem-solving: how to deal with non-achievement of objectives; communicationprboblem; personnel problems; equipment failure; lack of drugs; epidemics;


crisis situations.
 



MEIG- 1'. APRIL, 19:1O 

DR. IIKOLM7OLEV DR. SL.Jn'XE= DIt. ERICSSON 

!Oi_. ", dirc ,sod durir the mceting 

1. Persotmel available to vmxic the materials inon are liCerla: Dr. Kola%7ole,Dr. ol=nke, Mrs. Gbadamos±, Mr. Doula. Hopefully 1rs. Adearroye and Dr. Imade
will also be available to assist them. 
wi4s inubu will ba too busy with the National Health Service Corps training 
to participate. 
J-. Solanke has just graduated from the university and has had no experiencu
wvth syStemntic course design. However, it %ill probably not be difficult for
her to learn while wozing with the others. 
!rs. *oadcnozi participated in the course given in October and hra developed
materials for community health aides based on her work in that course. She 
seems to understand the principles and be able to ioxic with the approach. 
The tenm that Dr. Kolawole has assembled scems to me to be very capable and 
able to C'evelop this material. 

2. jr. Kolawole indicated that he %ould prefer that I provide the tcchnlcal inputiuppord to be given by an outside Consultant. Thin should be explored, since
tlu.-x it may be difficult at this time to introduce a new person. 

.. Dr. Kolawole suggested the cooperation with another project in his uit funded
by the UN Fund for Population Activities. (See separate Memo). 

4. Dr. kolawole indicated that what they needed more than anything at this po-.nt,'ac c.meone who could steer their thinking in the right direction. After muchdiscunsion, the following tentative assignments were agreed on: 
A. Dr. Ericsson should review the already available materials and draw up a work 

schedule based on the availability- of personnel and time. 
. W;hn the schedule is developed, Dr. Kolawolc will review it and provide

estimated costs for the development of matorials. Ila thiswill scnd bu.,-6t
to Saul Iielfenbein in AbidJan. 

C. Dr. .Lriesnon will develop guidelines and discuo them vith the duvclo,,mft 
tet-. on Monday, April 14, before she leaven for Lomd. 

5. A tentative work schedule was workced out (-cc attached materinlc). 

C. )r. Kc.2.awole will be in the U.S. from June a to 2U and probably also in July.lie w ll be in Boston from Juno 28 to July 5 (becausa he hrns relatives ther,;and would be vdilling to discuss the pmrreuc of* the project that withnt tim me. 
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M EHORAN DU X 

TO: Dr. M. Nacen, Director of Preventive Nedicine 
HOH/WS/L/Mauri tania 

Ms. Linda Nouhausen, Health Officer, USAlD1iur$tan/ik 

Dr. B.S.F. Adjou-Noumouni, Coordinator of Studies 
WHO Regional Training Center, LomaL 

WHO Coordinator, Mauritania 

Dr. A. Franklin, DSN, WHO/AFRO 

FRO: Saul Helfenbein, Ast. SHDS Project Director 2r. 
*Sir Ericsson, SHDS Project Educational Coordinator 

SUBJECT: SHDS Project Assistance to Training Component of Rural 
Medical Assistance Project (Project Trarza) 

1. The objective of the visit of Ericsson and Hllftnbin was to review 
the possibilities for collaboration betweenthe WHO Regional Training r 
Center/Lome and the HOH in adapting the RTC VNI4 training materials to 
local conditions and establishing in-country training programs for • 
trainers of VffWs. This visit was organized in collaboration with the 
Ministry of Health and USAID/4auritania who are jointly doveloping a 
YrLmary Healti Care proprau in the Trar:a RaSion of Mauritania. This 
Visit Was Lho first stop'of a possiblf £ol ov-:up activity to-the 3_ 

month training 
1. Mortar whob 

of VIII? trainers course at the ITC/Lome. 3. Diouf and 
ive been assigned by thc MOH to be in charge of the 

tr' iy' ciapet,.int of this project participAted In the first 3-1wnth 
tr.in;n o! Vill' trainers courst In Lcre (. iy Oct. 3979). 

2. This memo astmarizes suglestions for follow-up collaboration With 
the H H PHC progrm in the Trarza Relion: that is, a viable training 
strategy for this project and the optical approach for adapting the RTC 
IrA l*lill rI4 ritlr to IrP,3 rtdijtivf. A ,,rt tif:.lo, rotort viill 

3. tuting this visit Helfenbein and Critnon revivod the, prolj'ooed 
lrarz, 1rlmary 1lealth Car projor't. with MON and AID officials, had 
I. i, 
r.+ r i 
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1. The approach to training in the Trarza project still requires some
 
defiiition'and'clarification. Three levels of training are involved:
 

a) 	Continued on the job training-of the training program directors
 

b) 	The training of V'd% trainers both as trilners and supervisors 

c) 	The ."ain~ng of VMs.
 

2. Program constraints need to be clearly and exhaustively identified 
as these vill affect the training component of the Trarz project. 
Several constraints can be identified in the "course outline" which 
accompanies the RTC training materials. Specific issues that-we noted 
which have to be taken into account are: 

a) 	The skills knowledge, experience (both with respect to training
 
and Primary Health Care) of the PHI nurses and midwives who will
 
be responsible for training and supervision of the VIIs, r
 

b) 	The logistical problems of training 192 VUW and mainLjining, effective
 
supervision.
 

c) 	The need for adeqaes supervision of the training program for
 
VK's in order to control the quality of the training given by
 
largely inexperience.d trainers.
 

d) 	The diversity of local conditions that have to be taken into P"
 
account in adapting the VHW.training materials and in preparing
 
training courses.
 

5. The following Lab)e present a suglested approach to the trainin:
 
conponrn.. The strategy takes Into account tho above oentoned trainin;
 
objectives, current status of the training compnnent, and conatraints.
 
It identiffis phases where ve believe the RTC can provide effective input
 
in torlnp rite, former part1c1i.Jnts of the Lrme Center Trminers' courN.
 

It uses the sam. training approach of the Lowe Ctintr. Since the
 
Trarzs project trainint directors are familiar with It,it will allow 
thpm to begin to apply vhat they have been taught o Lome to dovycloping
 
a training cttponcnt for the Trarsa projoct. In addition, workint,with
 
tht 	rllal~oatinn of RTC .taff rotner. tht trainitr 4ircrtorf vill
 

at the t&.r: tiuet as tItfy dI i raitAi r.g :r?- tv 1 UFAe :r t r I 
S. the VHVs.
 

ION" 



Model of a Training Program
 

For Tutors*.VIIW Trainers and VIIIUj
 
* Tutors are training program d"lrectori-i.e. Lowe RTC parcicipancs

and oLhers of similar background and experience assigned 
co Lthc prurrds
 

Phase 
 Time Obj cccivse 


1. Preparation of PilInursrez 
 5 days 1. 
To give VI|W craincrs an 

= dwives for role 
as VUU underscatuiing of ?IIC, 
goals of
iners 


the Trdrza Projecc, Ec role
 
of traiiurs in craluiai 
 and
This will serve as a superviblon.
 

firt h4sc refresher
 
ccurse for the tutors 
 2. To give VIIII craincrb anl
as well 

understanding of how training 


programs for VIIWi arz d'veloped 

with special emphasis on the 

village diagnosciquc and 


idencific4Eion of Vill) casks.
 

2. Village Diasnostigue 
1.
Ir2 months 
 To expose VIIII trainers in a 


This is the key phase in 
 SysteaACic way Co village cUnd.*i-

the -:ptation ;f the RTC 
 cions, So as to idAiiiy Iea I

training iteerials 
 problems and decidc what Vll|4

can do about chem.
 

2. To ;.uck with animatO ii, 
training village health CQIIUiLLL*5:, 
and seleccing Vlli So sS co b ia
Co develop a working r'ulaciou,.lhip 
with the villages amd VIIs whmu.u 
they will teach anid supltrvisc. 

i!i.it ii c
 

HUII LLuLos'=
 

MLtttLL.. 
RI'C zAljI will dm:41 

Spci iC.,I!y With1 
IICIaUd u1, villag 
diatu:,Licu
 

UJcr ,i,-.:.Ljun aul
 

tiddai~c: oI MOi1 LICt
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PaeTim Objeccivus K~g.s:i i .tL 

5.. tecyclage !or VriU Trainers 

It is QSlsztl~ that a rtgular
rcyvlale~~&a be instituted 
!QzNJ triiert to up&J& 

5 days T9 reyieuw cr~ining~ smnj 
supervisioni uwzchda. 

Lx t 

supervilrza Sn 
prc~ira.a pr..blcu. 

o discuss 



ANNEX 5
 

04 	 04, Ivory Coast 

Juna 16, 1980 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Dr. B.S.F. Adjou-Moumouni 
Coordinator of Studies 
WHO Training Center, Lomd 

MlOM: 	 S. iHelfenbein
 
Assistant SUDS Project Director
 

SUBJECT: RZC Lagos Follow-up Visit to the Gambia 

I. Please find enclosed a copy of the report Dr. El-Neil and I submitted 
to the MMl/Banjul on proposed plan of collaboration between the RTC Lagos 
and Ga'.bimn ?FlC program. Therm are sore differences in approach from 
that proposed for Mauritania, but the overall pattern remains the sam. 
You will be interested to know that the two Cambian graduates of the Lagos 
RTC who are developin, their ovn session plans are using the VHW training 
materials &a a guide for form. content and just generally for ideas when
ever they run into a problem.of forrulating performance objectives or 
developing a session plan. We have had so far two approaches to follow

up and I imagine as this program develops, there will be matny more to 
txperirAnc with. I think there is probably not a single model to fit all 
needs and expectations.
 

2. I am also enclosing a copy of our latest ma to AID/W regarding the 
outstanding equipment. I hope we vill obtain the waiver by the and of 
this mnth. If so, the equipment can be shipped by the end of July. 

3. We had quite a history with the equiprent for Lagos. On Dr. El-feil's 
request. vs shipped then via Loud as he wanted to ensure a safe arrival. 
I appreciate everything that you and Hr. Lalo have done to expedite 
clearance from custmu. 

01 :b 

Znclosures: as stated 

http:problem.of
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d 	 REPORT- OF--FOLLOW-UP 1'.IISSXON-OT I C)VHE,-WHO-RTC--T-AsA 
TAAUING OF TR.,I"TEfl (TrOT) OF VILLAGSE I1F..LTH VIORKsERS ('/1*1) 

CORS'. 10 - 14 IT'7?E i130 

Submittea by Dr. H. E1 Neil, Coordinator of Stu.ies;
 
WIO Regional Training Center (RTC), Yaba, Lagos
 

.5. lielfenbein, Assistant SHVS P.;,Ject Director for 
a training , Abidjan, The Ivory" Coast.' 

1. The objective of this mission was to determine and plan a programme
 
of follow-up collaboration to Gambian participants in the above course
 

• 	 in developing si, in-country training programne for village health work-p
 
ers. Collaboration between the RTC and the Government of The Gambia
 

a $ 

was to be rendered in the context of SHIRS Project objective 11 activi
* 	 ties in the Regional frraining Centers (RTC) Lone and Lagos towards the 

facilitation of the implementation of t.a nambian Action Plan for Pri
mary Health Care (PMC). 

2. Consultations were held with nr. t. .e Samba, Director of Medical
 
Services, Dr. F. Oldfield, Deputy to lirector of Medical services,
 
Dr. H. . i 1edical Officer of Healb,
Aime, PC, Tlanjul, Dr. P., fwers, 
Dr. P. Parakh, Uepresentative of Project Concern Znternational, 4r. 

John Spring, :1ZCEF, Dakars 'r. T. D. Smtart, Mrs e.Mboge, Mr. 4. 

Marenahe, rafuates if the Lagos RTC TOT Course, and . Stafforf,^.rs 

Trainer of traditional birth attnndenti (TUA). 

3. ;he training programne for VI has hnnn re-schoduled for January 

J 

1991. 1 villages in Lower River Division have bean selected. Visits 

by the PHC training team have boon made to several villages in a prog

rame of "sensititation" to inform villages about the PH. pograrme re
qust their participation an4 noninetion of a village health worker 
trainee. The Primary 1ea"ith Toam has tiTun to develop a job desorip. 

tion for villaqo health vorleors. Tas):s war* idontifi. A-in five areas, 
The RTC Lagos aqcaeuatos havto 1.qun to Oo a task analysis, and prepare, 
session plans for the training ."rogrquue 

4. The onprosseA needs for co112icoratton from the R7C through the 5111W 
proju.et vao In tha tollion aricg 
*W I)colthorarlan in tto "1'a-oitnt of tho curricula of the YIh11 
* training program..P 

http:proju.et


V . o 

i provision of critical matorinl resources in regard to the 
abova: 

A (iii) 

(iv) 

Drovisin of.some collaboration in th* d'velopment of a 
tkininng programmm for TUAs: 
development of a programmo to reoriont the Gambian health 
workers to Primary Health Cara. 

S. The following recommondations vera made with regard to the above 
expresmod needs. 

() CllibQrtion in the Dvelomant of a'Curriculum for theJ~ ~ ~ M rrmlning prnaralm.l 

Four possible areas of collaboration were idantified tofacilitate tbe 6evelopment of a curriculum and its' articulation 

S')for 

I.V 

the first training prolroma of Vlqfs in The Gambiat 
(a) Consultation by the RTC staff in the elaboration of a 

detailed operational plan for the training programme. 
nr. 1. 0. Zma4e ST( in Mnagigent will bo available inJuly ORO for this mission. 

d 

* (b) Revitw of the task analysis and sasion plans preparod 
by RTC graduates and collaboration in any necessaryrevision. Mrs Anu Meporoye, STC in curriculum deve. 

• 

lopMont vill b avetla'ho in Decmbnr 1080 for this 
# mission.-)so6horation in conducting, and administration of the 

(d) 

t'oini'7g oroarame and propaaton Of the final field 
t'9sted pacs a for training VnYs In subsaquengt phases of 
tho Gmbrin PPC 7rogrnme. Dr. f. gricson, W eoauch. 
t!onal Technolngist will hP IvAilahale In Janury 1981 
for this mission. 
Collahoration Inevolu:ntirp the VINI training progrme 
anA (I proparing an *oMartione,1 plan for further train

ing anti SUPVision, RTC FInd SM" staff will be aveil. 
lahla for this mission. 

(i)PrpywIlem #%I r45-.ra a ean~ the 'IR9Itp ine currieu 

(A) FOO~S WOUld beo nvlablo fromi the 840-4 project throug~h 



V 

tho W~C TonJul to dafrny eirocts costs associated with 
th. dnvelopment.. production and adinption of 11H1 train
 

S 9 ing mraterials. 

!() 'Zt "was.understood that .ither 1VO/AFRn, UNICEF -or other 
" ,aencies. would furnish a vehicli to the Primary Health
 

Careg training team for the proposed extensive pre.trai,
 
ning, senaitization of villam conmunitios, follow-up
 
training and supervision.
 

(c) Consultantsementioned in point (i) would be financed 
complately hy tho SIMlS project.

(. ±) Provision of .'ollboration in -nvylonrent of Curricuum 
for Frninino? of Mg-. 

Possibility of sending Sister Stafford to the Lagos RTC and
the *MfO collahorative prograwme for the training of T1As in 
Sohoto, r'igeria proEarably in Auqust lCO, 
was suggested.

Alternative fun-inq posibilitias including that of AFRO/
 

, SWIS funds would he *xplored.
(" Civ) Jc ovo f a ,r nuo t~o reoriant6appnI~p l~em1 )h

ior, erp oa;!Cn --,
 

(a) It was uggested tbat such n programe could .be linked
A to the alreaAy plqnnod 4IMS continuing education work

sOiop for'llursos in 'The Oesmia to reorient practising 
nurves to P. (This workshop Is nart of the Post 
hasic t1ursing education programe for The Gamhia, Sierr-
Leone and TLiberia, approved indrr GFHOS P. ject Objective 

J (b) tr. V. 0. Ismre would be nvailahlo during his proposoSI-,, uly visit to discuss tbo adiuniatration ane managament 

implictions of ?"@ 6MWjian Prlmtry !loalth Care programe
for furthnr worknhon to roach thm estiratod 700 hoalthb
 
vor'ers in The n'pin. 

6. 1e gratefullr Pmwnoloafea the ldnO invitation of Tha Govornment of 
The ftmhla to follom'-un thq '.'rVrat*# of thC '"110 Regional ?z'ainin7- CCantor Cmirso for thn tr nivl# of trainers of Villce %oilthV.okers. 
and we vory much rnprociatod thn armllIcwetion of all wvho

U 
m'ade availablo 

thair timwe to meat wit% sin *nd h1Aoump t'vi rMin~n 1"10 unrogisanu GnA the 
4.| 

"sz1hli r o:ltie, of conttnua,1 atI14"nra'ton, 

. : V 



ticath licy Institute A l
3Bay Sute Road 

Boston, Massachusctts 02215 
6171353-4386 

Ccntu for Strcn~thening Hcaih .. ' 

D livcry Systcms in AuicA 

tiay 27, 1980 

Mr. Earl Yates
 
Office of Regional Affairs
 
Africa Bureau
 
Agency for International Development
 
Department of State
 
Washington, D.C. 20523
 

Dear Earl:
 

We are writing to yov concerning our requests for waivers to purchase
 
equipment fo" use in the WHO Regional Training Center In Lome. Togo. We
 
have requested a wa'ver to purchase a Gestetner table model of set machine
 
and also to purchase video equipment from TeleTape Video Company of
 
London. We have :.!arched thoroughly and found that this equipment cannot 
be purchased in the U.S. with the proper 220 voltagc and wiring requirements 
needed for use in Lote. The video equipment is not available in Togo. and 
the cost of the offset machine is considerably higher if purchased in 
ToCo rather than in London. Therefore ue would like to purchase all 
of thin equipment in London for export to Tcgo. 

We have written to Mr. Kenyon in Novenber 1979 and again in January 1980 
to request approval for these waivers. We have recencly recived several 
urgent inquiries from the ,onme RTC as to che status of this equipment. The 
teaching activitles at the Center are being hampered by the lack of this 
equipment which we had hoped would be in place by early thl.i year. Since 
there In a time lapse of several weak. between the time an order in placed
and deliver 7 of the rquipment to Tog-o, It in iost important that we receive 
approval for these vilver, an quickly an possible. 

It youi need any further Information abOut thi15 Vqiitpmeri t. please lot 
me know. We look forward to hoa ricirg from you notIi rer!.,r.i I :, this M.Itter. 

,,ncerr)y, 

cc, S. Helrenbemn%.1 

3: rC~~ 



ANNEX 6
 

LVAUMLT1IO U l U=fll]L PZAGOGIQUE FOUtR U.~F'OMM!TJI Dr ASV (rvo AW±1, 1980) 

1. 	 Que1s prob1mwo irjat Wt idontifidio dzns la viflawja? 

2. .xllao tr-lcsouat 4tM 

Hy;Vna du Milicuo 
Nutritiong 
Sont6 de, la MJro i 

Soinn a=x Adzutous 
Soinw d'Urrucnei 
?Jdthodes do Tram".ts 

aoaioz1~oks pour la fonaton do 1'AZV? 

2.1 	 Avoz-vou3 dpzvuvd don d~fi~mit6n dans la ndloction dea t~ches? 
(31 ou±t ddcrivoz lou mod±±icatozm vo avez fcaitas). 

2. 2 Avez-voua au boaooln do modifior don t&hco udlootioimdon? 
(Si. ouiv d4orlwys 1.. mdit±oations Vuo Youas avez =Atoo)* 

qwiu~lon t~chou ont 6t6 ddroloppdou pnrco quo Youn n1lxvoi pan, trouvd
quolquon =mco qu± corrrponxiont aux prob1~zn int1.fida? (li 'rous aY: 
pu odlootionnior touto on ooAlchesp eonzzimo :: oe quootion 4). 

., 	 A-vv:-vo, 6prvuvd don~ difticul.en danw la toZ~U13tiof doo tjohoo?
(31 out, ddcr±'ros Ion difficultdo que raun oven rmncontr~eo 

4. 	 Quolu objo. tifa crevo.u 
tous o~objootiro aciz 

Dutritio nt 
3nntd dq la 
ao1=l (.ux Inft=Jto 

301=, 4'Ur-,ncai 
Udtliodau do 'A"=r*.is 

radlootionnda? (st ym avas fonm~aor Yowt-m.zo 
odloatlonaor, contUmo aivto queotlon 4)s 

http:Yowt-m.zo
http:A"=r*.is
http:difticul.en
http:Tram".ts


491Avoo- o ncontzd dos difficultdo an adcotionnnt lagobjectifn? (Gi nont cot~mjz avoo quazotion5) 

4.1 	 La fagon dont Ica objocttfo on d forxi16o lea a 
renbtm difficilue &coczzrndro. (Darmz dos ocampoan 
qi la dcdr~ntxnt). 

4.1.2 	 14a obJect±to n~dtaint pas muffi ~cnt d~toi.±1dbe 
(Dcmio- dens nmeploai). 

".I 	 Loa oondition i=ploydoa 'out pca Ad ddoriton
 
miffiw~ont an ddtail (Do~az dos wozlaa)f
 

4-;4Ic conditiono ddcrien no correapotu~n1t pasn au u±Um& 
dan loquol 3. tmunice~a (Dono: dos oxacpoo 

4*3l5 	 Lon ccaporto~cnta inolu2 ndftaiont pan caux quo 30 
ddim~ia npprwu~im aux MyV. (Dorno:z dos oxc~ploo). 

4.20 	 La, contanu doo objaotifo n14t pa coivt (Dam~o 

d2os exuaoo). 

4.2.7 	 Autroo t.Lttfit44 (4ow=o: dn czp1cs do cl~z 4'1110). 



5. Avoz-vouc ou bacoin, do mos~iior lea objactifsaodlectioundo? (31 non, contimic: 

Meo quation6) 

5.1 Pourquoi ava.-.voun odifid ion abjeotifz? 

5...Loun conditiona ddoritea dana lea bbjeotifo uldtaient pan' 
cooocatoa. (Donez don leap.). 

5.1.2 Ion coicport~cnto tzwno dana las objeotifa'n'6c±ont pan
n&d-ebnc4iir OU ±1 fallsait ajoiutoz' do nourea= comportaomo~
(D=zo den cxmwplau). 

5.43 La cot= don objectlfo a 4A Otre obane, (.Do~s do xwcp18a). 

5.1.4 Lea objcotifn ntdtolont pa. auffiawmmnt ddta±lli. tDor'os 'don 

5.4Autrac mioonm. (Dno don ozoMloie)o 

6. 	Quala objoawr~a cretn-voi MG eomAore (31 vaum n111wu3 formior sau= objoaoitf 
oontic= *Too vouotion 7). 

Gal Avva-v'oun pu utilcr lo torr.%: cMI*Zd d= na1 Itym? (Ddorl-vos Lao
Wficugtim rTw yMUO mas rCOontrool 



6.2 Pou.rquo =v'oua d(L fouloz' vao pxoprea objoot±fz? 

6.2.1 	 Ica COnd1±t.on quo jo vmakio no oe timmuicut pa dona 
Ia objoctifue (Dow~cs dda ox~ploa). 

rwco=ozt~fgnts voulod 
lIei obJootLJ'u. (Donnz doe exemplon)S' 

6 L2,,. 	 quo 3m no as trouv~ii.nt pan dama 

6. Autroa rainone. (Dmes dois oxmulon). 

PLA11 DM~ UTITE3 MlCOUM~ 
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Background Related to the Assignment
 

The SHDS Project focuses its program on four inter-related objectives

which include strengthening of health systems in West and Central
 
Africa through programs in the areas of 1) health planning and
 
management; 2) 3)
health manpower training; disease surveillance
 
and immunization; and 4) low cost health delivery.
 

The program in the fourth area of "low cost health delivery" has been
 
the slowest in getting underway. Originally activities in this part

of the Project were to be focused, to a large extent, on'btrengthen
ing the capabilities of two African educational institutions to
 
serve as regional centers which would assist the countries of West
 
and Central Africa, through training, applied research, and evaluation
 
activities in developing and improving systems of low cost (affordable)
 
health delivery". The CUSS (University Health Sciences Center) in
 
Yaounde, Cameroon, had been identified as the institution in which
 
the first center would be developed. Unfortunately, at about the time
 
the program was scheduled to get underway, the Director of CUSS who had
 
been very active in promotion on the new regional centers was unexpected
ly replaced. Due to this sudden change and a desire to study the pro
posal in more detail, the Project Coordinating Committee voted in Nov
ember, 1978 to table consideration on this aspect of the program.
 
In early 1979, following the PCC meeting's decision, both USAID and
 
WHO/AFRO requested that SIDS concentrate its efforts under Objective
 
IV on applied research related to low cost nealth delivery, without
 
attaching the program to specified centers. WHO/AFRO had identified
 
applied research as an important aspect of its mid-term, five year plan
 
for activities in the area of primary health care. 
As WHO/AFRO's fund
ing and manpower for development of this aspect of it. program was
 
limited, it asked that SIMS consider developing a collaborative program

in applied research, which would provide research training and also
 
funding for applied research activities within the region. As a first
 
step in this process, WHO/AFRO requested that the SUDS-sponsored primary
 
health care wrkshop scheduled for June of 1979 develop the first draft
 
of "guidelines for applied research" that could be used both within WHO/
 
SHDS program and in other WHO/AFRO programs.
 

SHDS agreed to concentrate on development of a collaborative program in
 
applied research. In June of 1979 the participants at the workshop gave
 
recommendations concerning acceptable guidelines for applied research.
 
The SHDS staff then worked to prepare z comprehensive document, based
 
both on these recommendations and others suggested by the WHO/AFRO Ad
visory Committee for Medical Research in Africa. 
 This wan presented
 
to WHO/AFRO in September, 1979. In addition, WHO/AFRO and SIIDS worked
 
jointly to outline program activities for 1980. These activities were
 
to include finalization of the research program, planning and implemen
tation of a r.gional course for development of research protocols, and 
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selection and support of applied research activities within the region.

In November, 1979 the Project Coordinating Committee approved the 1980
 
plan.
 

In early 1980 
 further planning was completed on the applied research
 
program. SUDS and WRO/AFRO tentatively scheduled the research course

for late July, 1980 and Upper Volta and Senegal were chosen by the
 
Regional Director as 
two possible sites for the activity. WHO/AFRO

selected Dr. Thomas Nchinda (Cameroon) and Dr. Papa Soulye Ndiaye

(Senegal) as the two AFRO consultants to participate in the planning

and implementation of the course. 
 SHDS identified Dr. Yolande
 
Mousseau-Gershman (Canada), and Dr. Ann Brownlee (SIUS Boston) as 
two
 
additional trainers. Dr. Mousseau-Cershman and Dr. Brownlee were
 
also given the assignment of working with SUDS Abidjan and WHO/AFRO

staff to develop final plans for the research program as a whole.
 
A trip was planned for completion of this assignment in March-April
 
of 1980.
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TRIP ITINERARY
 

WHO/AFRO arranged for meetings between Drs. Brownlee and Mousseau-Gershman
 
and Drs. Nchinda and Ndiaye. As the latter two consultants were apparently

unable to travel due to scheduling constraints, it was suggested that they

be visited in turn in Senegal and Cameroon. Thus the itinerary followed
 
by Drs. Mousseau-Gershman and Brownlee was as follows:
 

March 30, 31, 1980 	 Dr. Mousseau-Gershman met with Dr. Ndiaye
 
in Dakar, Senegal to work on preliminary
 
planning for the July research course.
 

March 31 - April 5, 1980 
 Dr. Brownlee joined Dr. Mousseau-Gershman
 
in Abidjan where the week was devoted to
 
joint planning with the Abidjan staff
 
concerning the research program and course.
 
In addition, Dr. Brownlee worked on
 
other SHDS activities.
 

April 6-9, 1980 
 Dr. Brownlee and Dr. Mousseau-Gershman
 
worked in Brazzaville with the WHO/AFRO
 
staff, Dr. French and Mrs. Harvey on final
 
planning for the research program and course.
 
Dr. Brownlee concentrated on planning for
 
the research program, Dr. Mousseau-Gershman
 
on the design of the research course.
 

April 10, 1980 	 Dr. Mousseau-Gershman and Dr. Brownlee, along 
with Mrs. Harvey, met with Dr. Nchinda in 
Yaounde, working further on plans for the 
research course. (Dr. Mousseau-Gershman
 
departed after this work was completed.)
 

April 14-16, 1980 
 Dr. Brownlee met with the directors of
 
the Lome and Lagos Training Centers on
 
other Project business.
 

April 17-20, 1980 	 Dr. Brownlee worked with the SIMS staff in
 
Abidjan on drafting of final documents
 
concerning the research course and program.
 

April 22, 1980 	 Dr. Brownlee met with Dr. Ndiaye in Dakar
 
to discuss final plans for the research
 
course.
 

May 7-8, 1980 
 Drs. Brownlee and Mousseau-Ger3hman met
 
in Boston for two days of additional work
 
on the research course.
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HO/SUDS *I'IDELIL:EE r3R PPLIED RESrA£.CH 
ON HEALTH SERVICE DELVI.Y AND PI:L.kY :i.ULH CARE* ** 

1. Purpose of the guidelines
 

To encourage the development, application, and testing .f strategies and

techniques which will improve the :apacity to plan, implement, and manage

appropriate health delivery syste=s in West and Central Africa.
 

2. Objectives of 
the WHO/SHDS pro~rz= for applied research on health service
 
delivery and orimarv health care
 

2.1. 
To train and assist approprfize personnel in the region in 1) design

of protocols and proposals f:r applied research on health service
 
and primary health care; 
2) :esearch methodology; and 3) development of
 
funding support for applied research.
 

2.2. 
To encourage the developmen: and submission for funding of proposals

for applied research on hea::h care likely simultaneously to be of

benefit in improving the he-:h of the population and the applied

research capabilities withiz the region.
 

2.3. To select proposals for WHO 
.5-DSsponsorship and participate in their
 
support through offering WF. 
 SHDS program funding and/or assisting in
 
locating other funding sourcas.
 

2.4. To offer needed technical assistance to 
these applied research projects.
 

2.5. 
 To obtain support for publi":ion, dissemination, and application of

useful findings of applied hEalth services research undertaken in Africa.
 

3. The program's research priorities
 

3.1. Emohasis on national and rezi 
nal health priorities and needs
 

Priority will be given to research proposals that:
 

--Focus on development of sziutions to 
health problems that have

relatively high priority 1- the country(ies) in which the research
 
will be undertaken;
 

Focus on solving problems :hat are critical to the successful
 
implementation of prizary :ealth 
care programs;
 

*The first draft of these guidelines vis prepared, at the 
request of WHO/AFRO, by a
group of African healrh professionals and SHDS staff at 
the last W1O/AFRO-SHDS sponsored workshop on 
primary health care :eld at CUSS/UIISC (University Health Sciences
Center) in Yaounde, Cameroon, June 12-:6, 1979. This final draft 
was prepared by the
SHDS 
staff, taking account of the wortihop recommendations and other relevant documents
 
from VHO/AFRO and elsewhere.
 

**Applied research on health services zliverv and primary health care can 
be defined as

the systematc study whereby basic 
 and methodologics from one or oredisciplines are brought to bear on the each needs of indiviJuals and communities ,ihina given 3et of existing conditions. (T.L defiiition closely follows that mads by theWHO/AFRO :ledIcal Advisory Committee on .'edical Research in Africa during its third
 
session, November 
 1978, page 7 of the :eoort.)
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-Focus on development, application, and evaluation of techniques and
strategies :hat will 3i::nificantly improve th! health of local pop
ulation3 in the region and especially that of groups that are
 
underserved, high risk, or otherwise vulnerable; and
 

Address health issues and problems of importance to the effective
delivery of health services throughout all or a substantial portion

of the region.
 

3.2. Emphasis on areas identified bv the Alma-Ata Conference as 
essential
 
to orimarv health care:
 

Research proposals should focus on one or more of 
the following areas
which have been identified by the International Conference on Primary
Health Care at Alma-Ata in 1978* as essential to primary health care:
 

-education concerning prevailing health problems and the methods
 
of preventing and controlling them;
 

-promotion 
of food supply and proper nutrition;
 

-an 
adequate supply of safe water, and basic sanitation;
 

maternal and child health care, including family planning;
 

-immunizations 
 against the major infectious diseases;
 

--prevention and control of 
locally endemic diseases;
 

-appropriate 
 treatment of common diseases and injuries; and
 

--provision of essential drugs.
 

3.3. Additional areas 
for emohasis
 

3.3.1. 	 Health manpower training
 

Priority will be given to research proposals, among others,

that seek solutions to important problems of health manpower

training, especially as this training relates to 
primary

health care workers and their supervisors.
 

3.3.2. 	 Health plainninL and management
 

Priority will be given to 
research proposals, among others,

that seek solutions to current problems of health planning
and management that hinder the delivery of 
adequate care to
 
local populations.
 

hPage 4, Item 3, of the "Declaration of ,Umn-Ata" in Alma-At, 
 1979.
 
Primar, 	Health Care, 
AlO Ceneva, 1973.
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3.3.3. The cost of health care
 

Priority will be given to research proposals, among others,
 
that address important problems concerning the cost of
 
health care and the cost effectiveness and efficiency of
 
various health program strategies.
 

3.3.4. Appropriate health cechnology
 

Priority will be given to research proposals, among others,
 
uhich involve the development and/or application of
 
appropriate, acceptable, low-cost, and effective technologies
 
(either new or traditional) that, when possible, make broad
 
use of local resources. Appropriate technologies for
 
primary health care may include, among others, methods for
 
promoting community participation for involving and
 
integrating traditional healers and birth attendants in
 
the health system, for making use of traditional medical
 
and pharmaceutical knowledge, for creating village pharmacies,
 
etc.
 

3.4. Aspects of health service deliverv to be exnlored
 

Research proposals focusing on programs of health service delivery

might examine one or more of the following aspects of
 
existing or alternative programs:
 

-The inputs into health deliveryi programs (e.g., personnel,
 
staff training, equipment and supplies, budget, etc.)
 

--The process of health care delivery (e.g., administration and
 
delivery of care, the cost and quality of the care provided,
 
methods of program monitoring, etc. )
 

--The outputc of health delivery programs, (e.g., services
 
rendered, persons served, etc.)
 

-The impact of this care on the population (e.g., effects on
 
health status, demographic, socio-economic and political effects,
 
etc.)
 

3.5. An integrated apronch to health care
 

When appropriate, the proposal should reflect an integrated
 
approach to the problems of health and health care.
 

Consideration of the health 3ituation in the context of wider 
issues of socio-economic development and the couintry(des)'developmont 
plans and problems 1,j e!ncouraged. 

In some cases research may focus on devoopment oriented-programs
ocher than those traditionally considered "programs of health service
 
delivery", which, nonecholess, may have a significant Impact on 
hoalth.
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Collaboration with experts frcn disciplines, research or;ani:a:ions,

and/or government ministries 
that should articulate with the
 
health sector, such as 
those concerned with development, planning

economics, housing, education, nutrition, agriculture, co=runication,

social welfare, etc., is encouraged in 
cases where this collabor
ation will provide the study with a broader and more realistic
 
consideration of the prcblem explored.
 

3.6. The value of ccmoaracive research
 

Projects which aim to replicate studies already done in other
 
areas or countries will be considered when the proposed study is
 
likely to produce comparative data and results of practical

benefit 4n solving health-related problems.
 

Projects which explore the 
same aspect of health or health care
within several countries or areas of the West and Central kirican
 
region within a comparative format are encouraged. (This, however,

does not preclude selection of protocols focusing on only one
 
area or country.)
 

3.7. Choice of research tooic
 

The choice of 
research topic is the prerogative of the individuals

and/or organizations proposing the research. 
The list of priorities
given above is presented to give applicants some idea of the types of
topics that have been identified by African experts as important health
and health care problem areas toward whose solution applied research 
could make a useful contribution. This list by no means covers all
possible topics, but 
simply gives some of the general guidelines

concerning acceptable research topics that will be used 
-oen considering
proposals for possible funding under the WHO/SI{DS Program of Applied

Research.
 

4. Acceptable research standards and methodoloev
 

4.1. Knowledge and advancement of the field of study 

The proposal should demonstrate i thorough familiarity with the 
current state of knowledge and research in the field to be explored
and should indicate how the proposed study would advance understanding

on the topic ielected for research. Projects which take account of
and build upon or explore complementary aspects of other research on
 
the same problem are encouraged.
 

4.2. Maintenance of icie'ntific standards of research 

The project should use research design(s) and methodologies of accept
ab'o scientific quality. For example: 

-- The research hypoth, in(e.,), if there are any, should be clearly
and acceptably stated.
 

Methoda for testing the hypothesis(os) should be of acceptable
 
scientific quality,
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--When using te experlmencal methoi. inluiion of control grcu (s) 
should be c..)nnidered ,.hen practical. 

--Research variables should be clearlv identified, and adequate

methods for controlling appropriate variables devised.
 

--Samples, if used, 
should be selected 
so as to avoid syste=atic
 
bias.
 

-Issues 
 concerning the reliability and validity of measurements
 
should be adequately addressed.
 

-Statistical 
methods, when employed, should be appropriate.
 

-Pilot testing of the research methodology and design, when
 
appropriate, should be inciuded as 
part of the project.
 

-Methods 
 for analyzing research data gathered should bc adequately

and clearly planned before the research begins.
 

4.3. Use of acceptable research methodology
 

Acceptable methods of research of any type and from any recognized

discipline appropriate to the solution of 
the applied health sciences
 
tezearch problem may be used.
 

Not all research projects, for example, would necessarily utili:e the
experimental scientific approach (isolating a problem, testing 
a
hypothesis with rigorous controls, and obtaining clear cut results).

Health services research should be practical and applied and may use
other methods such as observations made in health institutions and
the field, critical analvies of existing health practices, studies of
interesting cases, etc. 
 The results will not 
always be expected to
yield definite 
answers but should make available important data that
will facilitate decision-making by health authorities.
 

4.4. Compliance with ethical standards of 
research
 

The proposal should 
-)mply with acceptable ethical standards for
research. 
These would include adherence, when applicable,

acceptable ethical standards 

to
 
on such important issues as:
 

-the rights of human subjecti involved in medical 
 research; 

--the rights of persons studied 
to privacy, coniidentiality, and
 
respect for cultural and religious belief. (lm:!udirnl the
question of special problems involved in guardlng these
rights when dealing wiLh illiterate or semi-literate
 
populat ions);
 

-- consideration of the social and .nvironmental cost .and
benefita of the 
the 

renarch and of the neces'iry or' .inressing
impact of the research in 3ocial, environmental and other 

areas; and 

-the right of the population *;udied to feedback concerning Che 
results, whonever appropriato.
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5. Organization, administracion and staffing of the research Droject
 

5.1. In-countrv aooroval of the orooosal
 

Approval for the proposed project should be obtained from whatever
 
nationil, university or ocher researzh review body is appropriate

within the ccuntry(ies) in which the research will be undertaken.
 
(In somu cuuntries this might be a rational health or medical
 
research council which is part of 
. more general national research 
review body.) The appropriate review body should, among other 
things, ascertain or verify that the project will contribute cowards 
solving a problem whose solution is of high priority because of 
its probable positive impact on the health of the country's
 
population.
 

The proposal should comply with whacdver grant conditions normally

apply in the country(ies) in which the project will be located.
 

5.2. Participants in the research
 

5.2.1. Use of local nerson.,tl 

The principle invescigator(s) on the project should be
 
from the country or region in which the proposed research
 
will take place. The project should utilize local or
 
regional personnel in other project positions whenevnr
 
possible. The proposal should inli~cate the naturd and
 
extent of local and 
regional re'jearch capabilit, available 
for the project ano how local and regional expertise will 
be utilized. 

5.2.2. Appropriate types of personnel 

The types of personnel used within the project 
are not
 
reutricted to health rewear:heri, but can include research,
service, and planning worker, erom a variety of disciplines
and levels, as wall 4:1 itudentn .nrollrJ ia icadnic or 
training in.tiltution.-, depending on ch, needi of the project
Mien appropriate, effort.3hould h. mace to col:.bor.to with 
research, planning and/or service per.ionnt-l in other .irvas 
,hat fhould artic'ilar.t with that et 'iealth, ituch a. rural 
development, pl.inning., etc.ecouorc-i., educ;:t'un, .igriculture, 

5.2.3. Involvement of health -irvtlc,. peronnol 

Health -srvico personrne of varioun levels working within 
thu health progran or .tro.a studi£ t liould bn t.nvo,-Id, 3a 
appropriate, by thole r.,potI-lible for th. planning and 
implemencacion of Chit orh ctst .r, i ro ,l flCuOsavv, 
at n t ,i ,,l er r a n y r i o, 0!,o , iJLd! W ". , r ! 11 1vt,, L1t',; o f r i -. a .r c h 
ACtiViti, 11LiO L1e ,Aor,n.a pttt -rrn of work. 

Efforti- ihould b, r-,aod to tostzer, thr)u zh -ro et.t da:Len, 4l,19 
collaboration botween r.:r: .and 40 rvico pe r-4onolu. 
110lth arvico ;'rsunnn , lrvolvd durtng the plinning 

http:col:.bor.to
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stales, may be able to identify important problems of health 
or health care toward which research might be addressed. in 
addition, they may be able to give. valuable advice concerning
Implementation of the research inhealth care and co uicvy
settings. Health personnel who understand the reserch objectivesand are involved in appropriate role@ In the study's execution are 
much more likely to have an Lnveswent in utilixzng Its 
results.
 

5.2.4. Znvolvement Of comairt mmbers 

Zn some caes itmay be possible to Involve persons in the 
com Ity studied in either the forulation of the research
problem, plning of the resarch, its bplemntatiou, or
evaluation. To the extent that coamnity Involvement and
participation of any of these types Is feasible, appropriate,
and benefial, it is encouraged. 

5.2.5. afillation of oartic, ants with local or regional nstitutins 

The group applying for the grant should be affiliated with 
a local or regional institutim or organization. There are no specific restrictions on the types of Institutions that 
may be involved. The Institution my be, for exmple, aneducational orgnilzation, a gove entrL, private, or comanity
agency or group whose work relates to the plannIag or delivery
of heath care or applied health-related reserch, etc. 

5.2.6. Use of outside mrsonnel 

zn cases In which certain nocessary technical expertise Is
not available wLtin the country or the region, the project
designers may wish to utlse expertise from outside the 
region. Zn caues such as this the project design, when
practical, should include mchuanm for training local

personnel tn the skills Initially provided by outside con
sultao. 

5.2.7. Collaborationwith outside Institutions 

tn certain ses here particular types of cec: ni8 expertiseare not available locally, the or anization(s) propoLnfg the
study may wish to collaborate vith institutions from either within or outside the region in tIplemntsclon of the study. tf so, the
loaal or regional orglnfagon(s) Involved should hav e mJor 
decision-makng power on the project,. 

5.3. Lentth. scope, and budgt of the uosoct 

5.301. Length of the project
 

The length of the orojea may vary, dependig on the parstdu
lar problem or issue addressdd and the methodis proposed La 

investigat it. Beause reosarh funds are Limited and 
potential projects to be funded nmerous, the projects pro
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posed should be as 
short and practical as possible, considering
 
research requirements.
 

If the research is successfully completed and there are strong
indications both that the results thus far have been of major
practical benefit and that further study will ytald additional 
positive results of sufficient value, an application may be 
made for funding of further "phases" of the project. 

5.3.2. Scope and comDlexitv of the project
 

The project should be of 
a scope and complexity that is
 
reasonable, considering the past research experience and current
 
research capabilities of the investigators, and the needs of
 
the particular study.
 

5.3.3. Size of the project hudget
 

The project budget should be reasonable considering 1) realistic
 
funding needs of the research study proposed; 2) the capacity

of the research group to use the funds effectively; and 3) the

benefits the project is lik~ly to bring in terms of improved

health and/or health care, in comparison with the project's cost.
 

5.4. In-countrv coordination of the project
 

Research projects selected should be coordinated by whatever research
 
body is most appropriate within a particular country. 
 In some
 
countries national health or medical research councils (at times part
of a larver national research body) supervise and coordinate health
related research. In countries where these councils or similar bodies
do not e:cist, authoritie, might be encouraged to explore the possibility
of developing them. As much as possible, a balance should be maintained
between :he ne.d for guiding research in accordance with nation oolicydirectives and the! need to preserve a climate that fosters beneficial 
creativit. and innovation. 

Whenever pon1ble, authoritiesj responsible for sunervision of health 
research -0hould coordinate with similar authorities in other areas 
or disclpines that should articulate with that of health. 

5.5. 4onitjrtn'! ird i;valuation of the proiect 

The propoial ihould Iadicat., -hat techniques and mechanisms will be

util: d ,,ither internal to tho project it.elf and/oran 
 insLitutional or nationallevel for monitoring and evaluacinv che project for quality of work,

malnt?nltlc, of the work ichi'dulo, ad!qucy of 
 administrative and
fiscal pro:c.dur,'l, etc. Devoic,,":n. -t a idequate monitoring and
Ova te. loti ",w hatonim-i for th. pro.t: .are tar.elential. Periodic 
.rd f lnil 7,,orzz- -Thutld bJotm lo 

5.6. Stron.hioine of ,:.i nd ret'Ion.il O:"s'I titlon and their. r.search 

,hnver potolbl, propoial.t hot0ld include rranaments which serva 

http:ret'Ion.il
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to strengthen institutions and their research capabilities within

the country(ies) and/or region in which the project will be located.
 
These arrangements could involve such things, among others, as 1)

hiring of needed staff who may remain with the institution
after the project ends; 2) planning for staff experience on the research
project which will be of benefit to them in future work; 3) planning
for on-the-job or more formal training of project staff in research

techniques and other appropriata areas which will be of value to andtheir institutions; 4) encouraging, through the 

them 
research design, development of institutional mechanisms for project administration, monitorina,

and/or evaluation that will be applicable in other program areas: and 5)

encouraging, through the research design, establishment of collaborative
 
relationships between institutions and individuals of long-term value.
 

Plans for dissemination and utilization of research results
 

6.1. Dissemination of results
 

Tentative plans for dissemination of research results should be

outlined within the proposal. Major emphasis should be placed, in
 
these plans, on distribution of results to potential users, both

national and local, within the West and Central African region.

Findings may be published in journals or other publications with principle

circulation outside this region but, if so, should first be presented

in publications with wide distribution within the region.

(Note: 
 Use of the publication and dissemination resources of WHO
 
and other international organizations is encouraged.)
 

6.2. Utilization of findings
 

The proposal should include a statement concerning practical application
of the results anticipated. 
 It should describe any arrangements

which have been or will be made within the country and/or region
which will assure or make more likely utilization of the research

results for improvement of health or health care.
 

7. Suggested format for research proposals
 

7.1. Title
 

7.2. Introduction
 

Brief summary of project, including at least 1) problem or need identified;

2) project goal, objectives, research design, and methodology;

3) investigators and institutions participating in project and

their roles; and 4) rationale for proposed approach to problem.
 

7.3. 
 Statement ofcroblem or assessment of need
 

Brief descri,,tion of 1) circumstances chat have prompted proposal of the
research 2) relation of the proposed research 
to other past or current
 
studies (both by the investigators and others), and why the research 
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is needed; and 3) relevance of the study to national and
 
regional health and health research priorities.
 

7.4. Goal and objectives
 

Description of 1) overall goal of the project; and 2) specific

objectives, both short and long term.
 

7.5. Research design and methodology
 

Description of 
the overall research design and methodology, including

1) research hypothesis(es); 2) methodology for gathering data in
cluding, if applicable, sampling plans, variables, instruments and
 
plans for determining their reliability and validity, compliance with

ethical standards, and why methods chosen are most appropriate; 3)

methods of data analysis; 4) anticipated results; 5) plans for dis
semination of findings; and 6) project timetable or schedule, with
 
target dates for completion of various stages of the project speci
fied.
 

7.6 Project oersonnel and administration
 

A brief description of personnel that will be involved in the project,

including staff involved in research, secretarial support, administra
tion and evaluation. 
The discussion should include information on the

positions planned, percentage of time on project, institution in which
 
the positions will be located, brief job descriptions, identificaticn
 
of individuals who would fill the positions and their past experience.

Brief discussions should also be included of plans for administrarion,

monitoring, and evaluation of the project and of what insti:utions will
 
be involved in the project and the roles they will play.
 

7.7 Significance
 

Significance of project, including 1) expected practical applications

of results, plans for utilization of findings for improvement of health
 
and/or health care, both nationally and within the region as a whole,
 
etc.; 2) potential value of results for training purposes; and 3)
 
extent to which the project is likely to strengthen the research capa
bilities of African researchers and institutions.
 

7.8 Budget and other support
 

Description of l) budget for entire period of project with details
 
of first year costs; 2) budget justification; and 3) other sources
 
of support for project, either applied for or already assured.
 

7.9 Appendices
 

Appendices with more detailed data on various aspects of project than
 
that given in the body of proposal, such as 1) list of personnel on

project, cheir roles, percentage of time on project, summary of back
ground and experience, curriculum vitae, etc.; 2) descrition of or
ganizations involved in the research, roles they will play, their ex
perience in related areas, facilities and equipment available; 3) biblio
graptiv of ublications related to proposed research; and 
 ) other rele
vant material.
 


